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Foreword 

The Republic of Uganda (GoU) entered into an Indemnity Agreement dated July 18, 2007 with the 
International Development Association (IDA) which was subsequently amended on January 24, 2018, June 
25, 2018 and November 30, 2018 (as so amended, the “Indemnity Agreement”) and a Supplemental Letter 
dated January 24, 2018. The Indemnity Agreement and the National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala 
and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area) Instrument, 2019 contemplate managing the Kalagala and 
Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area in accordance with a Sustainable Management Plan (KIFSCA-SMP). 
The Indemnity Agreement commits Uganda Government to (among other things): 

a. Set aside the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area1 exclusively to protect its natural 
habitat and environmental and spiritual values in conformity with sound social and environmental 
standards acceptable to IDA;  

b. Ensure that any tourism development at the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area will be 
carried out only in a manner acceptable to IDA “and in accordance with the aforementioned standards;  

c. Not develop power generation that could adversely affect the above- stated protection of the Kalagala 
and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area without the prior agreement of IDA (i.e., The World Bank); 
and 

d. Conserve, through a sustainable management program and long-term funding mutually agreed by the 
Government and the Association (no later than the expiration of the prevailing sustainable management 
program or such a later date as IDA may agree), the present ecosystem of the Mabira Forest Reserve, 
as well as the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area, including the Kalagala Falls Central 
Forest Reserve, the Namavundu Central Forest Reserve and the Nile Bank Central Forest Reserve and 
as part of such management program, as soon as reasonably practicable but in any event not later than 
December 31, 2019, prepare and adopt a management plan for the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area; and 

e. Take all necessary action within its authority (a) to adopt, as soon as reasonably practicable, but in any 
event not later than 31 December 2019, and (b) to thereafter maintain, a mechanism satisfactory to IDA 
that ensures legally-binding and long-term conservation, protection and management of the Kalagala 
and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area.  

The Supplemental Letter elaborates further on the expected contours of the sustainable management plan.  
The KIFSCA SMP describes the goal, objectives, strategies and actions at framework level. Sectoral plans 
to address management of ecotourism, forests, river banks, land use, cultural resources and community 
development have been described to be implemented by lead agencies, strengthen their performance and 
work together to effectively implement the KIFSCA SMP.  
…………………………….. 
Hon. Sam Cheptoris (MP) 
Minister of Water and Environment 

                                                 
1 The Indemnity Agreement refers to “Kalagala Falls Site” instead of “Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area” but defines “Kalagala Falls Site” as 
the same area that was declared the Kalagala-Falls Special ConservatFion Area pursuant to the instrument referenced in footnote 1 above.  
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Glossary 

 
Term Definition 

Access Right of entry and use of the resources 

Catchment An extent of land where water from precipitation drains into a body of water. 

Cross-Cutting 
issues 

Issues whose occurrence or implications are common among several aspects e.g., 
HIV/AIDS, Gender and Climate Change. 

Cultural Assets Cultural Sites, Human Values and customs. 

Ecosystems 
approach 

A strategy for the integrated management of land, water and living resources that 
promotes conservation and sustainable use. 

Ecosystem A unit of the biosphere that has all characteristics necessary to sustain life. It is an 
assemblage of populations (of plants and animals) grouped into communities and 
interacting with each other and their local environment. 

Ecotourism Also known as ecological tourism is travel to fragile, pristine and usually protected 
area that strive to be low impact and (often) small scale. Ecotourism helps educate 
the traveler about nature, provides funds for conservation, directly benefits the 
economic development and political empowerment of local communities, and 
fosters respect for different cultures and for human rights. 

Equity Dealing fairly and equally with all concerned in sharing costs and benefits of 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area. 

Fragile ecosystem An ecosystem or community that lacks adequate resilience or which when so 
heavily impacted by unnatural (human) event, can change in unexpected or 
undesired way. 

Implementing 
Institution 

Government ministry, agency, department, district, NGO/CSO, Private sector 
institution with delegated responsibility to implement whole or part of the SMP. 
 

Indemnity 
Agreement 

The agreement No. B-0130-UG of July (as amended in January 2018)) was entered 
into in connection with IDA’s support of financing for the construction of the 250 
MW Bujagali Hydropower Project. The Indemnity Agreement requires Government 
of Uganda to protect the natural habitat, environmental and spiritual values of the 
area which has now been declared the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area in conformity with sound social and environmental standards. 
 

Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls Site 

Comprises of the physical location of Kalagala Falls and Itanda Falls, the water and 
islands between Kalagala Falls Central Forest Reserve and Nile Bank Central 
Forest Reserve and adjacent landscape. 
 

Kalagala Offset Measures for ensuring sound environmental management of the Mabira ecosystem 
housing Bujagali falls/dam for purposes of "counterbalancing or making up for" the 
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negative effects caused by Bujagali dam on the environment, as stipulated in the 
2007 Indemnity agreement between Government of Uganda and World Bank’s lDA. 

Lead Agency Institution mandated to represent Government in execution of the obligations of the 
Indemnity Agreement (Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development) or 
implementation of the SMP (Ministry responsible for Water and environment). 

Livelihoods Means of support or subsistence for quality of life or state of being. 

Mabira ecosystem The geographical location housing Kalagala Falls and Itanda Falls Site comprising 
of: Kalagala Falls and Itanda Falls and associated waters and islands; Mabira, 
Kalagala Falls, Nile Bank, Namavundu, Namawanyi, Namananga and Namakupa 
Central Forest Reserves (CFRs); natural and modified ecosystems lying 3-5 km on 
either side of the Nile river bank and between 0.045° and 0.075°; people living 
Within this geographical area and their social and economic activities and; cultural 
assets whose values associated with Kalagala and Itanda Falls. 

Technical Agency Institution with no vested interests or management mandate/responsibility over 
resources and developments regarding Kalagala Offset, capable of convening 
various institutions and players into common action. 
 

Ownership Right to manage or control the use of natural resources. 

Risk assessment Identification of the likely impact and probability or likelihood of the risk occurring, 
It includes conducting a "what if" analysis to help anticipate the impact and 
probability of risk occurring. 

Risk Possibility that an event will possibly occur and affect the achievement of the SMP 
objectives and outputs either negatively or positively. 

River bank The rising ground, not more than 100 meters long, bordering or adjacent to a river 
in the form of rock, mud, gravel, sand and in cases of flood plains, includes the 
point where water touches the land, that land not being the bed of the river. 

Special 
conservation Area 

 

Spiritual values Human interests associated with the existence and use of cultural sites. 

Sustainable 
management 

Practices that maintain integrated human and ecological processes that equitably 
meet the biophysical needs of the Society while maintaining the integrity of life-
supporting ecosystems over a long time horizon. 

Sustainable use Present use, which does not compromise the right to use the same resources by 
future generations. 

Tourism The activity of persons traveling to and staying in places outside their usual 
environment for not more than one year mainly for leisure, and other purposes not 
related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited 

Washing bay A washing bay is a temporary or permanent structure where vehicles and 
equipment are washed.  

Offset Measurable conservation outcomes resulting from actions designed to compensate 
for significant residual adverse biodiversity impacts arising from project 
development and persisting After appropieate mitigation have been implemented. 
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Reserve species These are species protected by law and will attract penality once they are 
destroyed. 
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Executive Summary 

The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan (KIFSCA-SMP) 
has been developed pursuant to the National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area) Instrument, 2019 in furtherance of the Republic of Uganda’s obligations under the 
Indemnity Agreement dated July 18, 2007 (as amended on January 24, 2018, June 25, 2018 and November 
30, 2018, the “Indemnity Agreement”) and the related Supplemental Letter dated January 24, 2018, each 
between the Republic of Uganda and the International Development Association (“IDA”)  
In 2007 Government of Uganda (GoU) entered into an indemnity Agreement with the International 
Development Association (IDA) to support construction of the 250 MW Bujagali Hydropower Project. This 
guarantee facility agreement under the Kalagala and Itanda Offset Sustainable Management Plan (KIOSMP) 
required the government to protect the natural habitat, environmental and spiritual values of the KIOA (known 
in the indemnity Agreement as the Kalagala Falls Site) (Figure 1). The KIOA encompassed about 10.7Km of 
free-flowing Nile River, along with nearby land areas including the entire Kalagala Central Forest Reserve 
(CFR), Mabira ecosystem CFRs, Namavundu CFR and Nile Bank CFR. The area was selected as a 
conservation offset, to compensate for the flooding of another free-flowing segment of the Nile by the now 
operational Bujagali Project.  
 

The Indemnity Agreement (as amended in January, 2018) was signed to consider the breach caused due to 
the construction of Isimba Hydropower Plant that affected 10 km of the original Kalagala Offset Area leading 
to the designation of the 15 km of the free-flowing river as extended Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area and 
amendment of section 3.06 of the “Indemnity Agreement”. The amendment included the need to develop a 
Statutory Instrument declaring Kalagala and Itanda a Special Conservation Area in line with section 53 (a) of 
the National Environment Act, No.5. 2019. 
 
The Indemnity Agreement requires Government of Uganda to protect the natural habitat, environmental and 
spiritual values of the area, which has now been declared the Kalagala, and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area in conformity with sound social and environmental standards. The area is identified with precision in the 
appendix to the related statutory order (refer to the map in Figure 1-1).  
 “The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area” is the area encompassing the stretch of the Nile 
River approximately 15.5 Kilometres along the Nile beginning upstream at 2.5 Kilometres below the Bujagali 
Dam Wall and ends downstream at the tail end of Isimba Dam reservoir (Maximum Pool Level of 1,055 
meters above sea level), thereby including (A) the entire Nile River aquatic area within these limits; (B) all 
river islands within these limits; (C) all land within 100 meters of both the left and right river banks from the 
annual maximum high-water line; and (D) the entire area of Namavundu, Kalagala Falls and Nile Bank Central 
Forest Reserves except any portions inundated by the reservoir of the Isimba Dam. 

The Statutory Instrument (The National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area) Instrument, 2019) was gazzeted into law in furtherance of the Republic of Uganda’s 
obligations under the Indemnity Agreement and the related Supplemental Letter in December, 2019 declaring 
Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area as Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area. 

The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Areas SMP is a framework for promoting sustainable 
development in Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area.  The Plan provides information on the 
strategies and actions that will be implemented as means to achieve this objective. The Sustainable 
Management Plan (SMP) is presented in form of the main document together with five (5) Appendices which 
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include: a) Kalagala Falls Central Forest Reserve Management Plan (Appendix 1a), b) Nile Bank Central 
Forest Reserve Management Plan (Appendix 1b) c) Namavundu Central Forest Reserve Management Plan 
(Appendix 1c), d) Kalagala and Itanda Falls SCA Ecotourism Development and Management Plan (Appendix 
2), e) Management Plan for Fragile ecosystems (Appendix 3) and f) Management Plan for fisheries and other 
aquatic resources (Appendix 4). 
These Appendices are an integral component of the KIFSCA SMP and should be read as one document. 
The plans have been described as separate component Plans in order to grant them the autonomy for their 
approval and implementation by the respective mandated institutions.  The KIFSCA SMP provides an over-
all development-planning framework for addressing obligations in the amended Indemnity Agreement whilst 
promoting sustainable development in the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area.  
 
The preparation of the KIFSCA-SMP took into account the following considerations: i) Objectives of 
establishing Kalagala and Falls Special Conservation Area, ii) planning objectives as stated in the amended 
Bujagali Indemity Agreement and applicable World Bank policies; iii) progress made towards implementing 
the 2010 KOASMP; iv) ongoing/planned social, economic and environmental programmes and initiatives in 
the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area and environs; v) requirements for setting up 
biodiversity offsets, and; vi) relationship between the KIFSCA-SMP and District Development Plans, 
management plans of associated Central Forest Reserves and development plans of Wildlife, Water, 
Environment, Forestry, land sectors, tourism among others. 
 
The SMP provides for management of forest ecosystems, eco-tourism and recreation, aquatic resources and 
fisheries, fragile ecosystems, cultural and traditional heritage, critically endangered or threatened species, 
livelihoods, and authorized activities to be carried out in the Special Conservation Area. The KIFSCA-
SMPseeks to add value to the existing management plans of the three CFRs, and District Development 
Plans. The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan takes into 
consideration the principles of ecological niche, eco zones, flagship species and conservation ethics including 
resource use and allocation and protection for both ecological and social economic benefits to the people of 
Uganda. 
 
The Ministry responsible for environment shall, in collaboration with the National Forestry Authority, National 
Environment Management Authority (NEMA) and other relevant Lead Agencies, and in consultation with the 
affected communities, lead the coordination and implementation efforts for the Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan on the Government of Uganda’s behalf on the 
protection and preservation of the Special Conservation Area, taking into consideration the social economic 
activities in the area. With regards to the Districts, the Plan compliments ongoing development work as 
prioritized in the District Development plans for Kayunga, Buikwe, Kamuli and Jinja districts. Since the 
KIFSCA-SMP will be operational at District and sub-county level and encompassing all development 
programmes and plans, it is required to ensure that KIFSCA-SMP activities are integrated in District 
Development Plans (DDPs) as appropriate.  
 
This SMP is laidout in ten main sections:  
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Section 1 provides the introduction to the KIFSCA SMP Specifically, the section gives information about the 
the Kalagala – Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan (KIFSCA-SMP), the 
Indemnity Agreement, Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area (KIFSCAand the planning 
process and methodology which entails the SMP, forest Management Plans and the statutory Instrument 

Section 2 provides information on planning considerations which includes the planning objectives, 
assessment of the performance of 2010-2019 Kalagala and Itanda offset SMP and lessons and the social, 
environmental and economic impacts of establishing the KIFSCA.  

Section 3 describes the Policy, Legal and Regulatory framework especially the legislative Framework 
relevant to the KIFSCA-SMP, regulations, World Bank’s environmental and social safeguards policies 
relevant to KIFSCA, management plans and strategies, key International Conventions and Treaties ratified 
by GoU that are applicable to KIFSCA SMP and the Institutional Frameworks. 
Section 4 presents the baseline information detailing the description of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area (KIFSCA) interms of its Location, biophysical characteristics which include topography, 
geology and soils, river bank, islands, vegetation, land use, fauna, cultural assets.  Social, economic and 
environmental values of the natural resources within KIFSCA include social issues and value, demography, 
gender, marital Status, tribal groupings, literacy levels, housing, access to water, KIFSCA land tenure, land 
use, livelihoods and incomes, tourism Assets on islands, river bank, forests, water, waterfalls and rapid, 
fisheries, tourism, agriculture, traders, fishing, sand mining and transporters. The section also entails the 
approved and prohibited socio-economic activities within the KFSCA, priority social, economic and 
environmental issues for consideration in KIFSCA-SMP, socioeconomic issues, environmental issues, and 
policy, legal and cross cutting  
Section 5 presents the management intervention logic, implementation arrangements and budget specifically 
the goal, purpose, objectives, results, impacts/outcomes, phases and activities of the SMP, Results and 
outputs of KIFSCA-SMP, outcomes and impacts, investments arrangements, activities and actors, 
implementation plans/schedule, KIFSCA-SMP activities and implementation schedules. The section also 
discusses the implementation approaches and strategies, mechanisms for integration into Departmental and 
Agency annual work plans, District, and CFR Management plans and Kalagala -Itanda Ecotourism Plan, 
sustainability and mobilizing political support, enhancement of Livelihood opportunities within the SCA, 
programmes for implementation within the SC, integrating cross-cutting issues, resources mobilization and 
budget management. 
Section 6 presents a monitoring and evaluation framework particularly the monitoring indicators (outputs, 
results), monitoring and evaluation responsibilities, implementation of the Kalagala and Itanda Special 
Offset Area Management Plan, roles of steering committee, reviewing and updating the SMP, reporting and 
information dissemination.  
Section 7 presents the risk assessment and management specifically the anticipated challenges in the 
management of the KIFSCA and the opportunies in the management of the KIFSCA.  
Section 8 presents the references to the document interms of the sources of literature that were used.  
Section 9 presents annexes; Annex 1: Institutional stakeholders constituting the planning team, annex 2: 
Terms of Reference for the development of KIFSCA smp, annex 3: Record of stakeholder analysis and 
consultations, annex 4: Fish species in KIFSCA, and annex 5 –Core elements of the livelihood restoration 
plan and resettlement action plan for people displaced by the establishment fo the KIFSCA, annex 6: 
Threatened species potentially found within 50km of the KIFSCA according to IBAT report April, 2020. 

Jon Lindsay
Isimba.
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Section ten presents the appendices which include; Appendix 1 management plans for central forest reserves 
within kifsca Appendix 1a: The Kalagala Itanda Falls CFR Management Plan, Appendix 1 b:  Nile bank CFR 
management Plan, Appendix 1 c: Namavundu CFR management Plan, Appendix 2: the KIFSCA ecotourism 
plan, Appendix 3:  Management Plans for Fragile Ecosystems, Appendix 4: Monitoring Plan for Aquatic 
Resources and Fisheries, Appendix 5: Social Risk and Impact Management Framework for the Kalagala and 
Itanda Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan 

Challenges in the management of the KIFSCA include: a) a likelihood of experiencing funding shortfalls 
for the implementation of the SMP for example, approximately 50% of the budget out of the projected budget 
of US $ 9,795,500 was realized in form of project grant for the implementation of the 2010-2019 SMP, b) 
maintaining the KIF SCA boundary may be faced by inadequate enforcement and poor compliance with 
regulations, dispute from the affected communities on the critieria for determination of the 100 m buffer zone 
that is being resolved by Government, registered land titles within the protected zone of the river bank and 
resultant land uses not complying with the Environmental Regulations.  

The resolution of these issues will require multi-sectoral efforts, stakeholder engagement and legal support 
from the Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs, Institutional Framework for the management of cultural 
values and assets has overlapping mandates between the Ministry responsible for Antiquities (MTWA) and 
Ministry responsible for Culture (MGLSD). These overlaps have tended to undermine policy guidance on the 
protection and utilization cultural assets and values within the Kalagala and Itanda Offset area.  

Opportunies for the Management of the KIFSCA include: a) Interest and involvement of the Private Sector in 
the prepration and implementation of the SMP will provide opportunities for private-public partnership in 
conservation initiatives such as contracting private firms for boundary survey and demarcation, supply and 
tree planting activities and setting up eco-tourism facitlities in the KIFSCA, b) Community involvement. During 
stakeholder engagements, communities expressed interest in supporting the Government in KIFSCA 
restoration activities. For example, involvement of communities up to village level during boundary opening 
and demarcation will minimize boundary conflicts and foster sustainability of the conservation initiatives, c) 
Increased Government support for environmental and natural resources conservation in Uganda is an 
opportunity for increased funding to the KIFSCA conservation, d) a Certificate of Financial Implications was 
issued by the Minstry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development in January 2019 in which 
Government committed to finance the implementation of the SMP, e) the exisiting Multi-Sectoral planning 
arranagements show that there are future stronger partnerships in the implementation of the SMP.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
I have reviewed this management plan and comments are sent in a separate document.  Please apply those comments also to the other CFR management plans

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
I have prepared specific comments to the Annex 3 please review this.Fragile ecosystems need to be defined.

Adrian Cutler
I have deleted reference to Appendix 4 as I assume the GoU has decided to delete this Appendix. 

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
I have reviewed this Annex 5. I have prepared specific recommendations. The monitoring plan in general is good but needs some adjustments,  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan (KIFSCA-

SMP) 
The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area2 Sustainable Management Plan has been 
developed pursuant to the National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area) Instrument, 2019 in furtherance of the Republic of Uganda’s obligations under the 
Indemnity Agreement and the related Supplemental Letter. The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Areas SMP is a framework for promoting sustainable development in Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation Area.  The Plan provides information on the strategies and actions that will be 
implemented as means to achieve this objective. The Sustainable Management Plan (SMP) is presented in 
form of the main document together with five (5) Appendices. 
The SMP provides for management of forest ecosystems, eco-tourism and recreation, aquatic resources and 
fisheries, fragile ecosystems, cultural and traditional heritage, critically endangered or threatened species, 
livelihoods, and authorized activities to be carried out in the Special Conservation Area. The KIFSCA-SMP 
seeks to add value to the existing management plans of the three CFRs, District Development Plans and 
Ecotourism Plan, among others.  
It is a broad planning framework for promoting sustainable development in Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area. The Plan sets broad objectives and outputs, out of which, management plans or 
strategies for the following integral components of the KIFSCA are derived. 

(a) Kalagala Falls Central Forest Reserve Management Plan (Appendix 1a) 
(b) Nile Bank Central Forest Reserve Management Plan (Appendix 1b) 
(c) Namavundu Central Forest Reserve Management Plan (Appendix 1c)  
(d) Kalagala and Itanda Falls SCA Ecotourism Development and Management Plan (Appendix 2). 
(e) Management Plan for Fragile ecosystems (Appendix 3). 
(f) Management Plan for fisheries and other aquatic resources (Appendix 4). 
(g) Social Risk and Impact Management Framework for the Kalagala and Itanda Special Conservation 

Area Sustainable Management Plan (Appendix 5). 
The KIFSCA-SMP will be implemented as collaboration amongst communities, Local Governments, 
businesses and the Government of Uganda. As such, the KIFSCA SMP will be overseen by the SMP Steering 
Committee discussed later in this report. The SSC will consist of GoU, Local Government, community, private 
sector and NGO representatives. The SSC will: i) Provide strategic direction and policy guidance to the SMP 
implementation; ii) Provide linkages between Ministries, Districts and Non-Government Actors (NGOs, 
Private Sector and Kingdoms); iii) Provide a coordination mechanism for public and private activities which 
support the conservation objectives of the KIFSCA; iv) Provide a forum for discussing the KIFSCA-SMP and 
integrating annual work plans associated with the KIFSCA-SMP.  The SSC will determine it’s own rules and 

                                                 
2 Named Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area by “National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area) 
Instrument, 2019”. 
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procedure and shall be financed by SMP budget. It will report to the GoU and other partners at least on an 
annual basis.   
The Ministry responsible for environment shall, in collaboration with the National Forestry Authority, National 
Environment Management Authority (NEMA) and other relevant Lead Agencies, and in consultation with the 
affected communities, lead the coordination and implementation efforts for the Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan on the Government of Uganda’s behalf on the 
protection and preservation of the Special Conservation Area, taking into consideration the social economic 
activities in the area. With regards to the Districts, the Plan compliments ongoing development work as 
prioritized in the District Development plans for Kayunga, Buikwe, Kamuli and Jinja districts. Since the 
KIFSCA-SMP will be operational at District and sub-county level and encompassing all development 
programmes and plans, it is required to ensure that KIFSCA-SMP activities are integrated in District 
Development Plans (DDPs) as appropriate.  
The KIFSCA-SMP concerns the waters of the Nile River whose management is partly influenced by the Nile 
Treaty. Likewise, the core conservation/ecological areas of KIFSCA are partly influenced by International and 
Regional agreements (Conventions such as Convention on Biological Diversity, Convention on Combating 
Desertification, Paris Agreement) and protocols (e.g., EAC Protocol on Sustainable Development in Lake 
Victoria Basin, Protocol on Natural Resources Management) to which Uganda is a party. Therefore, the 
implementation of the KIFSCA-SMP takes into account the Uganda’s obligations from these agreements and 
protocols. 
The Sustainable Management Plan has been prepared by Government of Uganda with participation of key 
stakeholders comprising of Government Ministries, Departments and Agencies, Local Governments, 
Communities, Civil Society Organizations, Private actors and Cultural Institutions, among others (see Annex 
1 for the full list). Some of the issues addressed by the KIFSCA-SMP are cross-sectoral in nature.  Although 
the planning process has been led by MEMD as the Lead Ministry implementing the amendment, MEMD 
engaged sectoral Ministries, Departments and Lead Agencies in the planning process. Likewise, the KIFSCA-
SMP ensures multi-stakeholders participation in its implementation. The KIFSCA-SMP will be duly approved 
for implementation effective 2020/2021 FY as required by NEMA or the respective Agency.   
 
1.2  The Indemnity Agreement  
In 2007 Government of Uganda (GoU) entered into an indemnity Agreement with the International 
Development Association (IDA) to support construction of the 250 MW Bujagali Hydropower Project. This 
guarantee facility agreement under the Kalagala and Itanda Offset Sustainable Management Plan (KIOSMP) 
required the government to protect the natural habitat, environmental and spiritual values of the KIOA (known 
in the indemnity Agreement as the Kalagala Falls Site) (Figure 1). The KIOA encompassed about 10.7Km of 
free-flowing Nile River, along with nearby land areas including the entire Kalagala Central Forest Reserve 
(CFR), Mabira ecosystem CFRs, Namavundu CFR and Nile Bank CFR. The area was selected as a 
conservation offset, to compensate for the flooding of another free-flowing segment of the Nile by the now 
operational Bujagali Project.  
 

The Indemnity Agreement (as amended in January, 2018) was signed to consider the breach caused due to 
the construction of Isimba Hydropower Plant that affected 10 km of the original Kalagala Offset Area leading 
to the designation of the 15 km of the free-flowing river as extended Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area and 
amendment of section 3.06 of the “Indemnity Agreement”. The amendment included the need to develop a 
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Statutory Instrument declaring Kalagala and Itanda a Special Conservation Area in line with section 53 (a) of 
the National Environment Act, No.5. 2019. 
 
The Indemnity Agreement requires Government of Uganda to protect the natural habitat, environmental and 
spiritual values of the area, which has now been declared the Kalagala, and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area in conformity with sound social and environmental standards. The area is identified with precision in the 
appendix to the related statutory order (refer to the map in Figure 1-1). This area comprises: 

a. Water catchment following the hydrology directly feeding into the Nile system within Kalagala and 
Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area;  

b. Natural assets and ecosystems whose ecological, social and economic functions impact on the 
integrity of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area or get impacted on by the existence 
of Kalagala and Itanda Falls (Forests, River bank, Islands and Wetlands);  

c. Natural and modified production systems extending 100m on either side of the Nile river (consisting 
of adjacent land and infrastructure); and 

d. Cultural assets whose values are associated with Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area. 

 
1.3 Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area (KIFSCA) 
“The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area” is the area encompassing the stretch of the Nile 
River approximately 15.5 Kilometres along the Nile beginning upstream at 2.5 Kilometres below the Bujagali 
Dam Wall and ends downstream at the tail end of Isimba Dam reservoir (Maximum Pool Level of 1,055 
meters above sea level), thereby including (A) the entire Nile River aquatic area within these limits; (B) all 
river islands within these limits; (C) all land within 100 meters of both the left and right river banks from the 
annual maximum high-water line; and (D) the entire area of Namavundu, Kalagala Falls and Nile Bank Central 
Forest Reserves except any portions inundated by the reservoir of the Isimba Dam. 

The Statutory Instrument (The National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area) Instrument, 2019) was gazzeted into law in furtherance of the Republic of Uganda’s 
obligations under the Indemnity Agreement and the related Supplemental Letter in December, 2019 declaring 
Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area as Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area. 

According to Statutory Instrument, the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area is to be managed 
and conserved for purposes of: 
 

a. Restoring and protecting the ecological zones along the banks of the river Nile and the associated 
wetlands and islands within the area specified in the Schedule to this Instrument; 

 
b. Sustaining the ecological services of the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area and to 

protect the associated wetlands and islands and stabilize the banks of the river Nile;  
 
c.  Maintaining the potential for ecotourism and recreation activities within the Kalagala and Itanda Falls 

Special Conservation Area: including the natural beauty of the waterfalls and rapids; 
 
d.  Protecting and enhancing aquatic biodiversity and natural habitats, including endemic fish species of 

global and national conservation concern; 
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e. Preserving the cultural heritage sites, assets and social economic values within the Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls Special Conservation Area;  

 
f. Upgrading the conservation status of the area specified in the Schedule to this Instrument to enable it to 

be managed as a Special Conservation Area and to prohibit activities; such as infrastructure 
developments that could adversely affect and alter the ecological functionality, biodiversity and aquatic 
ecosystem of the river Nile;  

 
g.  Promoting research to enhance ecological functionality and values; and 
 
h. Enhancing sustainable livelihoods for local communities in accordance with the Kalagala and Itanda Falls 

Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan. 
 

The KIFSCA objectives and plans are aligned to National Regulations, Strategies, National Biodiversity 
Strategy and incorporates principles and actions recommended for creation and protection of an offset.   
However, due to the origin of the KIFSCA and the current environmental and social challenges the area is 
facing, some structural elements current in practice for the development of a biodiversity offset have not been 
yet incorporated. During the implementation of this SMP, the Government of Uganda will develop a baseline 
to achieve measurable biodiversity gains and apply best international practices in an offset. 

Table 1. Biodiversity offset principles and goals adopted for the KIFSCA  

 Principles  SMP of KIFSCA 

1 A biodiversity offset should be 
designed and implemented to 
achieve in situ, measurable 
conservation outcomes that can 
reasonably be expected to result in no 
net loss and preferably a net gain of 
biodiversity.  

The residual impacts for the KIFSCA were qualitatively 
assessed and included: critical habitats for endangered 
species such as: Hippopotamus amphibious, Lutra 
maculicollis, Panthera pardus Polemaetus bellicosus, 
Aquila nipalensis, Ardeola idea, Balearica regulorum, 
Aquila rapax, Lithochromis rubripinnis which were 
impacted on due to the construction of the Bujagali and the 
Isimba Hydropower dams. Also several conservation 
values were assessed such as: cultural assets, vegetation, 
land use and biophysical characteristics.  

A proper biodiversity baseline will be prepared during the 
implementation of the SMP which will be used for 
measuring net gains and the additionality that was 
preliminary identified in preparation. 

2 Measurable biodiversity and 
replicable measures, sufficient 
baseline surveys, and established 
exchange rules governing which 
residual impacts can be offset by what 
type of gains. 

During the implementation of the SMP a biodiversity 
baseline will be developed and measurable metrics will be 
selected to demonstrate over time net gains. 
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3 Permanence. Biodiversity offsets are 
normally expected to persist in 
perpetuity or until the projects that lead 
to the impacts longer exist. 

One important component of permanence is to achieve 
legal framework for the offset area. In December2019, the 
KIFCA area was recognized as special conservation area.  

4 Timeframe, the offset gain should last 
at least as long as the impact being 
addressed which in most cases means 
in perpetuity.  
 

Due to the nature of the IA, the original offset and now the 
KIFSCA was set for a definite period of time. The proposal 
of the SMP and its annexes is to work in a phased approach 
and measure outcomes at each phase.  The Government 
will assess the possibility after 10 years of extending the 
offset for perpetuity. The KIFSCA has been legally declared 
with no time boundaries.  

5 Monitoring and evaluation continued 
surveys of impacts and offset activities 
to measure the losses and gains 
overtime.  

The SMP includes a monitoring plan to ensure the 
development of a robust biodiversity baseline and to 
monitor net gains in a 10 years period.   

6 Governance and permanence, legal, 
institutional and financial measures 
must be in place to ensure the effective 
design and implementation of offset 
schemes. 

The Government of Uganda has issued the legal 
framework for this offset by declaring this land as a special 
protected area and defining responsibilities among the 
sectorial institutions in charge to regulate the area. GoU will 
also allocate funding to all these institutions to protect the 
offset area.  

7 Offset design and implementation 
should avoid displacing activities 
harmful to biodiversity to other 
locations. 

The SMP includes core elements of compensation that 
aims at creating a system of management of people and 
their activities where displacement from some areas within 
the KIFSCA will be unavoidable. The specific management 
plans such as the Central Forest Reserves Management 
Plan, Ecotourism Plan, Fragile Ecosystems Management 
Plans, the Monitoring Plan for Aquatic Resources and 
Fisheries all stipulate the management of activities that will 
be carried out within the offset area. Livelihood restoration 
activities will be implemented to ensure that communities 
embrace conservations and don’t go to alternative 
locations to implement activities harmful to biodiversity. 

8 Stakeholder participation: In areas 
affected by the project and by the 
biodiversity offset, the effective 
participation of stakeholders should be 
ensured in decision-making about 
biodiversity offsets. 

The Sustainable Management Plan has been prepared by 
Government of Uganda with participation of key 
stakeholders comprised of Government Ministries and 
Agencies, Local Governments, Communities, Civil Society 
Organizations, Private actors and Cultural Institutions 
among others. The implementation of this SMP as well as 
its monitoring has been structured to engage all 
stakeholders throughout its lifecycle in line with the 
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Stakeholder Engagement and Communication Strategy for 
Kalagala And Itanda Special Conservation Area. 

 

1.4  The planning process and methodology 
1.4.1 The SMP 
The planning process was led by Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development (MEMD) during June- 
December, 2019 following the agreed Terms of Reference (Annex 2.)  MEMD constituted a Planning Team 
comprised of representatives from the following Ministries, Lead Agencies, Local Government/Districts, and 
IHPP developer, namely: Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, Ministry of Water and Environment 
(MWE), Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities (MTWA), Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and 
Fisheries (MAAIF), Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development (MGLSD), Ministry of Lands, Housing 
and Urban Development (MLHUD), Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs (MoJCA), National Forestry 
Authority (NFA), National Environment Management Authority (NEMA), Directorate of Environment Affairs 
(DEA)/Department of Environment Support Services (DESS), Director of Water Resources Management 
(DRWM), Uganda Electricity Generation Company Limited (UEGCL), National Fisheries Resources 
Research Institute (NaFIRRI), National Agricultural Research Organization (NARO) and Makerere University 
(Annex 1). The Planning team was supported by experts in terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity, 
tourism/ecotourism, forestry, fisheries, environment economics, sociology & livelihoods and GIS. MEMD 
mobilized a Planning Facilitator to support the planning process.  
The preparation of the KIFSCA-SMP drew on the stakeholder analysis and public consultations (Annex 3). 
Stakeholders were consulted on identified information gaps while Lead Agencies3 were consulted to provide 
policy and technical guidance and information. Additional planning information was generated through 
literature review (Annex 4), focused group discussions and Planning Team meetings. 
The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development will coordinate with the NFA to update all the three (3) CFR 
Management plans to be aligned with the KIFSCA SMP objectives and principles, especially in the land use change 
and restoration efforts to be made in the 100 meters riparian areas.  
1.4.2 Forest Management Plans  
The Forest Management plans included in the SMP were developed during the development of the 
Sustainable Management Plan 2009-2019 with the theme Growth, employment and prosperity for all in line 
with section 28 of the National Forestry and Tree Planting Act, 2003.  The Plans were developed through a 
consultative process with stakeholders most especially the local communities, eco-tourism entreprenures, 
residents, Civil Society Organizations, and Government institutions at Local Government, Agencies and 
Ministry level.  

The Minstry of Energy and Mineral Development  is coordinating NFA to update all 3 (Kalagala, 
Nile Bank and Namavundu) Central Forest Reserves (CFR) Management plans to be aligned with the 
KIFSCA SMP objectives and principles, especially in the land use change and restoration efforts 
to be made in the 100 meters riparian areas. The update of the Management plans will still undergo a 
consultative process in line with provision of the SMP, the National Environment Act, No.5, 2019 and the 
National Forestry and Tree Planting Act, 2003.  

                                                 
3 Lead Agencies comprise of institutions with mandate to manage the biophysical resources, tourism and cultural assets in the KIFSCA namely; Ministries, 
Department, Agencies and Local Governments responsible for water, forestry, environment, land, culture, tourism, agriculture, community development, etc. 
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The three forest management plans are under revision and the data collection phase ended and NFA is now 
revising the plans. 

1.4.3 Statutory Instrument 
The development of the Statutory Instrument declaring Kalagala and Itanda as Special Conservation Areas 
involved: 

i. Putting a notice in the media declaring the Governments intension by the Hon. Minister of Water and 
Environment on July 26, 2019.  

ii. Carrying out consultations with the various stakeholders in October to November 2019. 

iii. Approval of the public consultations report by the top management of Ministry of Water and Environment 
in November, 2019. 

iv. Presentation to the Cabinet, the Memorandum declaring Kalagala and Itanda as a Special Conservation 
Area on October 28, 2019. 

v. Laying and presentation of the Statutory Instrument in Parliament for Parliamentary approval in 
December 19, 2019. 

vi. Gazzetting of the Statutory Instrument in the Uganda Gazzette on the December 27, 2019. 

The chronology of events leading to the declaration and gazetting of the KIFSCA is presented in Table 
Table 1.4.3.1. 
 
Some of the issues addressed by the KIFSCA-SMP are cross-sectoral in nature.  Although the planning 
process has been led by MEMD as the Lead Ministry implementing the amendment, MEMD engaged 
sectoral Ministries, Departments and Lead Agencies in the planning process. Likewise, the KIFSCA-SMP 
ensures multi-stakeholders participation in its implementation. Regarding financing the implementation 
of the KIFSCA-SMP, forecast for funding requirement and levels, potential sources of funding as well as 
relevant procedures for budget allocation to the implementation of this plan have been made so as to 
secure adequate funding for the implementation of this plan. The KIFSCA-SMP seeks to add value to 
the existing management plans of the three CFRs, District Development Plans and Ecotourism 
Management Plan (among others) through enhanced coordination. 
 
Table 1.4.3.1: Chronology of events towards Declaration of the KIF SCA 

Date Event Documentation 

1999 Environmental impact assessment for 
Bujagali Hydroelectric Power Plant 
undertaken 

Bujagali Hydroelectric Power Project - 
Environmental Impact Statement, Final Report, 
Volume 1 - Main Report. WS Atkins 
International, 1999 
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Date Event Documentation 

December 2001 World Bank approves Partial Risk 
Guarantee  

Inspection Panel’s Report and Findings on the 
Uganda Third Power Project, the 
Power IV Project and the Bujagali Hydropower 
Project, World Bank,   

August 2007 Construction on the Bujagali 
Hydropower Project begins 

 

July 2007 Government of Uganda and World 
Bank sign Indemnity Agreement 
defining the Kalagala Offset Area 

Number B-0130-UG 

Indemnity Agreement 

2010 Development of the Kalagala Offset 
Sustainable Management Plan was  
agreed upon. 

Kalagala Offset Sustainable Management Plan 
2010 – 2019 

November 2012 Environmental Impact Assessment of 
Isimba Hydropower Project 
undertaken 

Environmental Impact Assessment for 
proposed Isimba 132 kV Power Transmission 
Line. AWE Environmental Engineers, 2012 

April 2014 Social impact assessment of Isimba 
Hydropower Project undertaken 

Social Impact Assessment for Proposed Isimba 
HPP (Dam and Reservoir), AWE Environmental 
Engineers, 2014  

2014 August Construction on the Isimba 
Hydropower Project begins 

 

2016 Public hearing for the Isimba 
Hydropower Project ESIA undertaken 

ESIA report and EIA certificate 

2016 A second environmental and social 
impact assessment of Isimba 
Hydropower Project undertaken to 
document the impacts of the 
construction of Isimba HPP on the 
Kalagala Offset Area. 

Addendum to the Environmental and Social 
Impact Statement of Isimba 183 MW 
Hydropower Project on the Kalagala Falls Site 
in the Districts of Kayunga, Buikwe and Jinja, 
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, 
2017. 

10-11, 2017 October 
respectively 

Public hearings- Addendum to the 
Environmental and Social Impact 
Statement of Isimba 183 MW 
Hydropower Project on the Kalagala 
Falls Site. 

Kalagala and Itanda Offset area ESIA 
addendum western and Eastern Bank 

June 2018-August 
2018 

Public consultations  Consultations under the National forestry 
and tree planting Act 

12th October 2018 Consultations with Nile Investors Consultations on the declaration 
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Date Event Documentation 

22nd October 2018 Consultations with Nile Investors Consultations on the declaration 

January 2018 Government of Uganda and World 
Bank sign amended Indemnity 
Agreement defining the new Kalagala 
– Itanda Offset Site 

Amendment to Indemnity Agreement, Number 
B-0130-UG 

December 2019 Government of Uganda gazette the 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area 

Statutory Instruments 2019 No 110. The 
National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala 
and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area) 
Instrument 2019 

New Vision of 27th 
July, 2019 for 21 
days 

Publish the Notice  A notice to declare Kalagala and Itanda 
Offset Area as an area of special 
conservation.  

July 2019 Public Consultation meeting  Public consultations 
in Jinja  

 Present the cabinet paper  To enable the declaration of Kalagala and 
Itanda as an Area of Special Conservation. 

 Publish the Notice  A notice to declare Kalagala and Itanda 
Offset Area as Central Forest Reserve. 

1/01/2019 Public consultation Consultations on the declaration 

 Consultation Nile investors  
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2.0 PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 
The preparation of the KIFSCA-SMP took into account the following considerations: i) Objectives of 
establishing Kalagala and Falls Special Conservation Area, ii) planning objectives as stated in the amended 
Bujagali Indemity Agreement; iii) progress made towards implementing the 2010 KOASMP; iv) 
ongoing/planned social, economic and environmental programmes and initiatives in the Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls Special Conservation Area and environs; v) requirements for setting up biodiversity offsets, and; vi) 
relationship between the KIFSCA-SMP and District Development Plans, management plans of associated 
Central Forest Reserves and development plans of Wildlife, Water, Environment, Forestry, land sectors, 
tourism, among others. 
The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan takes into 
consideration the principles of ecological niche, eco zones, flagship species and conservation ethics including 
resource use and allocation and protection for both ecological and social economic benefits to the people of 
Uganda. 
 
2.1  PLANNING OBJECTIVES  
The objectives of preparing KIFSCA-SMP4 are to: 

a. Update the 2010 -2019 Kalagala and Itanda Offset Sustainable Management Plan (KIOSMP); 
b. Provide measures for sustainable management and conservation of: 

(a) forest ecosystems; 
(b) eco-tourism and recreation; 
(c) aquatic resources and fisheries; 
(d) fragile ecosystems; 
(e) cultural and traditional heritage;  
(f) critically endangered or threatened species;  
(g) livelihoods; and 
(h) authorised activities carried out in the Special Conservation Area.  

c. And provide mechanisms for sustainable implementation of bio-diversity offsets within the KIFSCA. 
  

2.2 ASSESSMENT OF THE PERFORMANCE OF 2010-2019 KALAGALA ITANDA OFFSET SMP AND 
LESSONS  

 
An assessment of the implementation of 2010 – 2019 KIOSMP conducted by the Planning Team revealed 
the following performance that informs the priorities and strategies for implementing the KIFSCA-SMP. 
 
A: Achievements: the following achievements have been realized:  

i. Noticeable recovery due to natural regeneration of previously encroached areas of Nile Bank, 
Namavundu, Kalagala Falls and Mabira Central Forest Reserves (CFRs). As such, the ecological 
condition and status of natural resources, tourist attractions and cultural assets associated with Kalagala 
and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area, notably the islands, riverbanks and central forest reserves 
has been improved, although more effort is still needed to ensure that the gains are consolidated and 

                                                 
4 The stated objectives of KIFSCA-SMP are boarder than objectives stated in the Addendum. This render the KIFSCA-SMP address issues that collectively 
render the attainment to the objective stated in the addendum whilst promoting sustainable development in the locality.   
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outstanding threats are satisfactorily addressed. This was realized after the CFR boundary was 
demarcated during 2016 and 2017. 

ii. Numerous socio-economic and environmental benefits contributing to improvements in livelihoods, e.g. 
income from provision of supplies to tourism, employment to local communities including women and 
youth during boundary opening and demarcation and tree planting have been realized.  

iii. Threats to the CFRs have been reduced through improved management capacity of NFA and 
strengthened collaboration and synergies between NFA, Local Governments, Tourism operators and 
communities.  

iv. Implementation of the KIOSMP received funding support from World Bank through the Water 
Management and Development Project (WMDP) under the MWE and Government of Uganda, 
respectively. 

B: Challenges:  the following challenges have undermined full realization of the projected outcomes of the 
KOASMP: 

i. Limited funding for KIOSMP implementation: approximately 50% of the out of the projected budget of 
US $ 9,795,500 was realized in form of project grant.    

ii. The amount of funds realized notwithstanding, the disbursement modalities did not permit direct access 
to the budget by all mandated institutions thereby creating bureaucracy and institutional rivalries.  

iii. Law enforcement: maintaining forest boundaries and protection of riverbanks did not perform well due 
to weaknesses in law enforcement and poor compliance with regulations.   

iv. Land and boundary conflicts: there are outstanding disputes between landowners and communities 
regarding the access and use of riverbank as well as some portions of the CFRs.  

v. Meeting stakeholder expectations:  there appears to have been high expectations in terms of 
compensation and economic opportunities associated with the implementation of KIOSMP and Bujagali 
HPP. The unmet expectations tended to undermine stakeholder participation in the KIOSMP 
implementation.  

vi. Engagement of local stakeholders in KIOSMP implementation: there were inadequate provisions for an 
all-inclusive stakeholder engagement process KIOSMP implementation and absence of a 
comprehensive livelihoods management component. 

vii. Land tenure: existence of 356 registered land titles within the protected zone of the river bank and 
resultant land uses not complying with the Environmental Regulations. Of these, 2 titles were issued in 
1986 and 1 title was issued in March 1995 before the enactment of the National Environment Act of 
1995, while 352 titles were issued after 1995 without delineating the 100 metre zone  

viii. Institutional Framework for the management of cultural values and assets5 has overlapping mandates 
between the Ministry responsible for Antiquities (MTWA) and Ministry responsible for Culture (MGLSD). 
These overlaps have tended to undermine policy guidance on the protection and utilization cultural 
assets and values within the Kalagala and Itanda Offset area.  

C: Lessons from KOASMP implementation: the following lessons from KIOSMP implementation are useful 
in informing the design and implementation of the KIFSCA-SMP. 

                                                 
5 Culture exists in two forms i.e. material culture/ tangible and non-material/intangible culture. Material culture includes technology, science, 
architecture, drums and any other materials or symbols through which the culture of a people is manifested or expressed (managed under MTWA) 
Non-material culture on the other hand exists as customs, beliefs and practices, taboos, education, norms, spiritual values, economic and political 
lifestyles (managed under MoGLSD).  There is intricate relationship between spiritual values and cultural materials or symbols and hence 
overlapping mandates of the two ministries.   
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i. Private Sector engagement: contracting private firms for boundary survey and demarcation enhanced 
credibility of results and reduced bureaucracy. However, this approach tended to undermine the 
mandate of NFA for establishing, surveying and managing boundaries of forest reserves. 

ii. Forest Restoration: tree survival was higher under the supply, plant and maintains approach compared 
to beneficiary-based tree planting. Tree species with short-term economic returns are preferred by 
communities compared to indigenous tree species and the demand is still high for rapid growth species 
such as jackfruit, pine and euclayptus. Effective involvement of communities/beneficiaries during 
species prioritization or needs assessment was critical in the success of KIOSMP implementation.  

iii. Community engagement: was critical for enhancing ownership and sustainability of KIOSMP activities. 
For example, involvement of communities up to village level during boundary opening and demarcation 
minimizes conflicts.  

iv. Information sharing and full disclosure: of planned activities and constant engagements with political 
leaders reduces political interference. 

 
2.3  Social, Environmental and Economic impacts of establishment of the Isimba hydropower plant  
The development of Isimba hydropower plant caused a number of direct impacts on the Kalagala 
offset Area as per the Indemnity Agreement of 2017 as indicated in table 2.1 below which 
necessitated the extenstion of the offset area towards Bujajali to ensure the ecological values of 
the area are similar. 

Table 2.1: Outstanding or modified social, economic and environmental impacts of Isimba HPP that were 
identified by the Addendum to the ESIA of Isimba Hydro-Power Project on Kalagala Offset Area in 2017. 

Environmental Socio –economic 
ψ Loss of geographical area by 22.62% 

(288.89 ha) due to inundation. 
ψ Loss of free flowing river length by 56.1% 

(5.7km). 
ψ Loss of free flowing water body area by 

58.41% (252.61ha) with corresponding 
increase in the lentic habitat by 12.42% 
(288.89ha); 

ψ Loss of the Nile Bank CFR by 1.68% (11.9 
ha); 

ψ Loss of rapids and falls by 28.6% (2 rapids);  
ψ Loss of Island groups by 57.14% (4 groups 

of Islands); 
ψ Inundation of 47.15% existing wetlands; 

(21.52 ha); and  
ψ Inundation of 33.75% existing woodlands 

(2.15 ha) 
ψ Degradation and or loss of fish breeding and 

migratory habitats  
ψ impact on natural habitats for water birds 

due to Island inundation which provide 
refuge to birds for food, rest and nest. 

ψ Loss of land and other natural resources that form a 
major source of livelihood for several stakeholders.  

ψ Loss of the free flowing river length and associated 
natural rapids and falls affects white water rafting 
operators. Out of the available 17 falls/rapids 
between BHPP and IHPP, 8 of the rapids were 
inundated by the IHPP. Out of the 8 rapids inundated 
2 lie within the KIFSCA.   

ψ Out of the available 36.5 km of free flowing river 
between BHPP and IHPP, only 16.5km remain for 
people who depend on the river for their livelihoods 
including rafters, fishermen, sand miners and others.  

ψ IHPP does not impact the cultural and spiritual 
values of the Kalagala and Itanda Falls in respect to 
the Buganda and Busoga heritage. A few spiritual 
sites of local significance in the villages of Nsiima 
Kibaati, Wabirongo, and Kitambuza, will be closer to 
the reservoir shoreline after the IHPP inundation. 

ψ  
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ψ Loss or degradation of habitats for mammals 
and herpetofauna. 

Source: IHPP ESIA & KIOSMP 
 

Operation of the two hydropower dams affect natural fish habitats due to change in the water 

environment from lotic to lentic, ii) effects of the dam wall on river connectivity, and iii) water inflow 

and outflow regime alterations resulting in reservoir water level fluctuations and these may affect 

the implementation of the SMP for the KIFSCA. The hydropower power plants will be involved in 

the management of the Offset Area in terms of monitoring and participation in restoration activities 

along the river banks in partnership with other stakeholders. 

 
3.0: POLICY, LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

In this section the Policies, Legal, Regulations, institutional arrangements, multilateral environment 
Agreements and Conventions for environmental and social management, Standards and Policies of the 
development partners, and environment certificates received for the KIFSCA are discussed as they relate to 
the management of the SCA. 
 
3.1: National policy and legislation  
The management and conservation of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area will be enforced 
under the National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area) 
Instrument, 2019.  
The key legislative framework relevant to the planning and implementation of KIFSCA-SMP is presented in 
table 3-1 below: 

Table 3-1: Legislative Framework Relevant to the KIFSCA-SMP 
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Legislation  Objective/goal Relevance to the KIFSCA-SMP 

Policies 
National policy for 
the conservation and 
management of 
wetland resources,  
1995  

 

The policy set out to arrest the rampant loss of 
wetlands, ensure the sustainable utilization of 
wetland resources, provide for equitable 
distribution of wetland benefits, support the 
maintenance of wetland biodiversity and 
ecosystem functions, and promote the 
mainstreaming of wetland concerns in planning 
and decision making. The policy, which is the 
basis for wetland clauses in the constitution and 
the National Environment Act, provides a 
definition for wetlands, outlines their benefits, 
and lists wetlands management principles. 

This policy provides guidance for the 
enforcement of the KIFSCA-SMP by 
ensuring sustainable utilization of the Area 
and maintenance of its biodiversity.  
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The Uganda Vision 
2040 

The Uganda Vision 2040 provides development 
paths and strategies for Uganda in its 
endeavour to transform from a predominantly 
peasant and low-income country to a 
competitive upper middle income country (NPA, 
2010). The implementation of the Vision 
emphasizes sustainable development through 
preservation of natural resources such as 
forests and wetlands. Articles 295 and 296 of the 
Vision 2040 outline the efforts necessary to 
restore ecosystems such as wetlands and other 
fragile ecosystems through implementation of 
catchment-based systems, gazetting of vital 
wetlands for increased protection and use, and 
monitoring and inspecting restored ecosystems. 
Notes that the transformation of Uganda will be 
achieved through harnessing the various 
components of biodiversity (water resources 
and wetlands, biodiversity and ecosystem 
health, land resources, fisheries resources, 
forests and oil and gas resources) to maximize 
returns to the economy. The Vision upholds 
Uganda’s commitment to the principle of 
sustainable development and promotes 
conservation of flora and fauna. It is stated that, 
“Uganda will take urgent measures to protect 
the environment and natural resources and 
ensure their future sustainability”. Paragraphs 
295 - 298 of Vision 2040 states that: “efforts will 
be made to restore and add value to the 
ecosystems”, targeting wetlands, forests, 
rangelands and catchment areas. 

The Vision emphasizes sustainable 
development of Uganda through 
preservation of natural resources such as 
KIFSCA and restoration and valuation 
addition to the ecosystems”, targeting 
wetlands, forests, rangelands and 
catchment areas. 

The National Land 
Policy, 2013 

The goal of the policy is to ensure efficient, 
equitable and sustainable utilization and 
management of Uganda’s land and land-based 
resources for poverty reduction, wealth creation 
and overall socio-economic development. 

The policy addresses the need to mitigate 
the impacts of KIFSCA on land and other 
natural resources to deliver equitable and 
sustainable development; and protect the 
land rights of citizens in light of such 
conservation efforts, including the rights of 
vulnerable groups.  

The Uganda National 
Culture Policy, 2006 

The policy was designed to enhance the 
integration of culture into national development. 

The cultural resources management plans 
shall be developed in collaboration with 
the Department of Culture and Family 
Protection at Ministry of Gender, Labour 
and Social Development.   
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The National Water 
Policy, 1999 

This policy aims to manage and develop the 
water resources of Uganda in an integrated and 
sustainable manner.  The water policy requires 
an integration of the water and hydrological cycle 
concerns in all development programmes. 

This SMP will ensure the use, protection 
and management of the KIFSCA and its 
resources in a sustainable manner.  

The National Land 
Use Policy, 2011 

The aim of the policy is to: “achieve sustainable 
and equitable socio-economic development 
through optimal land management and 
utilization”. 

The implementation of the KIFSCA-SMP 
will entail restrictions on the use of the land 
and this will be carried out in conformity 
with this policy. 

Forestry Policy, 2001 The Goal of the Policy is to ensure an integrated 
forest sector that achieves sustainable increase 
in the economic, social and environmental 
benefits from forests and trees by all the people 
of Uganda, especially the poor and vulnerable. 

The KIFSCA traverses Kalagala Central 
Forest Reserve (CFR), Namavundu CFR 
and Nile Bank CFR. This Policy will help 
in managing these forest reserves. 

Laws 

The Constitution of 
the Republic of 
Uganda, 1995 

This is the supreme law of the land. It lists 
wetlands and river banks among the natural 
resources that the state shall hold in trust for the 
people of Uganda, and places obligation on the 
state to protect and conserve the wetlands on 
the people’s behalf. It makes sound 
environment management a key objective of 
government and provides for the national 
parliament to introduce measures necessary to 
protect and preserve the environment (including 
wetlands) from abuse, pollution and 
degradation. 

This KIFSCA SMP intends to protect and 
the conserve the Kalagala and Itanda area 
from degradation and pollution. 
 

The National 
Forestry and Tree 
Planting Act, 2003 

This Act aims to provide for the conservation, 
sustainable management and development of 
forests for the benefit of the people of Uganda; 
to provide for the declaration of forest reserves 
for purposes of protection and production of 
forests and forest produce; to provide for the 
sustainable use of forest resources and the 
enhancement of the productive capacity of 
forests; to provide for the promotion of tree 
planting; to consolidate the law relating to the 
forest sector and trade in forest produce; to 
establish a National Forestry Authority; to repeal 
the Forest Act, Cap. 246 and the Timber 
(Export) Act, Cap. 247; and for related matters. 

The CFRs within the KIFSCA have to be 
managed in accordance with this Act that 
provides for the declaration of forest 
reserves for the purposes of protection 
and production of forests, their 
conservation and sustainable 
management. 

The Land Act, 1998 This Act provides for the tenure, ownership and 
management of land, and amends and 

SMP will be implemented in privately 
owned and publicaly owned land. All the 
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consolidates the previous law relating to tenure, 
ownership and management of land in Uganda. 
While the Act establishes rights and 
responsibilities of land owners – especially use 
in accordance with the law – it prohibits 
Government or Local Government from lease 
out or otherwise alienating wetlands except as 
provided for under the law. 

land tenure systems, ownership and 
management of Land in the KIFSCA 
during the development and 
implementation of the SMP has to be 
taken into consideration.  

The Land Acquisition 
Act, Cap. 226 

The Act spells out modalities that the 
Government has to follow for purposes of 
compulsory acquisition of land for public use 
whether for temporary or permanent use. 

To the extent needed to meet the 
objectives of this SMP, acquisition and 
restrictions on the use of land by the 
communities of the KIFSCA will be carried 
out within the provisions of the Land 
Acquisition Act.  

The National 
Environment 
Act,No.5, 2019 

Article 51 section 1-stipulates the procedure for 
establishment of a special conservation area by 
the Minister on the advice of the Authority or 
Lead Agency with the approval of Parliament, by 
statutory instrument to declare a special 
conservation area. 
Section 2 indicates that has to be done before 
declaration of a special conservation area (carry 
out consultations; ESIA and acquire land if the 
area is privately owned). 
Article 53 of the National Environment act states 
that the authority shall in consultation with the 
lead agency take all measures it considers 
necessary in order to protect riverbanks and the 
shores of lakes in Uganda from human activities 
that will adversely affect the rivers and lakes.  

[These sections of the NEA are the basis 
on which the KIFSCA was created.] 

 

 

The SMP will ensure that the KIFSCA 
shall have a protection zone of one 
hundred (100) meters from the highest 
watermark of the river in which activities 
shall not be permitted except in 
accordance with relevant laws and, where 
applicable, with the written authority of the 
Executive Director.  

The Water Act, 1995, 
Cap. 152 

The Act provides for, among other things, the 
use, protection and management of water 
resources. It defines water to include swamps 
and mashes thereby extending protection to 
wetland systems. The Act provides for the 
issuance of a Water Permit for extraction of 
water from a natural source, including wetlands, 
and issuance of a Waste Water Permit for 
discharge of waste water or trade waste into any 
water body, including wetlands. The law 
requires the Directorate of Water to consult with 
Lead Agencies and other public authorities like 
NEMA in the issuance of water and wastewater 
permits. The Law Provides for the Minister to 

This SMP will provide guidelines for 
sustainable use of the river in the KIFSCA 
area as well as provide a list of the 
regulated activities permitted in the area. 
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declare any part of Uganda to be a controlled 
area and establish a comprehensive and 
integrated plan for managing land, water and 
other natural resources (including wetlands) 
within such area. The Act makes it an offence 
for any person to cause pollution of water (which 
is defined to include pollution of swamps and 
marshes) and prescribes fines and penalties for 
persons convicted of such offence. 

The Local 
Government Act, 
1997 

This Act provides for the tenure, ownership and 
management of land, and amends and 
consolidates the previous law relating to tenure, 
ownership and management of land in Uganda. 
While the Act establishes rights and 
responsibilities of landowners – especially use 
in accordance with the law – it prohibits 
Government or Local Government’s from lease 
out or otherwise alienating wetlands except as 
provided for under the law. 

The Act empowers districts 
administrations to develop and implement 
district rates upon which compensation 
for crops and non-permanent structures is 
based.  In addition, local administrations 
(districts and local councils or LCs) of 
Jinja, Kayunga and Buikwe Districts will 
have an important role during verification 
of affected persons and determination 
and implementation of appropriate 
mitigation measures. 

The Historical 
Monument Act, Cap. 
46 

Preservation and protection of historical 
monuments and objects of archaeological, 
paleontological, ethnographical and traditional 
interest. It requires that any person who 
discovers any portable object in the course of an 
excavation shall surrender such objects to the 
Minister who shall deposit them in the museum. 

Archeological, paleontological, 
ethnographical, traditional and historical 
monuments that may be discovered 
during the implementation of KIFSCA-
SMP shall be handled in conformity to this 
Act. 
 

The Registration of 
Titles Act 

The Registration of Titles Act, chapter 230 
provides for the registration, and certification 
and rectification of titles respecting land. It also 
provides rules relative to lease of land and other 
matters regarding land such as mortgage and 
legal actions regarding land and the bringing of 
land under this Act. 

Actions that may affect the use or 
ownership of registered land will need to 
take this Act into account. 

REGULATIONS 

The National 
Environment ( 
Wetlands, River 
Banks and 
Lakeshores 
Management) 
Regulations, 2000 

Article 29 states that the rivers specified in the 
Sixth Schedule (R. Nile from Lake Victoria to 
Lake Albert, R. Aswa, R. Katonga, R. Nkusi, R 
Kafu, R. Rwizi, R. Kagera, R. Mpanga, R. 
Manafwa, R. Mpologoma, R Semliki, R. 
Mubuku, R. Mayanja, R. Sezibwa, R. Malaba, R. 
Sipi, R. Namatala) shall have a protection zone 
of one hundred (100) meters from the highest 

Measurement of the protected zone of the 
KIFSCA area from the highest water mark 
and the regulated activities permitted in 
the area will be guided by this regulation. 
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watermark of the river whereas Rivers not 
specified in the Sixth Schedule shall have a 
protected zone of thirty meters from highest 
watermark of the river and no activity shall be 
permitted within protected zones without the 
written authority of the Executive Director. 

The National 
Environment 
(Declaration of 
Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls Special 
Conservation Area) 
Instrument, 2019.  

 

The National Environment (Declaration of 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area) Instrument, 2019 sets the basis for 
enforcement of conservation measures over the 
KIFSCA. The Statutory Instrument describes the 
main purpose for which the KIFSCA was 
established, gazetted and to which all activities 
there in must conform to.  

This instrument provides a legal basis for 
resettling all stakeholders found within the 
KIFSCA whose activities will not be 
undertaken in “…accordance with the 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area Sustainable 
Management Plan and in accordance with 
a licence or permit issued under the 
applicable law regulating the activity” 
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3.3 World Bank’s Environmental and Social Safeguards Policies relevant to KIFSCA 
The World Bank Operational Policies applies to creation and operation of the KIFSCA. Table 3.2 outlines the 
ESS and their application to the KIFSCA SMP. 

Table 3.2: World Bank Environmental and Social Standards applicable to KIFSCA SMP 

World 
Bank 
Operation
al Policy 

Objectives Reason 

OP4.01: 
Environme
ntal Impact 
Assessme
nt 

• To identify, evaluate and manage the 
environment and social risks and impacts 
of the project in a manner consistent with 
the ESSs. 

• To adopt a mitigation hierarchy approach 
• To adopt differentiated measures so that 

adverse impacts do not fall 
disproportionately on the disadvantaged or 
vulnerable, and they are not 
disadvantaged in sharing development 
benefits and opportunities resulting from 
the project. 

• To utilize national environmental and social 
Institutions, systems, laws, regulations and 
procedures in the assessment, 
development and implementation of 
projects, whenever appropriate. 

• To promote improved environmental and 
social performance, in ways which 
recognize and enhance Borrower capacity. 

• To promote the sustainable use of 
resources, including energy, water and raw 
materials. 

• To avoid or minimize adverse impacts on 
human health and the environment by 
avoiding or minimizing pollution from 
project activities. 

• To avoid or minimize project-related 
emissions of short and long-lived climate 
pollutants. 

• To avoid or minimize generation of 
hazardous and non-hazardous waste. 

• To minimize and manage the risks and 
impacts associated with pesticide use. 

Activities within will have ES risks.  
• The management of KIFSCA as a 

protected area aims to ensure that 
ES risks are reduced within the 
area. The permitted activities within 
KIFSCA are expected to generate 
limited social and environmental 
risks and impacts that will be small 
in scale.  

• Adverse social impacts such as 
gender-based violence (GBV), 
sexual exploitation and abuse, Child 
Abuse on affected communities 
may also occur as a result of 
compensation and/or other socio-
economic activities that are 
associated with a new development 
project in the area. 

• The SMP will guide on screening 
and any environmental and social 
assessments.   

• The KIFSCA itself was established 
to conserve biodiversity and as 
such, prevention of pollution from 
any activity within the area is a 
major concern. 

• It also aims at regulating and/ or 
prohibiting activities within the area 
to ensure that the resources are 
sustainably utilized.  

The SMP indicates which activities 
shall be allowed in the KIFSCA having 
considered potential health effects 
from the activities already being 
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World 
Bank 
Operation
al Policy 

Objectives Reason 

• To anticipate and avoid adverse impacts 
on the health and safety of project-affected 
communities during the project life cycle 
from both routine and non-routine 
circumstances. 

• To promote quality and safety, and 
considerations relating to climate change, 
in the design and construction of 
infrastructure, including dams. 

• To avoid or minimize community exposure 
to project-related traffic and road safety 
risks, diseases and hazardous materials. 

• To have in place effective measures to 
address emergency events. 

• To ensure that the safeguarding of 
personnel and property is carried out in a 
manner that avoids or minimizes risks to 
the project-affected communities. 

carried out or proposed to be carried 
out in the area.  
• The conservation of this area also 

aims to mitigate any climate change 
impacts that could arise due to 
activities taking place in the area. 

OP4.12 
Involuntary 
Resettlem
ent 

• To avoid involuntary resettlement or, when 
unavoidable, minimize involuntary 
resettlement by exploring project design 
alternatives. 

• To avoid forced eviction 
• To mitigate unavoidable adverse social 

and economic impacts from land 
acquisition or 

• restrictions on land use by: (a) providing 
timely compensation for loss of assets at 
replacement cost and (b) assisting 
displaced persons in their efforts to 
improve, or at least restore, their 
livelihoods and living standards, in real 
terms, to pre-displacement levels or to 
levels prevailing prior to the beginning of 
project implementation, whichever is 
higher. 

• To improve living conditions of poor or 
vulnerable persons who are physically 
displaced, through provision of adequate 
housing, access to services and facilities, 
and security of tenure 

Within the conservation objectives of 
the KIFSCA, resettlement and 
restrictions on land use will be 
minimized to limit the impacts on 
communities. 
 
Some land acquisition may be 
required to achieve KIFSCA 
obljectives. Any resulting affects on 
livelihoods or rights to land and assets 
will be addressed in accordance with 
the principles of and the measures set 
forth in this SMP and accompanying 
Resettlement Policy Framework and 
ensure livelihood restoration and/or 
resettlement for the affected persons. 
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World 
Bank 
Operation
al Policy 

Objectives Reason 

• To conceive and execute resettlement 
activities as sustainable development 
programs, providing sufficient investment 
resources to enable displaced persons to 
benefit directly from the project, as the 
nature of the project may warrant. 

• To ensure that resettlement activities are 
planned and implemented with appropriate 
disclosure of information, meaningful 
consultation, and the informed 
participation of those affected. 

OP4.04 
Natural 
Habitats 
 
OP4.36 
ForestsOP 

• To protect and conserve biodiversity and 
habitats. 

• To apply the mitigation hierarchy4 and the 
precautionary approach in the design and 
implementation of projects that could have 
an impact on biodiversity. 

• To promote the sustainable management 
of living natural resources.  

• To support livelihoods of local 
communities, including Indigenous 
Peoples, and inclusive economic 
development, through the adoption 
ofpractices that integrate conservation 
needs and development priorities. 

The sensitive ecosystem within 
KIFSCA and the abundant natural 
resources within KIFSCA call for 
sustainable management. This SMP 
shall also address livelihood support 
mechanisms for the people in the 
area. 
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World 
Bank 
Operation
al Policy 

Objectives Reason 

OP4.11 
Physical 
Cultural 
Resources  

• To protect cultural heritage from the 
adverse impacts of project activities and 
support its preservation. 

• To address cultural heritage as an integral 
aspect of sustainable development. 

• To promote meaningful consultation with 
stakeholders regarding cultural heritage. 

• To promote the equitable sharing of 
benefits from the use of cultural heritage. 

KIFSCA consists of areas and assets 
of cultural significance and as such, 
preservation of the cultural sites shall 
be taken care of.  
 
The cultural/ spiritual assets in the 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area are majorly 
characterized by burial grounds where 
the locals burry their departed ones, 
traditional shrines, which are family or 
clan shrines mostly used for birth 
related ceremonies, enthronement of 
new family or clan heads, and the area 
is also blessed with a good number of 
spiritual sites where different spiritual 
believers come for worship and 
spiritual healing. 
 

d) Management plans and strategies  

The National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) 2015-2025 

The National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) is a national framework for managing 
biodiversity, hosted by the National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) as the focal point for the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The first National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP I) 
was developed in 2002.  

The goal of NBSAP II is, “to enhance biodiversity conservation, management and sustainable utilization and 
fair sharing of its benefits by 2025” and provides a good framework to address biodiversity issues. The 
NBSAP II provides for enhancement of payment for ecosystem services as well as biodiversity offsets.   

3.4 International Conventions and Treaties ratified by the Government of Uganda (GOU) 
The key international Conventions and Treaties ratified by GoU that are applicable to the planning, 

implementation and monitoring of KIFSCA SMP are discussed in table 3.3. 

Table 3-3: Key International Conventions and Treaties ratified by GoU that are Applicable to KIFSCA 
SMP 
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Convention/treaty Objective/Aim Relevance to KIFSCA SMP 
Convention on Biological 
Diversity, 1992 

The three main goals of the convention are 
conservation of biodiversity; sustainable 
use of biodiversity; fair and equitable 
sharing of the benefits arising from the use 
of genetic resources. 

The SMP aims at conserving protected 
areas and the associated biodiversity and 
therefore it will be implemented in line with 
this convention. 

Convention on 
International Trade in 
Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora 
(CITES).  

This convention seeks to ensure that 
international trade in species of wild fauna 
and flora does not threaten their survival in 
wilderness. 

This Convention will be relevant to 
prevention of poaching of Wildlife in 
Wildlife Conservation areas within 
KIFSCA. 

Convention on Wetlands 
(Ramsar, Iran, 1971) 
 

The Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance, called the 
Ramsar Convention, is an 
intergovernmental treaty that provides the 
framework for national action and 
international cooperation for the 
conservation and wise use of wetlands and 
their resources. 

The implementation of the SMP shall 
promote the conservation of wetlands and 
waterfowl in KIFSCA wetlands. 

The African Convention on 
the Conservation of 
Nature and Natural 
Resources, 1968 

Encourage conservation, utilization and 
development of soil, water, flora and fauna 
for the present and future welfare of 
mankind, from an economic, nutritional, 
scientific, educational, cultural and 
aesthetic point of view 

This will be relevant to the conservation, 
utilization and development of soil, water, 
flora and fauna within the KIFSCA project 
area. 

The World Heritage 
Convention, 1972 

The primary mission of the Convention is to 
identify and protect the world's natural 
and cultural heritage considered to be of 
Outstanding Universal Value. 

The Convention will be relevant to the 
protection of cultural heritage that has 
been identified in the KIFSCA. 

The Stockholm 
Declaration, 1972 

The objective of the declaration is to 
coordinate global efforts to promote 
sustainability and safeguard the natural 
environment.  

The declaration will be relevant in the 
management of environmental and social 
risks of KIFSCA. 

Bonn Convention, 1979 The objective of the Bonn Convention is 
the conservation of migratory species 
worldwide. 

The KIFSCA SMP in line with this 
convention shall conserve wild species 
because of the environmental, ecological, 
genetic, scientific, recreational, cultural, 
educational, social and economic points of 
view. 
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Convention/treaty Objective/Aim Relevance to KIFSCA SMP 
East African Community 
Protocol on Environment 
and Natural Resources, 
2006 

The objective of this protocol is to provide 
for EAC joint effort to co-operate in efficient 
and sustainable use and management 
of natural resources and promote 
adaptation to climate change. 

 
The protocol will be relevant in promoting 
efficiency and sustainable use and 
management of the natural resources 
within KIFSCA in a way that promotes 
adaptation to climate change.  

The Nile Basin 
Cooperation Framework 
Agreement, 2010  

Objective of the agreement is to achieve 
sustainable socioeconomic development 
through the equitable utilization of, and 
benefit from, the common Nile Basin water 
resources. 

The agreement will be relevant in 
achieving socio-economic development 
within the KIFSCA. 

The Paris Agreement The Paris Agreement requires all countries 
both developed and developing to make 
significant commitments to address climate 
change through decreasing global warming 
described in article 2 of UNFCCC 

The agreement will be relevant to the 
KIFSCA SMP in reduction of pressure 
exerted on forests by communities within 
and around the project area. 

 

3.5 Institutional Frameworks 

There are mandated institutions at national and district level responsible for management of fragile 
ecosystems within the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area. The mandated institutions work 
together with diverse stakeholders including CSOs/NGOs, private sector and private landowners. 

Ministry of Water and Environment (MWE) 

The Ministry has the responsibility for setting national policies and standards, managing and regulating water 
resources and determining priorities for water development and management. Through the Directorate of 
Environmental Affairs (DEA) they are responsible for supervision and monitoring of the environment and 
natural resources as well as the restoration of degraded ecosystems and mitigating and adapting to climate 
change, this covers water resources, wetlands, forestry, Environment and fragile ecosystems.   

National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA) 

NEMA is responsible for the regulatory functions and activities that focus on compliance and enforcement of 
the existing legal and institutional frameworks on environmental management in Uganda. The Authority 
coordinates monitors and supervises all activities in the field of environment, initiates development of 
environmental policies, regulations, standards and guidelines and Focal Point for the Convention on 
Biological Diversity. 

The Authority carries out an inventory and identifies and monitors lake shores and riverbanks which are under 
threat from environmental degradation and any person intending to use the river banks has to apply to the 
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Authority. The Authority has the responsibility to allow or reject an application of any development that will 
impact the riverbanks. 

The National Forestry Authority (NFA) is responsible for sustainable management of Central Forest 
Reserves (CFRs), supply of seed and seedlings, and provision of technical support to stakeholders in the 
forestry sub-sector on contract. NFA is a semi-autonomous business entity and generates most of its own 
revenues and finances its activities, i.e. NFA’s support is contingent upon payment for its services, manage 
Uganda's Central Forest Reserves, supply high quality forestry-related products and services to Government, 
Local Governments, local communities and the private sector.  The NFA is responsible for managing the 
Kalagala, Nile bank and Namavudu CFR which includes some of the riverbanks within the KIFSCA. 

Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities (MTWA) 

The mandate of the ministry is ‘to formulate and implement policies, strategies, plans and programs that promote 
tourism, wildlife and cultural heritage conservation for socio-economic development and transformation of the 
country’. The ministry has a great stake to ensuring the cultural heritage and assets associated with the KIFSCA are 
maintained and sustained for future generations.  

 Local Governments  

Local Governments are, mandated to manage local forest reserves, wetlands, regulate utilization and trade 
in natural resources. Section 21(1) part (a) of the National Environment (Wetlands, River Banks and Lake 
Shores Management) Regulations, No. 3/2000, provides the following specific responsibilities to Local 
Governments:  

(1) Each Local Government shall after the recommendation of the appropriate local environmental committee 
make by-laws:  

(a) Identifying riverbanks and lake shores within their jurisdiction which are at risk from environmental 
degradation; and promoting soil conservation measures along river banks and lake shores. 

The Local Government through the local environment committee Section (26) in whose jurisdiction an activity 
is likely to degrade the environment shall; inform the district environment officer in writing for appropriate 
action; (ii) ensure protection of all the banks and shores.  
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4.0 BASELINE INFORMATION 
 
4.1  DESCRIPTION OF KALAGALA AND ITANDA FALLS SPECIAL CONSERVATION AREA (KIFSCA) 
 
4.1.1 Location 
The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area includes Nile Bank Central Forest Reserve (CFR), 
Namavundu CFR, Kalagala CFR and the 100-meter river bank from the highest water mark on either side of 
river Nile, including the islands 2.5 km downstream of Bujagali dam for approximately 15.7km on either side 
of River Nile between Bujagali and Isimba dams. Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area lies 
on both the Western and Eastern side of River Nile in the sub counties of Kangulumira in Kayunga district, 
Kisozi in Kamuli district, Wakisi in Buikwe district and Butagaya and Budondo in Jinja district.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 4.1: Location map of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area 

 

The KIFSCA covers 2,835.5 ha comprised of Central Forest Reserves and River bank (Table 4.1).  
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                   Table 4-1: Coverage of KIFSCA 

Area Description Map Reference Sheet Number  Approximate Area  
(Hectares) 

Nile Bank CFR BP 1155  606 
Namavundu CFR BP 1157  704 
Kalagala Falls CFR BP 1535  104 
River Nile 100 m Protected Zone BP….. 1421.5 
Total  2835.5  

  Source: National Environment (Declaration of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area) 
Instrument, 2019 

 
Coordinate system  
Name: ARC1960 CLARKE1880  
Type: Projected  
Unit name: Meters  
Meters per unit: 1  
Vertical datum: Ellipsoid  
Vertical unit: Meters  
 
Datum  
Name: ARC1960  
Ellipsoid Name: CLARKE 1880 MODIFIED  
Semi-major Axis: 6378249.145 m  
Inverse Flattening: 293.465000000  
 
Projection  
Projection Class: Transverse Mercator  
Latitude of origin 0° 00' 00.00000"N  
Central meridian 33° 00' 00.00000"E  
Scale factor 0.999600000000  
False easting 500000.000 m  
False northing 0.00 

 

The baseline environmental status of the study area have been mainly collected from the 

secondary information available from the feasibility study reports, EIA, SIA and RAP reports of 

IHPP, SEIA report of BHPP, various maps  published by the GoU line ministries and offices, and 

from FIRRI report 2001, NaFIRRI 2000, 2006, and 2016 and topographic maps and Google Earth 

images. 
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4.1.2 Biophysical characteristics  
The biophysical characteristics of the KIFSCA are described in form of hydrology, geology, topography, soils, 
river bank and islands because of their relevance to the obligations in the amendment.  
Topography: Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area stretches from an average elevation of 
1,100m -1,300m above sea level.   
The topography is dissected by the Victoria Nile River which entrenched into a broadly U-shaped valley. The 
river entrenchment is in the order of 15 to 30 m from the surrounding landscape6. The valley flanks incline at 
an angle of 15o to 30o to the valley bottom.  
Geology and soils: The rock formation of southern Buganda, extending to the KIFSCA has been described 
(Pallister, 1959) as consisting of Buganda -Toro system. The basement complex is made of granitic gneiss 
granite of that system. They are overlain by metamorphosed sediments such as: schist’s, phyllites, quartzites 
and amphibolites. This type of rock formation tends to be uniform and give some resistance to erosion except 
along joints and fracture planes. The rock formation has undergone many years of physical and chemical 
weathering to considerable depths. They consist of red soils derived from amphibolites rocks with inherent 
richness in mineral nutrients for plant growth. Shallow Lithosols occur on the highest ridge crests consisting 
of grey and grey brown sandy loams with lateritic concretions on top of the ridges and upper slopes. Grey 
sandy soils appear at the base of the catena. Their soils may be as a result of hill wash or river alluvium. 
Below the sand, top soil are sandy clays of a very pale grey color and mottled orange brown. Grey clay soils 
occur along river and stream courses such as river Musamya in east and Ssezibwa in west blocks 
respectively, particularly where valleys carry papyrus vegetation. Below this clay are sandy and sometimes 
pebbly clays. While such soils are under water throughout the year, surface accumulation of peat is no more 
than 5 centimeters thick. The swamp soils and those of the lower reaches of Buganda soils catena are acidic 
in nature with (pH: 3.8 - 4.8) and deficient in all plant nutrients, magnesium and sulphur being exceptions. 
These geological characteristics define the fertility of soils in KIFSCA and thus the agricultural activity that 
not only supports livelihoods but also threaten protection of riverbanks, forest reserves and other fragile 
ecosystems.   
 
River bank:  The river banks within the KIFSCA are degraded mainly due to agricultural encroachment. 
Riverbanks in the KIFSCA are characterized by various formations; either sharply rising grounds from the 
edge of the highest water level, Flat bottoms at the edge of the highest water level flanked by steep slopes 
or gently rising grounds composed of rocky formations or well drained soils. The flat areas near the river are 
often waterlogged and covered by water tolerant plant species like papyrus, if not degraded. 

Both banks of the river are significantly degraded through agricultural encroachment and unplanned 
ecotourism infrastructure, on west bank (Appendix 3). Both forms of encroachment are in violation of the 
National Environment (Wetlands, Riverbanks and Lakeshores Management) Regulations, 2000 that 
establishes 100-meter area of protected zone (riverbank) along big rivers, including the Nile.  With the current 
state of use of these riverbanks and degradation, urgent action by NEMA, NFA and Districts will be required 
to enforce regulations. Also, the Nile Bank CFR was planted with exotic trees up to within the 100-meter 
zone. Once the current tree crop is harvested, the 100-meter area will need to be restored to a natural forest. 

                                                 
6 IHPP ESIA (2017) 
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Islands:  There are more than 151 islands7 partly covered with natural vegetation within the KIFSCA. Apart 
from the above island groups, there are small partially submerged rocky islands. The largest island the Hyoxia 
/Itanda falls is (about 34 ha). These islands provide refuge to a host of water birds in the area.  
4.1.3 Vegetation  
The list of flora species in the KIFSCA is based on the vegetation survey conducted during IHPP 
environmental study in 20138 at Nsiima, Wabirongo, and the CFRs of Kalagala and Nile Banks including the 
cultivated lands, wetlands and woodlands along the banks of the Victoria Nile within KIFSCA. The flora 
species that were registered were   88 species of herbs, 27 species of grass, 19 species of climbers, 25 
species of shrubs, and 39 species of trees.  
 
Table 4.3 Plant Species within 
KIFSCA                                                                                                                                        

Order Genus Species IUCN Red 
List 2020 
status 

Status of 
origin in 
Uganda 

Fabales Acacia  Acacia heptaphylla LC   
Fabales Acacia  Acacia hockii  LC   
Fabales Acacia Acacia polyacantha  LC   
Malpighiales Acalypha Acalypha neptunica  LC   
Malpighiales Acalypha Acalypha ornate  LC   
Lamiales Acanthus Acanthus arborescens LC   
Pinales Agathis Agathis sp. VU *** 
Gentianales Aidia  Aidia micrantha  LC   
Fabales Albizia Albizia coriaria LC * 
Fabales  Albizia Albizia glaberrima LC   
Fabales Albizia Albizia grandibracteata LC   
Fabales  Albizia  Albizia gummifera LC   
Fabales Albizia  Albizia zygia LC * 
Malpighiales Alchornea Alchornea cordifolia LC   
Malpighiales Aleurites Aleurites moluccana LC ** 
Sapindales Allophyllus Allophyllus macrobotrys LC   
Gentianales Alstonia Alstonia boonei LC   

                                                 
7 IHPP ESIA (2017) 
8KAGGA & PARTNERS LTD; FITCHNER GmbH & Co. KG and NORPLAN AS, 2014. Environmental Impact Assessment for the proposed Isimba Hydropower 
Plant and Reservoir 
 

http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/3fdf7fd6ac02edcd95dbc21b39ab2b2e
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk02XWr-EdNtMoeeiRSFp9EpKTgxq9w:1592559946585&q=Acacia+heptaphylla&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwis6piPzI3qAhVMxhoKHf39BgsQBSgAegQIAxAl
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/3fdf7fd6ac02edcd95dbc21b39ab2b2e
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=49012058&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100088&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=106529&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100382&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100246&searchType=species
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Order Genus Species IUCN Red 
List 2020 
status 

Status of 
origin in 
Uganda 

Rosales Antiaris Antiaris toxicaria LC * 
Sapindales Aphania Aphania senegalensis EN * 
Malpighiales Argomueller

a 
Argomuellera 
macrophylla  LC   

Rosales Artocarpus Artocarpus heterophyllus LC ** 

 Asparagale
s 

 

Asparagus Asparagus flagellaris LC   

Fabales Baikiaea Baikiaea insignis LC   

 Sapindale
s 

 

Blighia Blighia unijugata  LC   

Malvales Bombax Bombax buonopozense LC ** 
Malpighiales Bridelia Bridelia micrantha LC   
Rosales Broussoneti

a 
Broussonetia papyrifera LC ** 

Fabales Biancaea Caesalpinia decapetala  LC   
 Sapindales 

 

 Canarium 

 

Canarium schweinfurthii LC * 
Gentianales Canthium  Canthium schimperiana  EN   
Brassicales Capparis Capparis tomentosa  LC   
Violales Carica Carica papaya DD **    (paw 

paw) 
Gentianales Carissa Carissa spinarum  LC   
Celastrales Cassine Cassine buchananii  LC   
Rhizophorales Cassipourea Cassipourea gumiflua  LC   
Rosales Celtis Celtis Africana  LC   
Rosales Celtis  Celtis durandii  LC   
Rosales Celtis Celtis mildbraedii LC * 
Rosales Celtis Celtis wightii  LC   
Rosales Celtis Celtis zenkeri  LC   
Ericales Chysophyllu

m 
Chrysophyllum albidum NT * 

Sapindales Citrus Citrus sinensis LC ** 
Sapindales clausena Clausena anisata LC   

https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100382&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4b26ad4663ce4e3663a61fa83b46cc50
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/fe69952989a1ebf8dc8405e06349ff21
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/fe69952989a1ebf8dc8405e06349ff21
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100088&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/42a9b22a856da7677c6783770b1be1e2
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/42a9b22a856da7677c6783770b1be1e2
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100345&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=107520&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=118866&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=127201&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=127201&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100088&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=127064143&searchType=species
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk03JU-7rsAYGCU3fSUi_ZHyxl6GbKQ:1592555510735&q=Caesalpinia+decapetala&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwinjoLMu43qAhUKfBoKHdAeBg8QkeECKAB6BAgVECU
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/42a9b22a856da7677c6783770b1be1e2
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/e9d2954fd4023efa385adb4f4b1a1147
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100246&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112529947&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100098&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=127064&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4947a99e314158d2b150940801a3d490
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100289&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=113560&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100254&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=102370&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4b26ad4663ce4e3663a61fa83b46cc50
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100223&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/42a9b22a856da7677c6783770b1be1e2
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/5e97405695bd7c655af7ae067f107730
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01_7Tjcst_AasxmeFUiMjEOdLL50A:1592557408541&q=Sapindales&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWz9U3MDQwSCk2TVPiAHHMCizTtXQzyq30k_NzclKTSzLz8_Tzi9IT8zKLc-OTcxKLizPTMpMTQeLFVvlFKalFi1i5ghMLMvNSEnNSi3ewMgIAy9CmCFgAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjw8vrUwo3qAhWtxoUKHXBJAQYQmxMoATAYegQIBxAD
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Order Genus Species IUCN Red 
List 2020 
status 

Status of 
origin in 
Uganda 

Malpighiales Cleistanthus Cleistanthus 
polystachyus LC   

Lamiales Clerodendru
m 

Clerodendrum myricoides EN   

Lamiales Clerodendru
m 

Clerodendrum 
rotundifolium  EN   

Malvales Cola  Cola gigantean  LC   
Myrtales Combretum Combretum collinum  LC   
Fabales Craibia Craibia brownie  LC   
Malpighiales Croton Croton macrostachyus  LC   
Pinales Cupressus Cupressus lusitanica LC *** 
Apiales Cussonia Cussonia holstii  LC   
Fabales Dichrostach

ys 
Dichrostachys cinerea  LC   

 Ericale
s 

 

Diospyros Diospyros abyssinica  LC   

 Malvales 

 

Dombeya Dombeya mukole  LC   
Malpighiales Dovyalis Dovyalis caffra LC ** 
Malpighiales Dovyalis Dovyalis macrocalyx  LC   
Asparagales Dracaena Dracaena fragrans  LC   
Boraginales Ehretia Ehretia cymosa LC   
Sapindales Ekebergia Ekebergia senegalensis LC   
Malpighiales Euphorbia Euphorbia drupifera LC   
Arecales Elaeis  Elaeis guineensis LC   
Sapindales Entandrophr

agma 
Entandrophragma 
angolense VU   

Rosales Eriobotrya Eriobotrya japonica LC ** 
Malpighiales 

 

Erythroxylu
m 

Erythroxylum fischeri  LC   

Myrtales Eucalyptus Eucalyptus grandis NT *** 
Myrtales Eugenia Eugenia bukobensis  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus brachypoda  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus cyathistipula  LC   

https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100112&searchType=species
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk02tiH59pS774KEEP8zmtn3XHLLBYA:1592557556819&q=Clerodendrum+myricoides&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwimntWbw43qAhVP1hoKHdpcCAYQkeECKAB6BAgWECU
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100345&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100188&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/3fdf7fd6ac02edcd95dbc21b39ab2b2e
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=49012058&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100333&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100088&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2cf797da95aa426e218eb7c15171a5fa
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/52bfa9cb692e811d5b177fc914332123
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/52bfa9cb692e811d5b177fc914332123
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=128169404&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/891ae9235989f4f4ebce5a987e6da134
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100382&searchType=species
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk02gG-9sRrF3srsIVEYu2M031ucChA:1592558684326&q=Ekebergia+senegalensis&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjp16a1x43qAhUGyxoKHVTHDAwQkeECKAB6BAgLECU
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=102896&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100142&searchType=species
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk02tGZQdPM2zN-_VKSObNnvTtOfKLg:1592558880868&q=Elaeis+guineensis&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiAzYKTyI3qAhVlx4UKHVUsBwgQBSgAegQIFxAl
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100382&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4b26ad4663ce4e3663a61fa83b46cc50
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk02_L7wCF6jzc-qUCMuaogVWDX4WuA:1592559022463&q=Eriobotrya+japonica&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiL-cTWyI3qAhWlzoUKHdftCAYQkeECKAB6BAgXECU
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/52bfa9cb692e811d5b177fc914332123
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100188&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/5a2f78bb2ec91cf34485a225cfa5a81b
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
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Rosales Ficus Ficus dawei  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus exasperate  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus mucuso  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus natalensis  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus saussureana  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus stipulifera  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus sur  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus urceolaris  LC   
Rosales Ficus Ficus vallis-choudae  LC  
Gentianales Funtumia Funtumia Africana  LC  
Malpighiales Garcinia Garcinia buchananii  LC  
Malvales Grewia Grewia mollis  LC  
Malvales Grewia Grewia similis  VU  
Gentianales Mitragyna  Hallea Stipulosa  VU  
Fabales Ndigofera  Indigofera arrecta LC   
Scrophulariales Jacaranda Jacaranda mimosifolia VU ** 
Malpighiales Jatropha Jatropha curcas LC   
Scrophulariales Kigelia Kigelia Africana LC   
Sapindales Lannea  Lannea welwitschii NT   
Lamiales Lantana Lantana camara LC ** 
Lamiales Lantana  Lantana trifolia LC   
Brassicales Maerua Maerua duchesnei LC   
Rosales Maesopsis Maesopsis eminii LC * 
Sapindales Majidea Majidea fosteri  * 
Sapindales Mangifera Mangifera indica DD ** 
Ericales Manilkara Manilkara dawei    
Ericales Manilkara Manilkara multinervis LC   
Scrophulariales Markhamia Markhamia lutea LC   
Celastrales Monteverdia Maytenus buxifolia    

https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100090&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4b26ad4663ce4e3663a61fa83b46cc50
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/0c7225e8bb16846cd53cccb1a8193bc6
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/52bfa9cb692e811d5b177fc914332123
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2cf797da95aa426e218eb7c15171a5fa
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2cf797da95aa426e218eb7c15171a5fa
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/3fdf7fd6ac02edcd95dbc21b39ab2b2e
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/42a9b22a856da7677c6783770b1be1e2
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/42a9b22a856da7677c6783770b1be1e2
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/3aeb75812bfd288b7847e657c6c00404
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/d3c105269b7fa0c2f49153f9c0063045
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Celastrales Maytenus Maytenus undata LC   
Rosales Milicia Milicia excels NT * 
Fabales Mimosa Mimosa pigra    
Ericales Mimusops Mimusops bagshawei    

 
Ericales 
 

Mimusops Mimusops kummel    

Gentianales Morinda Morinda Lucida    
 
Zingiberales 
 

Musa Musa paradisiaca LC **   (plantain
) 

Zingiberales Musa Musa sapientum LC **   (plantain
) 

Malpighiales Neoboutoni Neoboutonia macrocalyx LC   
Rosales Obetia Obetia radula    
Theales Ochna Ochna afzelii LC   

 
Malpighiales 
 

Ochna Ochna membranacea    

Lamiales Ocimum Ocimum suave    
 
Fabales 

Parkia Parkia filicoidea LC   

Laurales Persea Persea Americana LC ** 
Solanales Physalis Physalis peruviana LC          (Herb) 
 
Pinales 

Pinus Pinus oocarpa NT *** 

 
Pinales 

Pinus Pinus patula VU *** 

 
Pinales 

Pinus Pinus radiate EN *** 

 
Apiales 

Polyscias Polyscias fulva LC   

Rosales Prunus Prunus Africana VU * 
Sapindales Pseudospon

dias 
Pseudospondias microcarpa VU   

Myrtales Psidium Psidium guajava LC   

http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/3fdf7fd6ac02edcd95dbc21b39ab2b2e
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/1cf1fd90d9326849ef78426e68358674
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4947a99e314158d2b150940801a3d490
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2404cbb0e62a5bff2b098e2cee8ab4a1
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2404cbb0e62a5bff2b098e2cee8ab4a1
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2404cbb0e62a5bff2b098e2cee8ab4a1
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/52bfa9cb692e811d5b177fc914332123
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/52bfa9cb692e811d5b177fc914332123
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/276a9ab57799872c9380857be23f7b97
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Sapindales Searsia Rhus natalensis LC   
Malpighiales Ricinus Ricinus communis  ** 
Malpighiales Rinorea Rinorea ilicifolia    
Malpighiales Shirakiopsis Sapium ellipticum LC   
Malpighiales Flueggea Securinega virosa    
Fabales Senna Senna didymobotrya LC   
 
Fabales 

Senna Senna petersiana LC   

 
Fabales 

Senna Senna siamea LC ** 

 
Fabales 

Senna Senna spectabilis LC ** 

Fabales Sesbania Sesbania sesban LC   
Malvales Sida Sida cordifolia LC   
Solanales Solanum Solanum aculeastrum LC ** 
Solanales Solanum Solanum incanum LC   
Solanales Solanum Solanum indicum LC   
Scrophulariales Spathodea Spathodea campanulata LC   
Apiales Steganotae

nia 
Steganotaenia araliacea LC   

Malvales Sterculia Sterculia dawei LC   
Scrophulariales Stereosper

mum 
Stereospermum 
kunthianum LC   

Malpighiales Synadenium Synadenium compactum VU   
Myrtales Syzygium Syzygium cuminii LC   
Myrtales Syzygium Syzygium guineense LC   
Gentianales Tabernaemo

ntana  
Tabernaemontana 
usambarensis 

LC   
Malpighiales Tapura Tapura fischeri LC   
Gentianales Tarena Tarena graveolens LC   
Sapindales Teclea Teclea nobilis LC   
Myrtales Terminalia  Terminalia brownii LC   
Fabales, Terminalia Terminalia ivorensis V *** 

https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100088&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/2cf797da95aa426e218eb7c15171a5fa
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/8c873641ab6c2d18a2cae11cc740c7df
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/8c873641ab6c2d18a2cae11cc740c7df
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/8c873641ab6c2d18a2cae11cc740c7df
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100286&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100333&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=111828&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=111828&searchType=species
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01vcBw_xCX6FEQWI3fddQZnCRF4FQ:1592561236861&q=Steganotaenia+araliacea&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi0jLn20I3qAhVDLBoKHdeqBwsQkeECKAB6BAgVECU
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100345&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100286&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100188&searchType=species
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=100188&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4947a99e314158d2b150940801a3d490
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01hQ1lpYwm0YTA9IWtAj2ObJmIxTQ:1592561660868&q=Tabernaemontana+usambarensis&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi0q9DA0o3qAhXSxYUKHZOtCgsQkeECKAB6BAgLECU
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01hQ1lpYwm0YTA9IWtAj2ObJmIxTQ:1592561660868&q=Tabernaemontana+usambarensis&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi0q9DA0o3qAhXSxYUKHZOtCgsQkeECKAB6BAgLECU
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01hQ1lpYwm0YTA9IWtAj2ObJmIxTQ:1592561660868&q=Tabernaemontana+usambarensis&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi0q9DA0o3qAhXSxYUKHZOtCgsQkeECKAB6BAgLECU
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=ALeKk01hQ1lpYwm0YTA9IWtAj2ObJmIxTQ:1592561660868&q=Tabernaemontana+usambarensis&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwi0q9DA0o3qAhXSxYUKHZOtCgsQkeECKAB6BAgLECU
https://www.iucnredlist.org/search?taxonomies=112534103&searchType=species
http://www.catalogueoflife.org/col/browse/tree/id/4947a99e314158d2b150940801a3d490
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Fabales Tetrapleura   Tetrapleura tetraptera LC   
Malpighiales Thecacori Thecacoris lucida EN   
Gentianales Thevetia Thevetia peruviana LC ** 
Rosales Trema Trema orientaliS LC   
Sapindales Trichilia Trichilia dregeana LC * 
Malvales Triumffeta  Triumffeta macrophylla DD   
Sapindales Turraea Turraea floribunda LC   
Sapindales Turraea   Turraea robusta LC   

 Vangueria  Vangueria apiculata CR   
Asterales. Vernonia  Vernonia amygdalina LC   
Asterales Vernonia   Vernonia auriculifera LC   
Lamiales. Vitex   Vitex amboniensis LC   
Gentianales. Voacanga   Voacanga thouarsii LC   

Canellales 

 

Warbugia  Warbugia ugandensis VU   

Sapindales. Zanha Zanha golungensis LC   
  
*              Denotes indigenous timber tree species 
**      Denotes introduced plant species to Uganda 
***    Denotes introduced plant species that provides timber 
 
Of these, Milicia excelsa is of global conservation concern.  According IUCN Red List 2016, this species is a 
Near Threatened species endemic to Uganda. This species is used for timber, especially for quality indoor 
and outdoor furniture, firewood and charcoal. In addition, Markhamia lutea is recorded as a “Reserve Species 
for Uganda because of its rapid decline in Uganda in the recent years. Lagarosiphon hydrilloides 
(Endangered) is reported in the Nile area. 
Kalagala Falls CFR originally had many species of trees and other plants classified as Celtis-Chrysophyllum 
and Forest-Savanna Mosaic (Langdale-Brown et al. 1964).  Significant portions of the northern and southern 
parts of the reserve have been completely cleared of all natural vegetation while the central part has some 
patches of natural grass and trees. Natural regeneration has been observed in some parts of the reserve and 
the species that have been recorded include: Maesopsis eminii, Milicia excelsa and Antiaris toxicaria. There 
have been efforts by National Forestry Authority (NFA) to restore the integrity of Kalagala Falls CFR.  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwip2trZzI3qAhWlzoUKHdftCAYQs2YoADASegQIAxAK&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FFabales&usg=AOvVaw0waXwziD5FZ55ZRDjDklzh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gentianales
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According to Langdale-Brown et al. (1964), the indigenous vegetation for both Nile Bank and Namavundu 
CFRs was rich in plant species. Some of the dominant tree species included: Antiaris toxicaria, Albizia spp., 
Acacia spp., Milicia excelsa, Trichillia splendida, Ficus sp., Hallea stipulosa, Warbugia ugandansis, Teclea 
noblis, Khaya senegalensis, and Chrysophyllum sp. The vegetation was classified as Celtis-Chrysophyllum 
and Forest-Savannah Mosaic.  Significant portions of the original vegetation were lost due to change from 
natural forest to plantation forests in the CFRs. The plantation trees are dominated by Pinus Callibea, 
Eucalyptus and Terminalia. This change in tree species composition has implications on the biodiversity 
species diversity as well as socio-economic uses of forestry resources from within these reserves. 
The natural vegetation in the riverbanks of the KIFCA and landscape adjacent to the CFRs has been greatly 
modified by agriculture and human settlements activities.   
4.1.4 Land use 
The Land use in the KIFSCA comprises of forestry, agriculture and rural settlement.  The key settlement 
areas near but outside the KIFSCA include: villages of Nakakonge, Kirindi, Nsiima, Spotter, Wabirongo, 
Kitambuza, Kalagala, Mutumu-Nakaato, Buwala B, Lumuli B, and Lumuli D.  Urban settlement is growing at 
Kangulumira Town Council 3 km away. Nearly 47.12% of the land area is occupied by the forest, water body 
constitute about 31.26 of the land area followed by grassland 12.66%. About 5.23 % is made up of wetland. 
The woodland makes about 2.03% and rest is made up of agricultural land, and rocks9 (Figure 4-1). There 
have been no major settlments identified within the KIFSCA. 

                                                 
9 IHPP ISEA (2017) 
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Figure 4-2: Land uses in KIFSCA  

Source: FEMP (2019) 
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Note: There is no documented information on vegetation types within the riverbank and islands falling within 
the boundaries of KIFSCA.  
 
4.1.5 Fauna  
Mammals:  There are 17 mammal species in the KIFCA area according to the IUCN Red List, 2016 (Table 
4-2) 
Table 4-2: Mammal species within KIFSCA 

Mammal Order Mammal Genera Common Name Mammal Species IUCN Red List, 2020 

Primates Cercopithecus Red-tailed monkey   Cercopithecus 
ascanius 

LC 

Primates Cercopithecus Vervet monkey Cercopithecus 
aethiops 

LC 

Carnivora Lutra Spot necked Otter Lutra maculicollis NT 

Carnivora Herpestes Large Grey 
Mongoose 

Herpestes 
ichneumon 

LC 

Carnivora Canis Side tripped Jackal Canis adustus LC 

Carnivora Panthera Leopard Panthera pardus VU 

Carnivora Genetta Serverline Genet Genetta servalina LC 

Carnivora Mungos Banded Mongoose Mungos mungo LC 

Carnivora  Leptailurus Serval cat Leptailurus  serval LC 

Artiodactyla Sylvicapra Common Duiker  Sylvicapra grimmia LC 

Rodentia Cricetomys Giant rat Cricetomys 
gambianus 

LC 

Rodentia Thryonomys Cane rat Thryonomys 
gregorianus 

LC 

Rodentia Xerus Stripped ground 
Squirrel 

Xerus erythropus LC 

Rodentia  Heliosciurus Gambian Sun 
Squirrel 

Heliosciurus 
gambianus 

LC 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnivora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnivora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Even-toed_ungulate
https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ALeKk03aPPQfJ8rz_YpWkhDqEwFt83_lyA:1592547588948&source=univ&tbm=isch&q=Sylivicapra+grimmia+order&client=firefox-b-d&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjmr86Kno3qAhWH3YUKHXShAOMQsAR6BAgIEAE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rodent
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Rodentia  Hystrix Crested Porcupine Hystrix cristata LC 

Artiodactyla Tragelaphus Bushbuck Tragelaphus 
scriptus 

LC 

Artiodactyla Hippopotamus Hippo Hippopotamus 
amphibius 

VU 

 

Among the species recorded in the KIFSCA, Lutra maculicollis, and Panthera pardus are listed in the IUCN 
Red List 2016. The Lutra maculicollis (Spotted-necked Otter) is a globally Near Threatened species.  The 
Hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius), a Global Vulnerable Red List species is also reported to visit the 
area occasionally.  
Birds:  There are about 110 bird species associated with KIFSCA recorded according to IBAT report of 6th 
April 2020. Of these, 56 species are critically endangered, 16 are endangered and 39 are vulnerable. Details 
of these species are in annex 7 of this SMP.  
 
Insects: Butterfly and dragon fly survey conducted in 2013 for the IHPP EIA lists a total of 39 butterfly species 
and 9 species of dragon fly (Odonata). A total of 35 species of butterflies were recorded in 2016 during the 
KIFSCA survey at three sites (Kitambuza, Kalagala and Nakatoke). Of the 35 species of butterflies recorded, 
twenty three (23) species of butterflies were recorded at Kalagala, 16 species of butterflies at Kitambuza and 
10 species of butterflies at Nakatoke respectively.  
Fisheries: Sixty-three (63) species of fish are recorded along the Nile in the KIFSCA area (Annex 5). Species 
of conservation are presented in table 6 in line with IUCN catergorisation, 2019.  
 

The fish sampling locations are Buyala, Busowoko, Itanda and Kirindi. The assessment was done during 
the preparation of the Isimba HPP ESIA Addendum in the Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area. 
 

Table 4-3: Fish species associated with KIFSCA (Source: Isimba HPP ESIA Addendum on Kalagala and 
Itanda Offset Area) 

 
 
 
Order 

 
 
 
Genus Species Buyala Busowoko Itanda Kirin  

      
         
    

Cichliformes Astatoreochromis Astatoreochromis alluaudi        
Cichliformes Astatotilapia Astatotilapia nubile (Haplochromis nubilus)        

Cichliformes Astatotilapia Astatotilapia sp.      
Cichliformes Haplochromis *Lithochromis rubripinnis        
Cichliformes Haplochromis *Lithochromis xanthopterus 

(H. xanthopterus) 
      

Cichliformes Mbipia *Mbipia mbipi (H. mbipi)        
Cichliformes Mbipia Mbipia"redpelvics"      
Cichliformes Mbipia Mbipia "yellowfin"      

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Even-toed_ungulate
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=38656
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=64921
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=64914
R. Tiffer Sotomayor
This species is recorded as least concern in the 2010 assessment and critically endangered in the 2006 assessment. It found in the Lake victoria area. Please explain what this asterisk means in this table 
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Order 

 
 
 
Genus Species Buyala Busowoko Itanda Kirin  

      
         
    

Cichliformes Neochromis *Neochromis gigas (H. gigas)       
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis greenwoodi (H.greewoodi)       
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis omnicaeruleus        
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis rufocaudalis        
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis simotes        
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis"lemonbritti"      
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis"redsimotes"      
Cichliformes Neochromis Neochromis"yellowru focaudalis"      
Cichliformes Paralabidochromis  Paralabidochromis cyaneus      
Cichliformes Paralabidochromis  Paralabidochromis flavus      
Cichliformes Paralabidochromis  Paralabidochromis “rock kribensis”      
Cichliformes Prognathochromis Prognathochromis guiarti      
Cichliformes Psammochromis Psammochromis riponianus (H.riponianus)       
Cichliformes Ptyochromis Ptyochromis sauvagei (H.sauvagei)       
Cichliformes Ptyochromis Ptyochromis xenognathus (H.xenognathus)       
Cichliformes Pundamilia *Pundamilia azurea       
Cichliformes Pundamilia *Pundamilia pundamilia        
Cichliformes Pundamilia Pundamilia "yellow-multispot"      
Cichliformes Xystichromis Xystichromis bayoni 

(Haplochromis niloticus) 
       

Cichliformes Xystichromis Xystichromis nuchisquamulatus 
(H. nuchisquamulatus) 

       

Cichliformes Xystichromis Xystichromis phytophagus (H. phytophagus)        
  Total no. of species 10 18 12 13  

Source: Isimba HPP ESIA Addendum on Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area 
The major challenges to the fish and fisheries biodiversity are associated with economic development and 
high population pressure and include: over fishing; land degradation; climate change; damming; sand 
extraction; invasive species and water weeds; land use change; pollution and eutrophication.   
Additional issues of concern include:  
exploitation of early life history stages of the Elephant snout fish and haplochromines as bait for Nile perch 
fishery of the Lake Victoria using destructive fishing gear and methods;  

Aquatic Biodiversity: Information on aquatic biodiversity within KIFS is available from studies undertaken 
mostly as part of Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) studies, which preceded the 
establishment of BHPP and IHPP. Most recent information is available from a study conducted by the 
National Fisheries Resources Research Institute (NaFIRRI) that characterized habitats and diversity of 
haplochromine fish species in the Upper Victoria Nile (UVN) (NaFIRRI, 2016).  

There is little documented information about aquatic biodiversity in the portion of R. Nile within KIFSCA other 
than fisheries. However, there is reported occasional presence of juvenile crocodiles (Crocodylus niloticus) 
but in a small population10.  

                                                 
10 IHPP ESIA (2017) 

http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=62205
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=22090
R. Tiffer Sotomayor
Please write scientific names according to scientific normsPlease include in the tables, a column for the family Please explain that within “  cc” Please include common name in parenthesisPlease write all scientific names in Italic Please explain that species like Neochromis  “lemon britti” are species not described yet and so this name is a temporarily name.Also please separate all these temporarily names -there not supposed to be a single word and separate from the genus name.Incorrect Neochromis"yellowrufocaudalis"Correct Neochromis "yellow rufocaudalis"Please use review the reference where the information has been takenhttp://www.cao-ombudsman.org/cases/document-links/documents/bujagalihaplochrominehabitatstudy.pdf
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4.1.6 Cultural assets 
Culture exists in two forms i.e. material culture/ tangible and non-material/intangible culture. Material culture 
includes technology, science, architecture, drums and any other materials or symbols through which the 
culture of people is manifested or expressed. Non-material culture on the other hand exists as customs, 
beliefs and practices, taboos, education, norms, spiritual values, economic and political lifestyles. They are 
tailored around the communities’ environment and dictated upon by the environmental resources available 
in the community. The offset area is predominantly occupied by the Bantu line of people specifically the 
Baganda on the Kalagala side and the Basoga on the Itanda side.  From a rapid survey conducted in and 
around the KIFSCA, it was noted that most communities in the KIFSCA depend almost entirely on land, 
vegetation and water for livelihoods. 
From the results of the rapid census survey, it is observed that there are different sites ranging from historical, 
traditional and spiritual cultural heritage sites. It is also possible that the area could be having some 
archaeological sites. All these sites are significant to the people of Buganda, Busoga and the general public 
hence the need for not only conservation but also promotion alongside development. 
 
The cultural/ spiritual assets in the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area are majorly 
characterized by, burial grounds where the locals burry their departed ones, traditional shrines, which are 
family or clan shrines mostly used for birth related ceremonies, enthronement of new family or clan heads, 
and the area is also blessed with a good number of spiritual sites where different spiritual believers come for 
worship and spiritual healing (Table 4-4).    
 
Table 4-4:  Cultural/Spiritual sites found within the KIFSCA  

No Type of 
asset  

GPS 
Location/Village   

Name of 
owner 
/leader  

Use of the 
asset  

Cultural /spiritual 
value 

Comment  

1 Spiritual 
site  

Nakakonge Nakakonge 
spiritual site  
Leader: 
Hakim 
Kasule 

Spiritual and 
physical 
healing   

People visit this site 
when they have 
problems like 
infertility, need to 
boost their business 
fortunes, uncertainty 
in how to go about any 
undertaking in life. 

Can co-exist 
with the 
objective of 
KIFSCA  

2 Burial 
ground  

All sub-counties  Burring the 
departed 
relatives  

Sacred place 
depending on the 
position of the person 
buried at the site  

Can co-exist 
with the 
objective of 
KIFSCA  

3 Cultural 
sites 

All sub-counties  For cultural 
or traditional 
ceremonies  

People visit when the 
demands call for and 
are highly regarded by 
members of that clan 
or family  

Can co-exist 
with the 
objective of 
KIFSCA  

    Source: Rapid Census Survey – Livelihood and Social Team (October, 2018) 
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Map 4.2: Cultural/Spiritual sites found within the KIFSCA  
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These sites are of significance to both the local populace and the site visitors in the following ways 
a) Historical significance: The site like the remains for the Mutesa II palace shed light on the history of the 
kingdom of Buganda, one of the most powerful Kingdoms in the east and central region. Over the years, 
some of the areas have been used as Ordination Site and have continued to be used for ordination of 
Buganda chiefs.  The local elders around the site narrate clear oral history of the site taking it back to a 
generation of forefathers. The site offers an array of educational opportunities to gain knowledge about the 
past from its rich historical and memorial sites.  
b) Economic Significance: Cultural heritage resources around the project area have vital economic value as 
it can support cultural and spiritual tourism. Some of the shrines and historical sites are said to have always 
attracted both local spiritual and foreign visitors who come for different purposes like research, spiritual 
healing and relaxation. Sites around Kalagala and Itanda Falls have equally attracted visitors from the recent 
past due to its symbolic and aesthetic qualities. The sites are said to have contributed directly to Local 
Government in the form of entrance fees paid by local and international visitors.  
c) Social significance: Different cultural sites in Buganda and some parts of the project area are believed to 
have been the centre of socialization from pre-colonial times to this day. The sites such as Mutesa 11 
memorial site/ Shrine and other Shrine related to the former Buganda kings offer a variety of aspects that 
promote interaction among different Buganda clans and visitors from different areas. The spiritual worship 
ceremonies are said to have been and are still important traditional cultural ceremonies that bring a number 
of people together. The sites provide a direct link with the present day communities, as it includes traditional 
social activities such as: dances, music, and hosting of visitors, to the extent that people appreciate the 
continuity of Buganda and to lesser extent the Busoga traditions.  
d) Spiritual significance: Almost all shrines found in the area are all places of worship symbolizing clan and 
cultural identity of the Buganda and Busoga people. The sites are homes to the departed and living spirits of 
former Buganda kings and other important people particularly of Busoga and Buganda regions. Hence, the 
sites continue to play vital cultural role and several sacred activities continue to be held at the site.  
However, there is no reliable documentation of all archaeological and heritage assets in the area, including 
unverifiable assets under water.   
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4.3  SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES WITHIN 
KIFSCA 
 
4.3.1 Social issues and values 
Demography: According to the Housing and Population Census (2014) the human population of around 
KIFSCA is largely consisting of peasant farmers.  Approximately 501 households11 (4,000 people) directly 
interact with Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area. Likewise, the KIFSCA-SMP will bear direct 
impact and benefit to these people. This implies that KIFSCA-SMP must make good of the identified 
environment and social impacts (Appendix 3). 
Gender: According to the 2017 ESIA for Kalagala Offset Area, the households comprise of about 50.90% 
males and 49.10% female while nearly 58.84 percent are youth and children below the age of 18 years. Male 
to female ratio in the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area is estimated at around 1:0.96, 
which is marginally lower than the national average of 1:1.212.  
The households’ heads in the area are male dominated. Female-headed household are rare and is seen only 
in cases where the husband is deceased (Figure 4.3).  

 

Figure 4-3: Household head by gender 

          Source: Addendum ESIA – Kalagala Offset Area 2017 

          Marital Status: The majority of household heads in KOA are married with most them in a monogamous 
relationship. The impact of any form of displacement requiring resettlement will therefore affect households 
in family relationships with children and all (Figure 3-3). 

                                                 
11 MEMD (2019) Framework for sustainable management of threatened livelihoods and cultural /spiritual assets  
12Uganda Bureau of Statistics (UBOS), 2016. The National Population and Housing Census 2014 – Main Report, Kampala, Uganda 
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Source: Rapid Census Survey – Livelihoods and Social Team (October 2018) 

Figure 4-4: Marital Status of Household heads found within the 100m zone KIFSCA Area 

Tribal groupings: There are more than 9 tribal groups residing in the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area. The dominant tribal group is Musoga, followed by Muganda, Iteso, Munyole, Jopadhola, 
Musamia, Mugwere, Mugisu, and others (Figure 4-4).  

 

 

Source: Addendum ESIA – Kalagala Offset Area 2017 
Figure 4-5: Proportions of the population by tribe 

Literacy levels: Education attainment is averagely low (Table 3-5).  The greater majority of households have 
either not completed primary school, only completed O’ Level or have not been to school at all. The numbers 
that have completed Tertiary education is very low in the majority of cases not exceeding 3.5% in each 
district. 
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                             Table 4-5: Education Status of Household members found within 100m - KIFSCA 

Education Status % in 
Buikwe 

% in 
Jinja  

% in 
Kayunga  

Not been to School 17.1 13.6 15.6 
Functional adult literacy 0.9 0.7 2.5 
Pre-primary 9.4 4.1 27 
Primary school incomplete 28.2 44.9 18 

Primary school completed 7.7 10.9 18.9 

Ordinary level education 27.4 20.4 4.1 
Advance level education 2.6 1.4 3.3 
Diploma 0.9 0.7 4.9 
University degree 3.4 3.4 3.3 
Post-graduate Degree 1.7 13.6 2.5 
No response 0.9 0.7 15.6 

 Source: Rapid Census Survey – Livelihoods and Social Team (October 2018) 

Housing: The KIFSCA contains few dwellings with most residential structures located outside the 100 m 
zone from the riverbanks. What is very evident is farming within the KIFSCA. Settlements are therefore very 
sparsely distributed and limited to structures belonging to typically absentee landlords as well as tourism 
facilities. 
Access to water: 361 out of 388 households interviewed claim to source water for domestic use from the 
river directly highlighting the importance of the water resources of the Nile river (Figure 3-5).                

  

                 Source: Courtesy Rapid Census Survey - Livelihood and Social Team Photos Oct. 2018 

Figure 4-6: Collecting water from the River Nile for domestic use 

KIFSCA Land tenure: Land ownership fall under five main categories: public, customary, mailo, lease and 
freehold (Table 4-6).  
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Table 4-6: Categories of Land Tenure within the KIFSCA 

 

 Source: Census conducted by Livelihood and Social team - October 2018 

As is indicated in the table, titled land occupies a significant proportion of land comprising 16% and 14.69% 
under freehold and leasehold tenure respectively. Customary land tenure occupies approximately 26% of all 
the land owned in the KIFSCA area and Mailo land tenure occupies 15.2%.  

Land currently under the National Forestry Authority and that owned by the Bujagali Power projects together 
occupy a significant proportion of the KIFSCA is estimated at about 24.7 %13. 

Average land holding stands at about 1.5 acres per household with this figure varying within very few 
individual households (most of whom are absentee landlords) up to between 10 and 300 acres.  

Interestingly, not all persons found on land actually reside on land that they own. Table 4-7 below summarises 
the rapid census information on claims to land ownership within the 100m from the river bank in the KIFSCA 
area. Only 36.8% of people’s resident on the land in Buikwe claim to own the land that they occupy. This 
figure is significantly higher in Jinja (50.3 %) and 62.3% in Kayunga respectively with the majority in this 
category claiming to be staying with their families. The greater percentage of occupants residing on affected 
land in Buikwe do not own land while a small percentage of households found residing and using land in 
Kayunga 29.5% do not own land. Buikwe and Jinja present fairly significant cases of absentee landlords as 
compared to Kayunga.  

Table 4-7: Land ownership status amongst occupants found within 100m of the KIFSCA area 

District  % who 
own land  

% not 
owning 
land 

% in Other 
land relations 

Buikwe 36.8 39.3 23.9 
Jinja 50.3 49.7  
Kayunga 62.3 29.5 8.2 

                       Source: Rapid Census Survey, Livelihood & Social Team (October 2018) 

With regard to the land ownership status of families residing in the area, 35% inherited their land while 44% 
purchased it. 4% are tenants. However, for the families not residing on the land 8% purchased it, while 2% 
                                                 
13 This percentage must be higher within the NFA forest occupied areas in Butagaya (not covered by the raid census) which is not included here.  

Buikwe Kayunga Jinja Total %
Customary 29 27 45 101 26.03093
Freehold 19 24 20 63 16.23711
Kingdom Land 6 6 0 12 3.092784
Leasehold 20 11 26 57 14.69072
Mailo 15 23 21 59 15.20619
Other (Under NFA/Bujagali) 31 33 32 96 24.74227

120 124 144 388 100
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either inherited or bought their land. 58 blocks of land with registered land titles exist in the KIFSCA area. 
Out of these only 02 blocks of land had titles registered before 1995 (where all these 2 are found on the east 
bank -Buganda side), while 56 blocks of land got registered titles after 1995 (40 are on the west bank- Busoga 
side and 16 are on the east bank -Buganda side)14.  

Land use: The KIFSCA landscape comprises of cultivated lands and small units of built areas (at places 
along the banks of the River) (Figure 4-6). 

 

Figure 4-7: Photo of the Nile river and its river banks with agricultural land use forms within KIFSCA 

Majority households are involved in subsistence agricultural activities, irrespective of the status of land 
ownership. The other economic activities for the livelihoods are fishing in the Victoria Nile, trade, and 
extraction of Non-Timber Forest Products for various household uses.  
4.3.2 Livelihoods and incomes 
The major livelihood activities are: crop agriculture, agribusiness, brick making, boda-boda, fish mongering, 
etc. (Table 4-8). 

Table 4-8: Livelihood activities found within the 100m zone of the KIFSCA in the three districts 

Side of the river Livelihood activities 

Buikwe side of the river Agriculture, Construction/Building Business (agriculture produce, fish), 
Care taking of people’s properties (like land, houses), Casual laboring, 
Carpentry, boda boda riding, Fishing, Rearing animals.  

Jinja side of the river Agriculture, Business (selling beer in local bars, agricultural products), 
Brick Making, Fishing, Livestock rearing, casual laboring, Casual 
labour, Selling fish, Care taking of people’s properties (like land, 
houses), Traditional and spiritual healing. 

Kayunga side of the river Agriculture, Business (Eco tourism, buying and selling agricultural 
products, boda boda, selling fish), Care taking, Fishing, Rearing 
livestock. 

                                                 
14 This particular observation is important in the event that status of land ownership regarding land within 100meters from the highest water mark at the river 
banks changed with the promulgation of the 1995 Constitution of Uganda. 
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Source: Rapid Census Survey - Livelihood and Social Team Photos Oct. 2018 

While different parts of each district may exhibit some variations in types and magnitude of livelihood 
activities, asked about which livelihood activity most respondents are likely to be found participating in most, 
respondents indicated that Agriculture (esp. livestock rearing, poultry and growing of crops), Trade/Business 
and Fishing forms the third most common form of livelihoods found across the board as shown in the Table 
4-9. 

Jinja and Kayunga depict a greater proportion of households involved in agriculture constituting more than 
half the household population. In Buikwe, this proportion is lower because tourism as an economic activity 
takes part of the share of livelihood activities here. 

Table 4-9: Proportion of households involved in major livelihood activities within the KIFSCA 

Livelihood Activity % of h/h in 
Buikwe 

% of h/h 
in Jinja 

% of h/h in 
Kayunga 

Agriculture 49.8 62.3 59.7 
Trade/Business 16 12.7 12.7 
Fishing  12.8 12.7 12.7 
Numerous Others15  21.4 12.3 14.9 

Source: Rapid Census Survey - Livelihood and Social Team (Oct. 2018) 
3.3.3 Tourism Assets 
Islands: There are five groups of islands partly covered with natural vegetation within the KIFSCA stretch of 
the Victoria Nile River. One island group downstream of the Kulu Shaker Rapid, however, is associated with 
the run section of the river. Apart from the above island groups, there are small partially submerged rocky 
islands. There are more than 151 islands (the largest island, the Hyoxia /Itanda falls and is (about 34 ha). 
These islands provide refuge to a host of water birds in the area.  
River bank: The steep and high raised sections of the river bank present an opportunity for development of 
activities like bungee jumping.  
Forests: In general, the ecological status of these forests and the river banks are degraded and will need to 
be restored and adequate infrastructure put in place in order to harness the potential eco-tourism 
opportunities including bird watching, nature walks, nature trails, etc.  
Water, waterfalls and rapids: The waters of the Nile and the associated rapids are a key tourist resource 
for the KIFSCA. The Kalagala Falls descend through a 12m wide river channel between Muyanja islands and 
the Kalagala Falls CFR. Itanda Falls (100 m) passes between Itanda Island and the Nile Bank CFR. Lying 
between Kalagala and Itanda Falls there is another 50 m mid-channel rapid which runs between Muyanja 
and Itanda islands. The magnificent waterfalls of Kalagala and Itanda are a key resource in the KIFSCA, 
however with Grade 6 rapids they are too risky to be rafted on, therefore they can mainly be used for scenic 
viewing. 
There are 4 rapids this include: Bubugo, Vengeance, Hair of the Dog and Kulu Shaker. The average drop in 
the riverbed level across these rapids is around 1 to 2 m. The Kalagala and Itanda Falls have the highest 

                                                 
15 The list of numerous other livelihood activities as listed from the rapid survey includes Brick Making, Eco tourism, transport business (e.g., boda boda, trucks 
boats, sand mining, Care taking premises, Casual labour, Traditional and spiritual healing 
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drop in the riverbed level elevation and is a combination of falls and rapids with an average drop   about 14 
meters. 
Slow flowing sections of the river are key resources for tourism development. Other water based activities 
such as kayaking, sport fishing, boat cruise and swimming among others can be developed in these parts of 
the river including on the Isimba dam reservoir that has been formed. 
Fisheries: Fishing is one of the major economic activities in the area. The tourism plan takes cognizance of 
this important activity and its potential to be developed for tourism purposes. A total of 63 species are 
documented thus providing potential for sport fishing. 
4.3.4 Current Economic Activities in the KIFSCA  
4.3.4.1  Tourism 
The ongoing tourism activities in the KIFSCA are below the optimum potentials of the tourism attractions and 
facilities due to various factors (weaknesses and threats) analyzed through a SWOT of the tourism potential 
(Table 4-10). 

Table 4-10: SWOT analysis of the tourism potential within KIFSCA 

Strength  Weaknesses  

ψ Unique tourism resources and 
attractions – River Nile, rapids, Islands 

ψ Tourism operators with vast experience 
in water based activities – rafting, 
Kayaking 

ψ Active private sector with willingness to 
invest in tourism related ventures 

ψ Existing institutional, regulatory and 
legal framework for ecotourism 
development in CFR and river banks.   

ψ Relatively strong destination image of 
the Victoria Nile as the adventure capital 
in Uganda and Eastern Africa 

ψ Wide range of natural and cultural 
heritage resource’s  

ψ Well established kingdoms with strong 
institutional structures with strong –
cultural heritage 

ψ Limited (eco)tourism planning and development 
control – few facilities with formal approval  

ψ Limited enforcement of existing environmental 
regulations and laws 

ψ Inadequate tourism infrastructure characterized by 
poor road network, poor trails 

ψ Poor support services -  signage, interpretation 
services, guiding services 

ψ Limited marketing of river based products and 
activities  

ψ Narrow range of tourism products – over reliance of 
rafting and kayaking   

ψ River banks degradation from tourism 
facilities/activities and other land uses 

ψ Limited community involvement in planning and 
management of tourism initiatives 

ψ Lack of tourism statistics collection mechanism 
ψ Limited Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) 

monitoring of tourism developments 
ψ Incompatible land uses – sand mining, illegal 

fishing, wildlife hunting 
Opportunities Threats 

ψ Enhanced conservation by gazetting 
area as special conservation area 

ψ Exiting river and river bank development 
initiatives – Nile Basin Initiate, Source of 
the Nile Master plan being developed 

ψ Loss of some rapids reducing rafting experience 
time. 

ψ Perception in key source markets that adventure 
tourism will stop now that Isimba HPP reservoir has 
been filled.  
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ψ  Communities willing to participate in 
tourism initiatives as alternative 
livelihood source 

ψ Increased development of nearby urban 
areas – Jinja in process of upgrade to 
city status, Njeru upgraded into 
municipality – increase in population, 
economic activities and facilities 

ψ Interest of Government and International 
organizations to develop ecotourism 

ψ Diverse resources that can support new 
products – e.g. culture 

ψ Existing CBO’s and CSO’s working in 
river banks conservation, community 
development  

ψ Climate change – negatively affecting terrestrial 
and aquatic resources.  

ψ  Possibility of constructing more hydropower dams 
in the area, which the KIFSCA is specifically 
intended to prevent. 

ψ Increased poverty and loss of livelihood assets 
when the area is declared special conservation 
area and restrictions on access to natural 
resources are subsequently enforced.  

 
4.3.4.2 Agriculture 
Subsistence agriculture is the main economic activity of the area. 49.8%, 62.3% and 59.7% of households in 
Buikwe, Jinja and Kayunga respectively depend on agriculture as the major source of livelihoods. Most of 
the inhabitants spend more time on agriculture than other income generating activities (Figure 4-8).  

 

Source: Rapid Census Survey - Livelihood and Social Team (Oct. 2018) 

Figure 4-8: The position of Agriculture, Trade and Fishing ranked in the list of major three priority 
livelihood activities amongst households within the KIFSCA 

A number of crops, vegetables and horticultural value products are grown in the area. These are maize, 
beans, rice, cabbage, tomatoes, pawpaws, avocado, coffee, cassava, banana, pineapple and sugarcanes. 
Not all the agricultural products harvested are consumed by the producing households. Particularly the cash 
crops such as: tomatoes, cabbage, and sugarcane are sold in the market by almost all households involved 
in the production of these agriculture crops.  
To the majority of households, agricultural products add up to a greater percentage of incomes derived from 
the interaction with the resources of the KIFSCA.  
Annual income of the household's in surroundings of the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area is presented in Figure 3-8 reflecting the economic situation of the households. A little over 67 percent 
of the households within the surroundings of the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation whose 
annual income is less than USD 5,000 live below the poverty line  
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Source: Addendum ESIA – Kalagala Offset Area, 2017 
Figure 4-9: Annual Income of Households found within 100 m of the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area 

4.3.4.3 Traders 
The most tradable commodities and businesses are:  maize, coffee, tomatoes, fish, retail trade, restaurant 
business, liquor, video shows and lodges (Table 4-11). 

 

             Table 4-11: Average income earned from different income generating activities 

Trade item  Income earned per annum 
(Ug.Shs) 

Frequency 

 Maize, Coffee  1,310,000  Bi-annual   
Accommodation 20,000 Daily 
 Retail  30,000  Daily   
 Buying fish  60,000  Daily   
 Restaurant  20,000  Daily   
 Merchandise  40,000  Daily   
 Tomatoes  15,000  Daily   
 Selling Sand  40,000  Daily   
 Beer, waragi  20,000  Daily   
Mobile money 10000 Daily  
 Video hall  10,000  Daily   
cassava, beans 50000 Weekly  

       Source: Rapid Census Survey– Livelihood and Social Team (October 2018) 

Although most households practice agriculture and hence participate less in day to day trade, as compared 
to other forms of livelihood, traders find it lucrative to engage in business compared to agriculture.  
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4.3.4.4 Fishing 
Fishing is part and parcel of the economic activities of the people within the KIFSCA area. Fisher folk derive 
incomes from fish caught and the value of fish catch obtained ranges between Ug. Shs 60,000 to Ug. Shs 
1,000,000 per week depending on the volume of fish caught. Although not many households practice 
commercial fishing, the dependence on fishing as a source of livelihood is high amongst the fishermen. 
However, while they eke out a greater proportion of their livelihoods from fishing, some form of farming and 
rearing of animals takes place as well  
4.3.4.5 Sand Mining 
Although this is limited to a few areas, sand mining is one economic activity within the KIFSCA.  The sand is 
sold both locally within areas like Kangulumira, Kigayaza, Kamire, Kitambuza, Kayunga and also as far as 
Njeru and Mbiko in Buikwe. Some sand miners also mine from other places outside Kangulumira subcounty. 
From interviews held with sand miners, the sand miners earn between Ug. Shs 150,000 to Ug. Shs 500,000 
per week. For the few sand miners depending on this activity, there is heavy dependence on sales of sand 
for their family livelihood. Asked as to what the impact of restrictions would have, all the sand miners 
interviewed indicated that this will have a drastic impact on their ability to fend for their families.  
4.3.4.6 Transporters 
There are stakeholders within the KIFSCA engaged in different forms of Transport business and operating 
right into the 100-meter zone. They come from Muyenga, Kalagala, Mutukula, Katwe, Nashirubi, Kakande, 
Mutuumu and Nakatundu. These comprise of boda boda cyclists, truck drivers and boats. 
Bodaboda: The transporters within the bodaboda business have plied their trade for some time for a period 
ranging from 2 – 10 years. They basically consist of traders, tourists and farmers to and from various 
destinations. The destination most used is Kalagala, Wa Kaamu gate and Kangulumira. The bodaboda 
business represents an investment of between Ug. Shs 2,350,000 – Ug. Shs 2,900,000 per motorcyclist. 
Most bodaboda cyclists invest approximately 12 hours of their time in labor into the business. Bodaboda 
riders also invest in fuel, service and repairs. Average revenue per day for each bodaboda is about Ug. Shs 
10,000 to 20,000 per day. Bodabodas claim that transport business in other areas outside the 100-meter 
zone is more profitable compared to the KIFSCA.  In case bodabodas are restricted from transportation 
business in this area, they will not be significantly affected as they do not depend entirely on the KIFSCA as 
a destination. 
Boats: Quite a number of boat transporters have been in the boat transport business for quite some time 
some claiming to have spent more than 28 years in the business. They transport farmers, traders and 
travelers to Lumuli. The investment into the transport business is Ug. Shs 2,500,000 (costs of a boat). Spend 
12 hours of time in boat transport. Average revenue [per day is Ug. Shs 25,000. The income from boat 
transport is regarded as stable and better compared with other transport income in other areas. In case any 
restrictions are made to boat transport business, it will affect boat operators and their families financially.  
Trucks: Truck transportation business is a rather young trade within the KIFSCA with the majority of 
operators having been in the business for between 2 – 5 years. The truck operators basically transport sand, 
bricks and stones to different destinations. The most frequent destination is to Kangulumira. Apart from the 
cost of the truck, investments into truck business range from Ug.Shs 500,000 to Ug. Shs 17,000,000. The 
whole day is spent on transport business. Other inputs here include vehicle maintenance and capital for 
materials. The truck operators earn between Ug. Shs 60,000 – Ug.Shs 100,000. Income from truck transport 
is not stable as customers are seasonal. Incomes here are low. In case there are restriction in truck 
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transportation business in the KIFSCA area, this will affect income of the operators and some of the truck 
operators will be rendered unemployed affecting their livelihood and standards of living.  
4.3.5: Approved and prohibited socio-economic activities within the KFSCA 
 
Findings of the socio-economic survey revealed that, key stakeholders likely to be affected by the project are 
engaged in the socio economic activities related to eco-tourism, subsistence farming, recreation, residential 
structures and property development (residential/hotel structures) and commercial farming. Other forms of 
business have also been seen including business in transport, fishing and fish landing site petty trade. Of 
these activities, some are prohibited and others regulated to ensure that they do not interfere with the 
sustainable management of KIFSCA. 

Table 4-12: Regulated activities within KIFSCA 

Permissible  Conditions for carrying out 
permissible activities  

Regulations 

a) Eco tourism activities 
b) Afforestation/re-forestation 

(restoration) through 
enrichment tree planting 

c) Regulated fishing 
d) Traditional spiritual 

worshiping 
e) Apiary 
f) Domestic water collection 
g) Water transport 
h) collection of edible 

products such as fruits 
and nuts, medicinal herbs 
and crafts materials 

 

a) Obtain a license/permit to carry 
out the regulated activities 
within the offset from NFA and 
NEMA 

b) Conduct Environmental Social 
Impact and Assessments  

c) Full compliance to ESIA 
approval conditions 
 

 

The National Environment 
Act, No.5, 2019 

 
The National Environment  
(Wetlands, River Banks and 
Lake Shores Management) 
Regulations, 2000 

 
National Forestry and Tree 
Planting Act, 2003 

 
The Fish Act, Cap. 297 
(1964) 

 
The Mining and Mineral Act, 
2019 

Water Act ,1997 
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The following activities are currently prohibited within the KIFSCA, pursuant to the application of the following 
existing legislation (Table 4-13). 

Table 4-13: Prohibited Activities within KIFCA  
 
 

Adrian Cutler
Formatting of tables below is confusing (at least on my computer) please fix.
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16 This column should list all relevant laws/regulations (including section numbers) that prohibit, restrict or regulate the specified 
land use.  For example, if agriculture is addressed in the NFTPA and 2000 Regulations, both should be listed here. 

Suggested 
format for 
table of 
prohibited 
activities in 
Section 3.3.5.  

Central Forest Reserves 
(Kalagala Falls, Nile Bank, 
Namavundu) 

100-m river bank protection 
zone 

River a   

Land Use Relevant 
law(s)/regulation(s)16 

Nature of 
prohibitio
n/restricti
on and 
geographi
c scope17 

Relevant 
law(s)/regulati
on(s)1  

Nature of 
prohibition/rest
riction and 
geographic 
scope2  

Relevant 
law(s)/regulat
on(s)1 

  

  
 

 

a) Cultivation 
of crops 
(both 
commerci
al and 
subsistenc
e). 

S.32(1)(iv) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003. 

Prohibited  

 

NE (wet lands, 
river Banks and 
Lakeshores 
Management) 
regulation 2000 

S. 29(3) of NEA 
No5 2019 

Prohibited 
except with 
written 
authorization 
from the ED 
NEMA 

 

 

Section 53 (1  
(b) and (c) o  
the NEA No.5  
2019,) 

 

 

 

b) Residentia
l houses. 

S.32(1)(v) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003. 

prohibited S. 53 of  
the NEA  
No 5 0f 
2019 

Prohibited 
subject to 
subsection 3 &5 
of section 53 

S.51(1)(B) of th  
NEA No 5,2019 

 

c) Fencing off 
of access 
routes to 
the river. 

S.32(1)(d) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003. 

 NE (wet lands, 
river Banks and 
Lake Shores 
Management) 
regulation 2000 

S 29(3) of NEA 
No5 2019 

Prohibited with 
special 
permission from 
the minister 

NE (wet land  
river Banks an  
Lake Shore  
Management) 
regulation 200  

S 29(3) of NE  
No5 2019 
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17 This column should indicate (i) how the identified law/regulation addresses the land use and (ii) the geographic area to which it 
applies.  For example:  

• Does the law/regulation prohibit the land use altogether or restrict the land use by prohibiting it except when a license is 
issued?  

• Does the prohibition/restriction apply only to certain geographic areas (for example, only to CFR’s, to 100 meter zone, to 
riverbank, etc.?) 
 

S.53(4)(d) NE  
No 5,2019 

d) Opening 
up non 
gazetted 
landing 
sites 

S.32(1)(d) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003. 

 S.53(1)(a) &(c) 
NEA No 5,2019 

prohibite
d 

S.53(1)(b) of th  
NEA No 5,2019 

 

e) Solid 
waste 
disposal 

S.64(2)(b) NEA No 
5,2019 

Prohibited 
as per NFA 
guidelines 
mandated 
by NEA 

S.97 (4)(d) NEA 
No 5,2019 

Prohibite
d  

S.97 (4)(d)of th  
NEA No 5,2019 

 

f) Traditional 
animal 
grazing 

S  Prohibited 
as listed 
under S 
14(1)(2) 0f 
NFTPA 

S.53  (1)(a) 
(c)NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibite
d 

S.97 (1)(b)  o  
the NEA N  
5,2019 

 

g) Washing 
bay 

S.14(1) (2) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003 

Prohibited 
as listed 
under 
section 
14(1)  

S.53 (1)(a) NEA 
of the No 5,2019 

Prohibited 
except with 
permission from 
NEMA 

S.53 (1)(b)of th   
NEA No 5,2019 

 

h) Illegal 
timber 
cutting/lo
gging 

S.14(1) (2) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003 

Prohibited 
as listed 
under 
section 
14(1)  

S.53 (1)(a) NEA 
No 5,2019 

prohibited S.53 (1)(b) o  
the  NEA N  
5,2019 

 

i) Charcoal 
productio
n 

S.14(1) (2) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003 

Prohibited 
as listed 
under 

S.53 (1)(a) of the 
NEA No 5,201 

Prohibited 
except with 

S.53 (1)(b) o  
the NEA N  
5,201 and 
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section 
14(1) 

permission from 
NEMA 

S.29(3) of TH  
NE (WETLANDS  
RIVER BANKS 

AND LAK  
SHORES 
MANAGEMENT
) 2000 

j) Illegal 
Constructi
on 

S.14(1) (2) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003 

Prohibited 
except as 
listed in 
section 
14(1) 

 
S.29 (3) (a) of 
NEA 5 ,2019 
 And S. 29(4) of 
THE NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
(WETLANDS, 
RIVER BANKS 

AND LAKE 
SHORES 
MANAGEMENT) 
REGULATIONS, 
2000. 

 

S.14(1) (2) of the 
NFTPA1, 2000 

Prohibite
d  

S.53 (1)(b) o  
the NEA N  
5,2019 

 

 

k) Human 
settlements 

S.14(1) (2) of the 
NFTPA1, 2003 

Prohibited 
except as 
listed 
under 
section 
14(1) 

S.53 (1)(a) NEA 
No 5,2019. 
 
S.29 (3) (a) of 
the NEA 5 ,2019 
.29(4) of THE 
NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
(WETLANDS, 
RIVER BANKS 

AND LAKE 
SHORES 

Prohibite
d except 
with 
permissi
on from 
NEMA 

S.53 (1)(a) of 
the NEA No 
5,2019. 
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MANAGEMENT) 
REGULATIONS, 
2000. 

 
 

l) Dynamite 
fishing 

S.7 FA, 
S.29 (3) (a) of the NEA 
5 ,2019 
.29(4) of THE 
NATIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
(WETLANDS, RIVER 
BANKS 

AND LAKE SHORES 
MANAGEMENT) 
REGULATIONS, 2000 
 

Prohibited 
except 
with 
permissio
n from 
EMA 

S.7 of the   FA  Prohibite
d 

S.7 of 
the FA  

m) Sand 
mining 

   S.6 of the   NEA 
No 5 of 2019  
 
 
 

The National 
Environment 
(Wetlands, River 
Banks and Lake 
Shores 
Management) 
Regulations, 2000, 
part III Section 29 
(3) 

 

Prohibited except 
with authority from 
NEMA 
 
 
 
 

Prohibited 
expect 
with 
permissio
n from 
NEMA 

S.6 &5(1) (b) o  
the NEA No 5 o  
2019  

 

 

n) Discharge 
of effluent 

S. 14 (1) and (2) of the  
NFTPA, 2003  

Prohibited 
except as 
listed 
under 

S. 53 (1) (a) of the 
NEA, No.5, 2019,) 
 

The National 
Environment 

Prohibited 
 
Prohibited expect 
with permission 
from NEMA 

S. 53 (1) (a) of 
the NEA, No.5, 
2019,) 
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18 This column should list all relevant laws/regulations (including section numbers) that prohibit, restrict or regulate the specified 
land use.  For example, if agriculture is addressed in the NFTPA and 2000 Regulations, both should be listed here. 
19 This column should indicate (i) how the identified law/regulation addresses the land use and (ii) the geographic area to which it 
applies.  For example:  

• Does the law/regulation prohibit the land use altogether or restrict the land use by prohibiting it except when a license is 
issued?  

• Does the prohibition/restriction apply only to certain geographic areas (for example, only to CFR’s, to 100 meter zone, to 
riverbank, etc.?) 
 

section 14 
(1) 

(Wetlands, River 
Banks and Lake 
Shores 
Management) 
Regulations, 2000, 
part III Section 29 
(3) 

 

 Central Forest Reserves 
(Kalagala Falls, Nile 
Bank, Namavundu) 

100-m river bank 
protection zone 

River and Islands 

Land Use Relevant 
law(s)/regulati
on(s)18 

Nature of 
prohibition/restr
iction and 
geographic 
scope19 

Relevant 
law(s)/regulat
ion(s)1  

Nature of 
prohibition/rest
riction and 
geographic 
scope2  

Relevant 
law(s)/regulat
ion(s)1 

Nature of 
prohibition/r
estriction 
and 
geographic 
scope2 

o) Cultivatio
n of 
crops 
(both 
commerc
ial and 
subsisten
ce). 

S.32(1)(iv) of 
the National 
Forestry and 
Tree Planting 
Act (NFTPA), 
2003. 

Prohibited  

 

NE (wet 
lands, river 
Banks and 
Lakeshores 
Management
) regulation 
2000 

S. 29(3) of NEA 
No5 2019 

Prohibited 
except with 
written 
authorization 
from the ED 
NEMA 

 
 

Section 53 (1) 
(b) and (c) of 
the National 
Environment 
Act (NEA) 
No.5, 2019. 

 

 

Prohibited 

p) Residenti
al 
houses. 

S.32(1)(v) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003. 

prohibited S. 53 of  the 
NEA  No 5 0f 
2019 

Prohibited 
subject to 
subsection 3 

S.51(1)(b) of 
the NEA No 
5,2019 

Prohibited 
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&5 of section 
53 

q) Fencing 
off of 
access 
routes to 
the river. 

S.32(1)(d) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003. 

 NE (wet 
lands, river 
Banks and 
Lake Shores 
Management
) regulation 
2000 

S 29(3) of NEA 
No5 2019 

Prohibited 
with special 
permission 
from the 
minister 

NE (wet 
lands, river 
Banks and 
Lake Shores 
Management
) regulation 
2000 

S 29(3) of 
NEA No5 
2019 

S.53(4)(d) NEA 
No 5,2019 

Prohibited 
unless with 
permission 
from the 
minister 

r) Opening 
up non 
gazetted 
landing 
sites 

S.32(1)(d) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003. 

 S.53(1)(a) 
&(c) NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibited S.53(1)(b) of 
the NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibited 

s) Solid 
waste 
disposal 

S.64(2)(b) 
NEA No 
5,2019 

Prohibited as 
per NFA 
guidelines 
mandated by 
NEA 

S.97 (4)(d) 
NEA No 
5,2019 

Prohibited  S.97 
(4)(d)
of the 
NEA 
No 
5,201
9 

prohibited 

t) Tradition
al animal 
grazing 

S  Prohibited as 
listed under S 
14(1)(2) 0f 
NFTPA 

S.53  (1)(a) 
(c)NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibited S.97 
(1)(b)  
of the 
NEA 
No 
5,201
9 

prohibited 
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u) Washing 
bay 

S.14(1) (2) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003 

Prohibited as 
listed under 
section 14(1)  

S.53 (1)(a) 
NEA of the No 
5,2019 

Prohibited 
except with 
permission 
from NEMA 

S.53 (1)(b)of 
the  NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibited 

v) Illegal 
timber 
cutting/lo
gging 

S.14(1) (2) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003 

Prohibited as 
listed under 
section 14(1)  

S.53 (1)(a) 
NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibited S.53 (1)(b) of 
the  NEA No 
5,2019 

prohibited 

w) Charcoal 
productio
n 

S.14(1) (2) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003 

Prohibited as 
listed under 
section 14(1) 

S.53 (1)(a) of 
the NEA No 
5,201 

Prohibited 
except with 
permission 
from NEMA 

S.53 (1)(b) of 
the NEA No 
5,201 and 
S.29(3) of 
THE NE 
(WETLANDS, 
RIVER BANKS 

AND LAKE 
SHORES 
MANAGEMEN
T) 2000 

prohibited 

x) Illegal 
Construc
tion 

S.14(1) (2) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003 

Prohibited 
except as listed 
in section 14(1) 

 
S.29 (3) (a) of 
NEA 5 ,2019 
 And S. 29(4) 
of THE 
NATIONAL 
ENVIRONME
NT 
(WETLANDS, 
RIVER BANKS 

AND LAKE 
SHORES 
MANAGEME
NT) 
REGULATION
S, 2000. 

 

Prohibited  S.53 (1)(b) of 
the NEA No 
5,2019 
 

prohibited 
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S.14(1) (2) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2000 

y) Human 
settleme
nts 

S.14(1) (2) of 
the NFTPA1, 
2003 

Prohibited 
except as listed 
under section 
14(1) 

S.53 (1)(a) 
NEA No 
5,2019. 
 
S.29 (3) (a) of 
the NEA 5 
,2019 
.29(4) of THE 
NATIONAL 
ENVIRONME
NT 
(WETLANDS, 
RIVER 
BANKS 

AND LAKE 
SHORES 
MANAGEME
NT) 
REGULATIO
NS, 2000. 

 
 

Prohibited 
except with 
permission 
from NEMA 

S.53 (1)(a) of 
the NEA No 
5,2019. 
 

Prohibited 

z) Dynamite 
fishing 

S.7 FA, 
S.29 (3) (a) 
of the NEA 5 
,2019 
.29(4) of 
THE 
NATIONAL 
ENVIRONM
ENT 
(WETLAND
S, RIVER 
BANKS 

AND LAKE 
SHORES 
MANAGEM

Prohibited 
except with 
permission 
from EMA 

S.7 of the   FA  Prohibited S.7 
of the 
FA 

Prohibited 
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ENT) 
REGULATIO
NS, 2000 
 

aa) Sand 
mining 

   S.6 of the   
NEA No 5 of 
2019  
 
 
 

The National 
Environment 
(Wetlands, 
River Banks 
and Lake 
Shores 
Management) 
Regulations, 
2000, part III 
Section 29 (3) 

 

Prohibited 
except with 
authority from 
NEMA 
 
 
 
 
Prohibited 
expect with 
permission from 
NEMA 

S.6 &5(1) (b) of 
the NEA No 5 
of 2019  

 

prohibited 

bb) Discharg
e of 
effluent 

S. 14 (1) and 
(2) of the  
NFTPA, 
2003  

Prohibited 
except as listed 
under section 
14 (1) 

S. 53 (1) (a) of 
the NEA, No.5, 
2019,) 
 

The National 
Environment 
(Wetlands, 
River Banks 
and Lake 
Shores 
Management) 
Regulations, 
2000, part III 
Section 29 (3) 

 

Prohibited 
 
Prohibited 
expect with 
permission from 
NEMA 

S. 53 (1) (a) 
of the NEA, 
No.5, 2019,) 

Prohibited 
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In the case of people who have been using land and natural resources or have built structures within the 
KIFSCA prior to its establishment, enforcement to curtail the activities in table 4-13 will be carried out only 
after compensation and/or livelihood restoration has been provided as an entitlement for impacts due to the 
establishment of the KIFSCA. How these impacts will be mitigated is outlined in the Social Risk and Impact 
Management Framework at Appendix 5 of this SMP agreed with the community and prepared in accordance 
with good international practice.  

This list of prohibited or otherwise restricted activities may be modified with respect to existing users, as 
further information becomes available regarding (i) the environmental compatibility of specific land and 
natural resource uses with KIFSCA conservation objectives and/or (ii) the feasibility of livelihood restoration 
or compensation measures for various existing uses20. The existing structures may be regularized on a case 
by case basis in line with the existing laws and conditions for carrying out permissible activities in table 4-13:  

This list may also be adjusted, in the course of the regular SMP review by the SSC and updating and approval 
process by NEMA, as a result of potential collaborative management arrangements between the KIFSCA 
management authorities (NFA and NEMA) and the local community to be developed to implement the SMP.   

 
4.4 PRIORITY SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION IN 

KIFSCA-SMP 
4.4.1 Socioeconomic issues 
Social 
The main socioeconomic concern related to the KIFSCA is the prohibition of certain activities within the  100 
metre zone that form the basis of livelihoods for the stakeholders /communities that have existed on this land 
- most of them long before the gazettement of the KIFSCA or previous restrictions were imposed. The main 
issues that the SMP must tackle therefore will include: 

a. Ensuring adequate compensation for the lost land due to displaced socio- economic activities within 
the area declared Special Conservation Area.  

b. Provision of alternative sustainable livelihood options (irrespective of status of landownership) that 
offset the lost opportunities for people directly impacted by the creation of the KIFSCA and the 
broader community who will host the KIFSCA in the long term.  

c. Ensuring all-inclusive stakeholder engagement strategy and integrated government/ community 
management approach that creates ownership of the conservation objectives of the KIFSCA. 

d. Developing and operationalizing measures for responding to grievances about the establishment 
and ongoing management of the KIFSCA (an enduring Grievances Redress mechanism). 

e. Ensuring inclusive community /rural development that address issues of gender, equity and 
participation and are compatible with the conservation objectives of the KIFSCA. 

                                                 
20 It is important to note that the Livelihood Restoration activities noted here are intended to compensate 
people displaced or whose livelihoods are otherwise directly affected by the establishment of the KIFSCA. 
In addition, the SMP Annual Workplans will include measures to promote sustainable livelihoods of the 
local community in order to promote community support for the conservation objectives of the KIFSCA.  
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f. Safeguarding and conserving cultural and society values and norms. 
g.  Addressing local resource mobilization challenges for investing in the KIFSCA area. 
h. Ensuring sustainable access and use of resources within the KIFSCA. 
i. Building key stakeholder and community capacity for conservation of the KIFSCA. 
j. Monitoring impacts of KIFSCA-SMP. 

Tourism 
a. Physical planning for tourism infrastructure development. 
b. Protection and management of tourism attractions, including cultural assets. 
c. Ensuring inclusive tourism development and operations (meaningful participation of local 

stakeholders, local communities). 
d. Diversifying and marketing tourism activities within and outside the KIFSCA. 
e. Developing environmentally friendly tourism infrastructure and facilities and services, including 

establishment of tourism centers and cultural centers, guiding services, signage,  
f. Monitoring tourism development, tourism activities and impacts of KIFSCA-SMP on tourism. 

Agriculture 
a. Promotion of sustainable land management practices. 
b. Developing and promoting agro- business value chains and markets. 
c. Monitoring and reporting impacts of KIFSCA-SMP on agriculture production systems. 

Fisheries 
a. Sustainable fisheries (e.g., through regulated fish off- take, organized fish value, reduction on threats 

on water quality). 
b. Alternative sources of fish to reduce dependence on Victoria Nile (cage fish farming, aquaculture). 
c. Protection and sustainable management of fisheries in the Nile waters within the KIFSCA. 
d. Monitoring and reporting impacts of KIFSCA-SMP on fisheries resources. 

 
4.4.2 Environmental issues 

a. Development of long-term management objectives and strategies for the Kalagala – Itanda Falls 
CFRs. 

b. Protection and sustainable management of KIFSCA. Incentivize environmental protection (such as 
Payment for environmental services to the users and landowners targeting protection and 
maintenance of greenery in the KIFSCA). 

c. Protection and sustainable management of riverbanks, islands and other fragile ecosystems within 
KIFSCA. 

d. Enforcement of environmental Laws and Regulations. 
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e. Implementation of the conditions of approval of the environment aspects in the EIA certificate of the 
KIFSCA. 

4.4.3 Policy and legal  
a. Gazettement of the KIFSCA.  
b. Demarcate the boundaries of KIFSCA and address disputes associated with KIFSCA boundary and 

ownership of resources within the KIFSCA. 
c. Defining and operationalizing KIFSCA financing models  
d. Integrating KIFSCA-SMP strategies and actions within sector and Local Government mandates, 

plans and budgets. 
e. Capacity for managing and conserving KIFSCA.  
f. Defining the land tenure arrangements in the KIFSCA and entitlements under national land laws 
g. determine the legal underpinning of restrictions and prohibitions on activities within the KIFSCA 

4.4.4 Cross Cutting  
a. Inclusive development that address gender, equity and participation. 
b. Compliance with social and environmental safeguards. 
c. Building resilience to climate change.  
d. Information and data acquisition and management. 
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5.0: THE MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION LOGIC, IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS AND BUDGET 

5.1  GOAL, OBJECTIVES, RESULTS, IMPACTS/OUTCOMES 
 

5.1.1 Intervention Logic (Goal, Objectives) 
Goal: The KIFSCA-SMP aspires to carry out the purposes and requirements of the National Environment 
(Declaration of Kalagala –Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area) Instrument, 2019 and to comply with the 
Republic of Uganda’s relevant commitments under the Indemnity Agreement and the Supplemental Letter. 
To these ends, the KIFSCA-SMP focuses on long-term measures and interventions that are inclusive and 
compatible with the conservation objectives of the KIFSCA.   
Purpose:  The purpose of the SMP is to provide management strategies, actions and means for addressing 
the purposes, requirements and commitments referenced in the previous paragraph. 
Objectives: the KIFSCA-SMP aims to achieve the following objectives:  
 

a. Manage and Conserve Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area 
Fragile Ecosystems: To restore, protect and sustainablly manage rivers where migratory species live, river 
banks, islands, wetlands which act as nursery areas for many endangered fish and other fragile ecosystems 
within KIFSCA as fully described in Annex 3. 

a. Biodiversity conservation: To conserve and sustainably use terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity 
resources (including fisheries) within Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area.  

b. Tourism: To develop, promote and manage natural and cultural tourism attractions, and harness 
existing opportunities based on sound ecotourism principles to ensure equitable and sustainable 
tourism development within the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area.  

c. Sustainable Forest Management: To sustainably management 3 CFRs associated with KIFSCA.  
d. Social development: To mitigate social and economic impacts arising out of implementation of 

KIFSCA-SMP. 
5.1.2 Phases and activities of the SMP  
The SMP activities are organized in a three-phase approach to ensure that the SMP can be effectively tracked 
in continuity. The three phases are: i) Phase I: The Mobilization Phase” that runs for the first 3 years to show 
some immediate results after the SMP is effective; ii) Phase II: The “Medium Term” phase which runs for 2 
years after phase 1 making a 5-year benchmark for the SMP so as to check if milestones have been reached 
and adjust the plan accordingly and; iii) Phase III: The “Long Term” phase that runs for 5 years after phase 
II to make the 10 years period of the SMP while checking if milestones have been reached and adjust for the 
next planning period. The activities under these phases are arranged in the table below. 

insitutiona 

Jon Lindsay
What happened to this table?

Adrian Cutler
Not clear what this should be. 
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5.1.2 Results and outputs 
The KIFSCA-SMP aims to realize the following results and outputs (Table 4-1). 

Table 5-14: KIFSCA-SMP results and outputs 

Objectives Results Outputs and outcomes 
 Objectives of KIFSCA 
fully realised  

Legal instrument gazetting KIFSCA 
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To manage and conserve 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation Area 

Physical Location (boundaries) of 
KIFSCA-CFR demarcated and 
disseminated among stakeholders 
Defined institutional framework and 
financing model KIFSCA. 

To protect and sustainably 
manage riverbanks, islands and 
other fragile ecosystems in the 
KIFSCA 

Secure fragile 
ecosystems within the 
KIFSCA 

Physical locations of designated fragile 
ecosystems within KIFSCA well known 
and accepted 
Reduced unsustainable use of forest 
resources 
Defined management objectives, 
strategies and measures for designated 
fragile ecosystems 
Policy and institutional framework for 
management of fragile ecosystems within 
KIFSCA 

To conserve and sustainably 
use terrestrial and aquatic 
biodiversity resources (including 
fisheries) within KIFSCA 

Biodiversity offsets for 
KIFSCA 

Biodiversity offset initiatives of private 
sector players21 

Changes in aquatic 
biodiversity and fisheries 
in KIFSCA known and 
mitigated 

Indicators and monitoring system for 
aquatic biodiversity and fisheries in 
KIFSCA 
Information on changes in aquatic 
biodiversity and fisheries in KIFSCA 
known. 
Mitigation measures addressing identified 
negative impacts 

Changes in terrestrial 
biodiversity in KIFSCA 
known and mitigated 

Indicators and monitoring system for  
terrestrial biodiversity in KIFSCA 
Information on changes in terrestrial 
biodiversity in KIFSCA known. 
Mitigation measures addressing identified 
negative impacts 

To develop, promote and 
manage natural and cultural 
tourism attractions, and harness 
existing opportunities based on 
sound ecotourism principles to 
ensure equitably and 
sustainable tourism 
development in the KIFSCA.  

Tourism potential of 
KIFSCA optimally 
utilized and generating 
benefits to local and 
national economies 

Diversified and publicized tourist 
attractions in KIFSCA and environs 

Local stakeholders 
actively engaged in 
tourism business and 
activities within the 
KIFSCA 

Tourism activities and investment for local 
stakeholders and community 

                                                 
21 During implementation, the KIFCA implementing team will set up opportunities of new offset areas with 
private owners that are interested to compensate their environmental impacts with private offsets in the 
KIFCA protected area.  
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Natural and cultural 
tourism assets 
sustainably managed 

Management objectives, strategies and 
measures for natural and cultural tourism 
assets 
Tenure and management arrangements 
for cultural assets respected 

To sustainably management of 
3 CFRs associated with KIFSCA 

Changes in ecological 
and social and economic 
values of the CFRs in 
KIFSCA known and 
negative changes 
mitigated 

 Management objectives, strategies and 
measures for KIFSCA 
Reduced encroachment and 
unsustainable use of forest resources at 
the CFRs  
Access and benefit sharing initiatives 
between Lead Agencies and neighbouring 
communities. 

Improved management 
of CFRs 

Increased NFA management presence in 
the 3 CFRs 
Reduced/no encroachment  and illegal 
use of forestry land and resources in 3 
CFRs 

Improved ecological 
condition of Kalagala 
Falls CFR due to 
restoration activities 

80 ha of restored forest land within 
Kalagala Falls CFR 

To minimize negative social and 
economic impacts of creating 
the KIFSCA SMP 

Minimal negative Social, 
environmental and 
economic impacts of 
KIFSCA management 
plan 

Mitigation measures for the negative 
Social and economic impacts associated 
with KIFSCA. 
Minimal/no disputes/conflicts due to 
KIFSCA-SMP impact on social and 
economic values. 

Changes in ecological 
and social and economic 
values of KIFSCA known 
and negative changes 
mitigated 

Management objectives, strategies and 
measures for KIFSCA 
Access and benefit sharing initiatives 
between Lead Agencies and neighbouring 
communities 

Improved land use and 
land productivity within 
the KIFSCA 

Sustainable land management practice 
within KIFSCA. 
Improved Agricultural value and market 
chains 

Improved fisheries 
husbandry 

Sustainable fisheries use practices 
Improved compliance with Fisheries Act. 

Implementation and 
Coordination costs  

Cost effective 
implementation 
processes and products 

Stakeholder Participation + Progress and 
performance  assessments + Capacity for 
managing KIFSCA, Fragile Ecosystems, 
Cultural assets and aquatic resources 
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5.1.3 Outcomes and impacts 
The following outcomes or impacts are expected out of successful implementation of the KIFSCA-SMP. 
a. Improved image of the Government’s Energy Policies: by compensating for the negative 

environmental impacts of the Isimba and Bujagali HPPs, the establishment and protection of the KIFSCA-
SMP creates a positive image about the energy policies of Uganda as being environmentally sensitive 
and green.  

b. Ecological integrity of the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area: by incorporating 
the KIFSCA-SMP strategies and actions into the Management Plans of the 3 associated CFRs and later, 
their implementation will ensure that the management of the CFRs is an integral component of the over-
all goal of sustainable development in the KIFSCA.  

c. Aquatic biodiversity conservation: Fish species of conservation concern and other native aquatic 
species are effectively conserved and sustainably managed within the KIFSCA stretch of the Upper 
Victoria Nile River. 

d. Enhanced stakeholder participation: the planning and implementation of KIFSCA-SMP demonstrates 
a process of bringing together stakeholders including Central and Local Government agencies, private 
sector, NGOs, cultural institutions, development partners and the public agreeing to collectively manage 
the KIFSCA for  common objectives and outputs.  
 

5.2  INVESTMENTS ARRANGEMENTS 
 

5.2.1 Activities and Actors 
 
Priority action for KIFSCA-SMP is presented in Table 5-2. 
 
Table 5-15: Outputs and activities 

Output Activities Lead Other players  
Legal instrument gazetting 
KIFSCA 

Publicize the gazettement of the KIFSCA MWE 
NEMA 

LG, NFA, NEMA 

Develop bylaws or guidelines for 
managing KIFSCA 

MWE 
NEMA 

LG, NFA 

Physical Location (boundaries) 
of KIFSCA-CFR well known 
and recognized 

Mark and publicize KIFSCA boundary MWE 
NEMA 

LG, NFA 

Identify and resolve boundary disputes  MWE MJCA, NEMA 
Defined institutional framework 
and financing  model  KIFSCA 

Put in place and empower community-
based management structures and 
processes for KIFSCA 

MWE 
NEMA 
 

LG, NFA 

Integrate management KIFSCA into sub-
county, district and CFR management 
plans and processes. 

MWE, 
NFA LG 
NEMA 

  

Physical locations of 
designated fragile ecosystems 

Map and publicize protection zones MWE NFA, NEMA, LG 
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within KIFSCA well known and 
accepted 
Defined management 
objectives, strategies and 
measures for designated 
fragile ecosystems 

Develop and implement conservation 
and protection measures for the 
protection/fragile zones 

NEMA NFA, LG 

Policy and institutional 
framework for management of 
fragile ecosystems within 
KIFSCA 

Put in place and empower community 
based management structures and 
processes for protection zones 

MWE 
NEMA 

NFA, LG 

Integrate management protection into 
sub-county, district and CFR 
management plans and processes 

NFA, LG, 
NEMA 

  

Biodiversity offset initiatives of 
private sector players 

Design biodiversity Offset programme for 
the KIFSCA 

NEMA NFA, LG; SSC 

Develop incentives and the measures for 
implementing the offset 

NEMA  SSC, LG 

Work with targeted private sector players 
to develop Biodiversity offset models. 

NEMA  SSC 

Indicators and monitoring 
system for  aquatic biodiversity 
and fisheries in KIFSCA 

Design and implement monitoring 
systems for aquatic biodiversity and 
fisheries in KIFSCA 

MAAIF/Fi
D, NEMA 

NaFIRRI 

Information on changes in 
aquatic biodiversity and 
fisheries in KIFSCA known. 

Publish and disseminate information 
(from monitoring) 

MAAIF/Fi
D, NEMA 

NaFIRRI 

Mitigation measures 
addressing identified negative 
impacts 

Design and implement mitigation 
measures  

MAAIF/Fi
D, NEMA 

NaFIRRI 

Diversified and publicized 
tourist attractions in KIFSCA 
and environs 

Market KIFSCA as tourist destination and 
integrate the KIFSCA tourism within the 
broader Tourism Master Plan 

MTWA UTB, LG, SSC 
Private Sector 

Develop tourism products within KIFSCA MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

Train and equip operators handlers with 
hospitality skills  

MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

Tourism activities and 
investment for local 
stakeholders and community 

Facilitate establishment and operations 
of community tourism investments  

MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

Build capacity of the local community for 
investing/participating in the tourism 
sector  

MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

Design and operationalize tourism 
benefits and cost sharing initiatives 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 

Management objectives, 
strategies and measures for 
natural and cultural tourism 
assets 

Design and implement ecotourism plan 
for the KIFSCA 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector, 
NEMA 

Enforce tourism policy and applicable 
environmental policies and regulations 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 
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Develop and enforce physical 
development plan for tourism facilities in 
KIFSCA 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 

Tenure and management 
arrangements for cultural 
assets respected 

Identify, document and publicize cultural 
assets 

MGLSD Uganda 
Museums, NFA, 
Kingdoms, 
Cultural leaders, 
Community 
NEMA 

Develop arrangements for managing 
cultural assets as tourism 
products/attraction 

MGLSD Uganda 
Museums, NFA, 
Kingdoms, 
Cultural leaders, 
Community 
NEMA 

Management objectives, 
strategies and measures for 
KIFSCA 

Approve KIFSCA SMP MWE NEMA, NFA,LG 

Reduced encroachment and 
unsustainable use of 
resources within KIFSCA 

Law enforcement and compliance 
monitoring  

NEMA MWE, NFA 
LG 

Design and implement sustainable use 
practices 

MWE 
NEMA 

NFA LG 

Access and benefit sharing 
initiatives between Lead 
Agencies and neighbouring 
communities 

Develop and support access and benefit 
sharing initiatives for KIFSCA 

MWE LG, SSC 

Promote participatory forestry 
management practices  

NFA LG, SSC 

Increased NFA management 
presence in the 3 CFRs 

Increase management capacity and 
presence e.g., through increased 
deployment and facilitation of NFA Staff 

NFA LG 

Reduced/no encroachment  
and illegal use of forestry land 
and resources in 3 CFR 

Boundary establishment and 
management  

NFA LG 

Law enforcement and compliance 
monitoring  

NFA LG 

Awareness and sensitization  NFA LG 
xx ha of restored forest land 
within Kalagala, Nile Bank and 
Namavudu Falls CFR 

Restoration activities according to 
restoration plans described in the CFR 
plans that will include only native species 
in the 100 meters buffer areas (Planting 
and assisted regeneration) 

NFA LG 

Mitigation measures for  the 
negative Social and economic 
impacts due to KIFSCA 

Develop indicators for assessing social, 
environmental and economic impacts 
and benefits of KIFSCA  

MWE 
NEMA 

LG, SSC 

Prepare instruments to address 
resettlement and/or livelihood 
impacts in accordance with the 
KIFSCA RPF above. 

MEMD MWE, Chief 
Government 
Valuer 
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Enhanced Community Engagement 
in accordance with the stakeholder 
communication strategy attached at 
Appendix …???? 

MWE LG, SSC 

Develop and implement environmental 
and social Management plan 

NEMA, 
NFA,ME
MD 

LG 

Adequate compensation for the 
displaced social and economic activities 
and opportunities within the protected 
zone 

MJCA 
NEMA 

NFA, LG, MWE 

Promote livelihoods alternatives to lost 
opportunities  

NEMA 
LG 
NFA 

  

Support inclusive community 
development initiatives  

NEMA 
LG 

 NFA 

Design and implement access regimes to 
resources within the protection zone/river 
bank  

NFA, LG  NFA 

effective grievance 
management system in place 
for establishment and 
operations of the KIFSCA SMP  

Develop and operationalize Grievances 
Redress mechanism 

MWE, 
MEMD 

LG,comunity 

Develop dispute resolution mechanism 
involving multiple government agencies 
and the community involved in the 
operation of the KIFSCA  

MWE NEMA, LG, NFA, 
Private Sector, 
NaFIRRI, 
Community 
Leaders 

Develop and operationalize System for 
monitoring and reporting on social and 
economic impacts of KIFSCA SMP 

MWE, 
MEMD 

LG 
NEMA 

    

Sustainable land management 
practice within KIFSCA 

Develop and implement land use plans LG  SSC 
Increased access to agriculture and land 
management technologies (soils and 
water conservation, soil fertility, 
agriculture inputs, improved 
seed/livestock and poultry, pest 
management, etc.) 

MAAIF NARO, LG 

Agricultural value and market 
chains 

Develop and promote agro produce 
market chains  

MAAIF LG 

Support/promote value addition and 
agro-processing and branding  

MAAIF LG 

Post-harvest technologies  MAAIF LG 
Sustainable fisheries use 
practices 

Zoning fishing and protected waters MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG, 
NEMA 
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Licensing and regulation of fishing 
offtake. 

MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG 

Develop and promote market chains MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG 
Monitoring offtake and other changes in 
fisheries stocks and diversity  

MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG, 
NEMA 

Improved compliance with 
Fisheries Act. 

Law enforcement and compliance 
assistance 

MAAIF LG 

Stakeholder Participation + 
Progress and performance  
assessments + Capacity for 
managing KIFSCA, Fragile 
Ecosystems, Cultural assets 
and aquatic resources 

Convene and facilitate stakeholder 
participation 

MWE   

Monitor, assess, evaluate the 
implementation and outputs/outcomes 

MWE 
NEMA 

 NFA, LG, 
NAFIRRI 

Strengthen capacity for managing 
KIFSCA CFR 

MWE 
 

NFA, LG 

Strengthen capacity for Fragile 
Ecosystems 

NEMA LG 

Strengthen capacity for Cultural Assets MoGLSD MTWA, NEMA 
Strengthen capacity for Aquatic 
Resources  

MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG, 
NEMA 

 
 

 
 

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
Local goverments and agencies will need capacity building to first know the SMP, second to coordinate, third to implement the activities they are by law and the SMP responsible to do.
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5.2.2 Implementation plans/schedule 
 
The Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area SMP will be implemented over a 10-year period (2020-2030) as indicated in Table 4-3).  

Table 5-16: Table: KIFSCA-SMP activities and implementation schedules 

Activities Lead Other players  yr1 yr2 yr3 yr4 yr5 yr6 yr7 yr8 yr9 yr10 

Publicize the gazettement of the KIFSCA MWE LG, NFA, NEMA  x                   
Develop bylaws or guidelines for managing 
KIFSCA 

MWE LG, NFA, NEMA  x                   

Mark and publicize KIFSCA boundary MWE LG, NFA  x                   
• Desemination, sensitization of 
stakeholders 

 

MWE MEMD x x x        

Identify and resolve boundary disputes  MWE, 
NEMA 

MJCA  x        x           

Put in place  and empower community based 
management structures and processes for 
KIFSCA 

MWE, 
NEMA 

LG, NFA  x  x                 

Integrate management KIFSCA into MDAs 
plans, sub-county, district and CFR 
management plans and processes 

MWE, NFA 
LG, NEMA 

 All relevant MDAs  x  x  x               

Map and publicize protection zones MWE, 
NEMA 

NFA,  LG  x        x        x   

Develop and implement conservation and 
protection measures for the protection/fragile 
zones 

NEMA NFA, LG  x x x x x x x X x x 

Put in place  and empower community based 
management structures and processes for 
protection zones 

MWE, 
NEMA 

NFA, LG  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 

Adrian Howard Cutler
Update table below to accord with changes above.
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Integrate management protection  into sub-
county, district and CFR management plans 
and processes 

NFA, LG    x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 

Design biodiversity Offset  programme for the 
KIFSCA 

NEMA NFA, LG,     x  x               

Develop incentives and the measures for 
implementing the offset 

NEMA  SSC      x  x             

Work with targeted private sector players to 
develop Biodiversity offset models. 

NEMA SSC     x  x               

Design and implement monitoring systems for 
aquatic biodiversity and fisheries in KIFSCA 

MAAIF/FiD, 
NEMA 

NaFIRRI  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Publish and disseminate information (from 
monitoring) 

MAAIF/FiD, 
NEMA 

NaFIRRI  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Design and implement mitigation measures  NEMA NaFIRRI, 
MAAIF/FiD, 

 x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Market KIFSCA as tourist destination and 
integrate the KIFSCA tourism within the 
broader SoN Tourism Master Plan 

MTWA UTB, LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Develop tourism products within KIFSCA MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

 x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Train and equip operators handlers with 
hospitality skills  

MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

 x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Facilitate establishment and operations of 
community tourism investments (grants??)  

MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

 x  x            x  x   

Build capacity for investing/participating in 
tourism  

MTWA UTB, LG, Private 
Sector 

 x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Design and operationalize tourism benefits and 
cost sharing initiatives 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 

 x  x        x  x       

Design and implement ecotourism plan for the 
KIFSCA 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 

   x  x               

Enforce tourism policy and applicable 
environmental policies and regulations 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 

     x  x             
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Develop and enforce physical development plan 
for tourism facilities in KIFSCA 

MTWA NFA, UTB, LG, 
Private Sector 

     x  x  x  x x  x  x  X 

Identify, document and publicize cultural assets MGLSD Uganda Museums, 
NFA, Kingdoms, 
Cultural leaders, 
Community, NEMA 

 x                   

Develop arrangements for managing cultural 
assets as tourism products/attraction 

MGLSD Uganda Museums, 
NFA, Kingdoms, 
Cultural leaders, 
Community, NEMA 

 x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Approve KIFSCA SMP MWE LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  X 
Law enforcement and compliance monitoring  MWE 

NEMA 
NFA, LG  x  x x x x x x x x x 

Design and implement sustainable use practices MWE LG    x  x               
Develop and support access and benefit sharing 
initiatives for KIFSCA 

MWE, 
NEMA 

NFA, LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Promote participatory forestry management 
practices  

NFA LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Increase management capacity and presence 
e.g., through increased deployment and 
facilitation of NFA Staff 

NFA LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Boundary establishment and management  NFA LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Law enforcement and compliance monitoring  NFA LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  X 
Awareness and sensitization  NFA LG  x      x        x     
Restoration activities (Planting and assisted 
regeneration) 

NFA NEMA,LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Develop indicators for assessing social, 
environmental and economic impacts and 
benefits of KIFSCA  

MWE, 
NEMA 

LG  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Develop and implement social and 
environmental  safeguards framework/system 

NEMA, NFA, 
MEMD 

LG    x  x               
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Adequate compensation for the displaced social 
and economic activities and opportunities within 
the protected zone 

MEMD, 
NEMA 
NFA 

LG  x                   

Promote livelihoods alternatives to lost 
opportunities  

LG, MEMD, 
NEMA, NFA 

   x  x  X  x X  x  x  x  x  X 

Support inclusive community development 
initiatives  

LG  NFA    x  X               

Design and implement access regimes to 
resources within the protection zone/river bank  

NFA, LG  NFA  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Develop and operationalize Grievances 
Redress mechanism 

MWE NEMA, MEMD,LG 
NFA 

 x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  x 

Develop and operationalize system for 
monitoring and reporting on social and 
economic impacts of KIFSCA SMP 

MWE, 
MEMD 

NEMA, NFA,LG  x  x                 

Implement measures provided in the 
approved EIA 

NEMA,  NFA, LG, MEMD  X  x  X  x  x x  x  x  x  X 

Develop and implement Grievances and Conflict 
management framework 

MWE, 
MEMD 

LG, MAAIF, NFA  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Develop and implement land use plans LG 
 

NEMA    x  X  x  x  x x  x  x  X 

Increased access to agriculture and land 
management technologies (soils and water 
conservation, soil fertility, agriculture inputs, 
improved seed/livestock and poultry, pest 
management, etc.) 

MAAIF NARO, LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Develop and promote agro produce market 
chains  

MAAIF LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Support/promote value addition and agro-
processing and branding  

MAAIF LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Post-harvest technologies  MAAIF LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Zoning fishing and protected waters MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG, 
NEMA 

 x                   
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Licensing and regulation of fishing off take MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Develop and promote market chains MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Monitoring offtake and other changes in 
fisheries stocks and diversity  

MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Law enforcement and compliance assistance MAAIF LG  x  x  X  x x  x  x  x  x  X 

Convene and facilitate stakeholder participation MWE    x  x  X  x  x  x  x  x  x  X 

Monitor, assess, evaluate the implementation 
and outputs/outcomes 

MWE, 
NEMA, NFA 

 NAFIRRI, LG  x  x  X  x  x  x  x  x  x  X 

Strengthen capacity for managing KIFSCA MWE NFA  x  x  X  x  x  x  x  x  x  X 

Strengthen capacity for Fragile Ecosystems NEMA LG  x  x  X  x  x  x  x  x  x  X 

Strengthen capacity for Cultural Assets MoGLSD MTWA, NEMA  x  x  X  x  x  x  x  x  x  X 

Strengthen capacity for Aquatic Resources  MAAIF NaFIRRI, LG, 
NEMA 

 x  x  X  x  x  x  x  x  x  X 
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5.2.3 Implementation approaches and strategies 
5.2.3.1 Implementation approaches  
The KIFSCA-SMP is a framework plan describing goal, objectives, strategies and actions for fulfilling the 
objective of the KIFSCA. It will be implemented as a national guide permitting sector, Local Governments, 
private sector, CSOs, etc. to derive actions that either fall under their mandates or those which contribute 
towards achieving their own objectives. The KIFSCA-SMP includes activities that will be implemented at 
national, district, KIFSCA, community and household levels. Details about financing, planning, monitoring, 
reporting, collaboration, and institutional roles and obligations are provided in subsequent sections.  
 
5.2.3.2 Mechanisms for integration into Departmental and Agency annual work plans, District, and 

CFR Management plans and Kalagala -Itanda Ecotourism Plan 
The following mechanisms shall be applied:  

a. Integrate relevant actions into plans and budgets, monitoring and reporting. The Integration of 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area SMP into Departmental and Agency annual 
work plans, District and Sub-County development plans shall be achieved through development and 
implementation of social development and environmental action plans at district and sub county 
level. The formulation and implementation of a District Development Plans (DDP) constitutes a legal 
requirement for the districts to integrate such development into District Development Plan (DDP). 
The objective of this action therefore is to ensure that KIFSCA-SMP priorities are addressed by 
districts and Sub-Counties in a systematic, effective and coordinated manner. This also involves the 
integration of the KIFSCA SMP into the three CFR Management plans since the management of the 
CFRs in Mabira ecosystem contributes to the overall goal and objectives of the SMP as per the 
Indemnity Agreement. 

b. Assign budget and disburse funds directly to Lead Agencies and Institutions.  
c. Establish stakeholder /multi-sectoral planning and coordination platforms at national and district 

levels.  
 5.2.3.3 Sustainability and mobilizing political support 
In order to ensure long-term sustainability of the impacts of Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area SMP, the following strategies are entrenched in design and implementation approaches: 

a) Focus on Statutory objectives: KIFSCA-SMP implementation will strive to maintain focus on the 
statutory objectives.   

b) Institutional development and strengthening:  A key element of KIFSCA-SMP implementation 
approach will be to strengthen institutional capacities, and build mechanisms for collaboration 
between and among Government Agencies, Local Governments and collaborating Institutions 
including: NGOs, Private Sector and communities. This is critical due to multi-sectoral mandates 
over the commitments under the amendment. The KIFSCA-SMP will contribute to institutional 
strengthening through imparting technical skills and the development of appropriate planning, 
management, and monitoring and reporting systems procedures as well as facilitating institutional 
and community collaboration.   

c) Integration of KIFSCA-SMP activities and budget into host/implementing institutions: KIFSCA-SMP 
activities and budgets will be integrated into the programmes, budgets and operations of 
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implementing organizations rather than creating separate structures. The Lead ministry (MWE, 
NEMA and NFA) will hold budget for institutional coordination, planning, monitoring and reporting.  
This strategy will ensure more efficient allocations and use of resources for identified priority 
activities, for which capacity exists or can be created to sustain them even without the KIFSCA-SMP.  
KIFSCA-SMP actions will be integrated into the Management Plans for the Kalagala Falls, Nile Bank 
and Namavundu CFRs, Kayunga, Buikwe and Jinja District and Kangulumira, Wakisi, Budondo, and 
Butagaya sub-county Development Plans, NaFIRRI, DWRM, MTWA, MAAIF, Bujagali HPP and 
Isimba HPP CSR, and such other sectoral plans. 

d) Private Sector led activities under Uganda Investment Authority: SMP expects private sector 
activities such as those under tourism, agriculture value chains to be funded by Private sector 
players. 

e) Monitoring and evaluation: KIFSCA-SMP implementation will be closely monitored and evaluated to 
assess progress and address shortcoming as they arise. One of the principles of this Monitoring and 
Evaluation is action learning and integration of lessons learnt and experiences into subsequent work 
plans and implementation approaches. 

f) Transparency:  implementation will maintain transparency in decision-making processes, ensuring 
that stakeholders get involved in decision-making processes as appropriate and are kept informed 
of progress and future plans.  The KIFSCA-SMP steering committee will use transparent processes 
in decision-making at every level including work planning, budgeting, and reporting, RAP 
implementation and livelihood restoration, among others. This approach is fundamental to ensuring 
accountability, developing, maintaining and improving communication between the institutions that 
will be involved in SMP implementation and the local and business community. 

g) Accountability to stakeholders:  The following additional accountability measures will be applied: 
i. Annual SSC public conference on KIFSCA-SMP:  There shall be an Annual conference between 

Government and private sector stakeholders, NGOs and the community.  The Annual 
conference will be a policy and decision-making forum for the KIFSCA-SMP. All participating 
institutions shall attend the Conference. The functions of the Annual conference are to assess 
overall progress of the KIFSCA-SMP, results achieved compared to the outputs and targets, as 
well as risks and problems encountered in the implementation of the KIFSCA-SMP.  

ii. Mid-term Review (after 5 years of implementation): The Mid-term review will be carried out by a 
multidisciplinary team purposely to assess overall progress, results achieved compared to the 
Goal, Purpose and Objectives, as well as risks, challenges and constraints encountered in the 
process of SMP implementation as well as provide strategic guidance for the remaining SMP 
implementation period. 

iii. End of 10-year Evaluation:  An evaluation will be conducted at the end of the 10 years’ period. 
The primary purpose of the evaluation will be to provide a balanced view of the achievements of 
the KIFSCA-SMP in the 10 years and the lessons learned, and to make recommendations 
regarding SMP activities that will follow on for the next planning period.   
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5.3: Enhancement of Livelihood opportunities within the SCA 
A number of initiatives will be implemented in the SCA to enhance the livelihoods of the communities who 
will remain in the SCA and the host communities to enable improved livelihood while conserving the SCA. 
While the final plan will be discussed, planned and agreed with the local community through the SCC, the 
opportunities include: 

a. Implementation of landscape-wide activities among the communities, such as sustainable energy 
use and environmental education, to help reduce human pressures on the SCA, whilst improving 
living conditions of the local communities. 

b. The reintroduction of indigenous species to the landscape will serve to provide the wider community 
with these benefits and strengthen Uganda's cultural values, ensuring they are not lost to future 
generations. 

c. Implementing community’s programmes on sustainable fisheries management. 

d. Promotion of sustainable non-timber forest products for alternative incomes e.g. beekeeping, medicinal plant 
collection, tourism, indigenous fruit trees (e.g. tamarind) planted in accessible parts of SCA. 

e. Establishment of community timber lots outside of the SCA would serve as a long-term source of income and 
potentially lead to reduced poverty and pressure on the SCA itself. 

f. Promote zero-grazing of livestock through on-farm fodder production and the benefits of manure fertilisation 
on crops.  

g. Establish on-farm firewood sources and community woodlots for those without land e.g. around trading 
centres. 

h. Install energy efficient cookstoves in all households within a specific radius of the SCA (1 hr walking 
distance), to reduce fuel wood needs. 

i. Existing structures on the establishment of the SCA regulated and those that obtain permits, owners used be 
used as partners for conservation, responsible for protecting the biodiversity and tree cover. 

j. Provide landowners with list of approved indigenous species for planting and establish nurseries and 
define seed centres. 

k. Engage private sector and individual tree farmers in a forestation exercise such as private tree 
planting in the CFRs. 

l. Promote fragile ecosystem compatible enterprises e.g. ecotourism and bee keeping. 

 
Table 5.4: Programmes for implementation within the SCA 

Specific community 
programmes inside 
of the SCA 

Details 

Sustainable incomes- 
Beekeeping 

Work with established community-based organisations and provide beekeeper training, 
equipment and on-going support to run successful beekeeping programmes in parallel with 
riverbank restoration. CBO's would be held responsible for conservation of the riverbank 
habitat where their beekeeping project is hosted. Implement tree planting and management 
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of invasive species to allow natural regeneration. Crucial to have a supporting organisation to 
manage groups, monitor activities and provide continuous support/handholding 

Sustainable incomes- 
tourism 

Work with local community-based organisations to establish and run community led tourism 
initiatives. Consider a technical partner, such as a commercial tour operator, to work with 
communities for successful tourism facility management e.g. bike tours, walking routes, 
restaurants, campsites. 

Sustainable incomes- 
medicinal plant 
harvesting 

Permit local communities to sustainably harvest medicinal plants from within  the SCA , for 
subsistence and commercial purposes 

Sustainable incomes- 
harvesting for craft 
production 

Permit local communities to protect and sustainably harvest plants for craft production e.g. 
papyrus in river bays, phoenix reclinata  

Sustainable incomes- 
sustainable fisheries 
management 

Management of fisheries by fishing cooperatives, support by Government  Agencies and 
technical support from fisheries experts, manage fisheries with conservation strategies to 
allow fish stocks to replenish and be sustained. Also protects other aquatic diversity e.g. 
otters, insects 

Sustainable incomes- 
harvesting edible forest 
products 

Permit local communities to plant and access edible products from vegetation within the 
SCA. These include fruit and nuts, for example the indigenous Tamarindus indica 

 

Table 5.5 Programmes to be implemented outside of the SCA 

Specific community 
programmes outside 
of the SCA 

Details 

Trees in the landscape 
On-farm tree planting of specific species addressing multiple purposes of medicinal plants, 
fodder, firewood, fruit. Will reduce the community need to venture outside of their own land 
for tree products. Should also include planting in communal areas in the trading centres, 
such as along roadside, on school compounds, in church premises, etc. 

Energy efficient 
cookstoves 

Assessment of community fuel uses e.g. do rural households use more firewood compared 
to those in trading centre who use more charcoal. Develop programme of appropriate stove 
distribution e.g. in-built firewood stoves, mobile charcoal stoves. Contract appropriate 
practitioners to provide training and products.  

Bamboo for alternative 
incomes, fuel and 
building material 

Promote planting of bamboo plots on community and private land for future incomes, fuel 
wood and building materials. 

Planting of species for 
craft production 

Planting of species specifically for sustainable harvesting of materials for craft production e.g. 
Phoenix reclinata palms for weaving,  
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5.2.3.5 Integrating cross-cutting issues 
All actions under KIFSCA-SMP will incorporate gender, HIV/AIDs, human rights, marginalized and vulnerable 
groups and Climate Change inclusive development and stakeholder participation in their design and 
implementation. Integration will be achieved at annual work planning levels. Measurements for the progress 
on these issues will be integrated into annual M&E indicators. However, at log frame level, the relevant 
indicators have been included (Section 5).  
 
5.3 RESOURCES MOBILIZATION AND BUDGET MANAGEMENT 
Forecast for funding requirement and levels, potential sources of funding as well as relevant procedures for 
budget allocation for the implementation of the KIFSCA-SMP have been made so as to secure adequate 
funding. The KIFSCA-SMP will source funding from all stakeholders working to achieve the conservation 
objectives of the KIFSCA. This plan is focused on those elements, which will be funded by the Government 
of Uganda. However, additional support will be sourced from Development Partners and Private Sector 
through their investments into Ecotourism, Corporate Social Responsibility and other resources.  Revenues 
generated from Payment for Environment Services by UEGCL and modalities for use of these funds shall be 
negotiated during SMP implementation.  
Financial resources availed by the GoU to implement the KIFSCA-SMP will be managed in accordance with 
the institutional procedures of individual Agencies. These resources will be reflected in the financial 
databases of the implementing institutions (budgets and reports). Details on budgeting, implementation and 
reporting will be presented in the KIFSCA-SMP Implementation Manual to be developed within six (6) months 
after KIFSCA SMP approval. The Manual will seek to provide clarification on the relationship between existing 
budgets within implementing institutions and funds provided under the SMP.  
During the first year of SMP implementation, NEMA will develop adequate capacity and field presence for 
the effective protection and management of those portions of the KIFSCA outside the Central Forest 
Reserves, notably the riverbanks (to 100 meters) and the river islands. This includes having a suitable field 
based presence (including personnel and key equipment), sufficient to carry out priority KIFSCA 
management activities. This capacity development for NEMA will be carried out as part of the Table 4-3 
Activity: “Develop and implement conservation and protection measures for the protection/fragile zones. 
A comprehensive Financing Strategy will be developed during the course of implementation and annual work 
plans adjusted to accommodate budget parameters. For GoU budgeting, the Ministry of Finance, Planning 
and Economic Development shall approve KIFSCA-SMP budget in accordance with Government budget 
management procedures.  
This section will benefit from a more detail description on the potential sources of funding from Government 
national budget and allocations to Government implementing Agencies at the national and local level National 
or international campaigns, Private sector initiatives, GEF or REDD project and other Donor initiatives, see 
for example this one from the Government of Germany for the Nile. 
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/en/details/project/biodiversity-conservation-and-utilisation-
of-ecosystem-services-in-wetlands-of-transboundary-significance-in-the-nile-basin-15_IV_045-427 
 
5.3.1 Budget 
The annualized government budget for implementation of KIFSCA SMP is presented in table 5-5. 

https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/en/details/project/biodiversity-conservation-and-utilisation-of-ecosystem-services-in-wetlands-of-transboundary-significance-in-the-nile-basin-15_IV_045-427
https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/en/details/project/biodiversity-conservation-and-utilisation-of-ecosystem-services-in-wetlands-of-transboundary-significance-in-the-nile-basin-15_IV_045-427
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Table 5-6: Annual budget 

  10 yr. budget (UGX "000,000,000") 

Outputs yr.1 yr. 2 Yr3 Yr4 Yr5 Yr6 Yr7 Yr8 Yr9 Yr10 Total 

Legal 
instrument 
gazetting 
KIFSCA 

20 20                 40 

Physical 
Location 
(boundaries) of 
KIFSCA-CFR 
well known and 
recognized 

15 15                 30 

Defined 
institutional 
framework and 
financing  model  
KIFSCA 

10 10                 20 

Physical 
locations of 
designated 
fragile 
ecosystems 
within KIFSCA 
well known and 
accepted 

10 5         5       20 

Defined 
management 
objectives, 
strategies and 
measures for 
designated 
fragile 
ecosystems 

10 10                 20 

Policy and 
institutional 
framework for 
management of 
fragile 
ecosystems 
within KIFSCA 

5 5                 10 

Biodiversity 
offset initiatives 100 100                 200 
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of private sector 
players 
Indicators and 
monitoring 
system for  
aquatic 
biodiversity and 
fisheries in 
KIFSCA 

20 20                 40 

Information on 
changes in 
aquatic 
biodiversity and 
fisheries in 
KIFSCA known. 

150 40 50 5 5 5 5 5 5 15 285 

Mitigation 
measures 
addressing 
identified 
negative 
impacts 

50 50                 100 

Information on 
changes in 
terrestrial 
biodiversity in 
KIFSCA known. 

50 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 95 

Mitigation 
measures 
addressing 
identified 
negative 
impacts 

100 50 50               200 

Diversified and 
publicized 
tourist 
attractions in 
KIFSCA and 
environs 

3,250 300 1,500 1,000       200   250 6500 

Tourism 
activities and 
investment for 
local 
stakeholders 
and community 

2,300 100 500 500 500 500       200 4600 
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Management 
objectives, 
strategies and 
measures for 
natural and 
cultural tourism 
assets 

3,450 300 800 1,000     1,20
0     150 6900 

Tenure and 
management 
arrangements 
for cultural 
assets 
respected 

900 200 400     200       100 1800 

Management 
objectives, 
strategies and 
measures for 
KIFSCA 

200 100 100               400 

Reduced 
encroachment 
and 
unsustainable 
use of forest 
resources 

500 200 200             100 1000 

Develop RAP in 
accordance with 
the KIFSCA 
RPF is 
necessary 

???           

RAP 
implementation 
if necessary)  

TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD 

Access and 
benefit sharing 
initiatives 
between Lead 
Agencies and 
neighbouring 
communities 

200 50 50         50 50   400 

Increased NFA 
management 
presence in the 
3 CFRs 

1,200 100 300 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 2300 
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Reduced/no 
encroachment  
and illegal use 
of forestry land 
and resources 
in 3 CFRs 

500 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 950 

80ha of restored 
forest land 
within Kalagala 
Falls CFR 

200 100 50 20 10 10 10       400 

Minimal/no 
disputes/conflict
s due to 
KIFSCA-SMP 
impact on social 
and economic 
values 

10,00
0 1,000 5,000 4,000             20000 

Sustainable 
land 
management 
practice within 
KIFSCA 

5,000 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 9500 

Agricultural  val
ue and market 
chains 

2,000 500     500     500     3500 

3,000 500   1,000     1,00
0     500 6000 

Sustainable 
fisheries use 
practices 

500 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 950 

Improved 
compliance with 
Fisheries Act. 

1,600 200 500 50 50 50 300 50 50 50 2900 

Stakeholder 
Participation + 
Progress and 
performance  
assessments + 
Capacity for 
managing 
KIFSCA, Fragile 
Ecosystems, 
Cultural assets 
and aquatic 
resources 

1,600 5,095 11,11
0 8,780 1,77

0 
1,47
0 

3,22
5 

1,51
0 810 2,07

0 37440 

Conservation 
compatible 400 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 850 
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livelihood plans 
included into 
annual 
workplans. 
Nile River banks 
managed and 
utilized in 
accordance with 
law  

5 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 19 

Islands and 
associated 
waters of EKIFS 
managed 
sustainably 

1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 7.5 

Lessons and 
experiences of 
implementing 
FEMP regularly 
captured and 
disseminated 

1 1 1               3 

Institutional 
collaboration 
and 
participation in 
FEMP 
implementation 
and monitoring 

1 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 7.5 

Capacity to 
enforce 
environmental 
laws in place for 
Fragile 
ecosystems and 
for restoration of 
degraded 
portions of the 
riverbanks and 
islands 
including their 
management 

5 5 5 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 29 

TOTALS 39373 
1025
3 22280 

1761
6 3596 2994 6504 3074 

167
3 4193 

11155
6 
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6.0 MONITORING AND EVALUATION FRAMEWORK 
 
6.1MONITORING INDICATORS (OUTPUTS, RESULTS) 
Monitoring and routine evaluation shall represent an on-going activity to track KIFSCA-SMP progress against 
Objectives and Results using indicators in Table 5-1. It will involve routine information gathering, analysis 
and reporting to Government, the SSC, beneficiaries’ organizations, development partners, communities and 
other important stakeholders.  
Biodiversity indicator will include terrestrial and aquatic species in the RED List of IUCN classified 
in the 2020 and in Uganda National Biodiversity lists as:  critically endangered, endangered, 
vulnerable, migratory from at least the following taxonomic groups: fish, amphibians, birds and 
plants.  Also species of local biodiversity importance for ecosystem function and ecosystem 
services (including species overharvested or degraded in the riparian areas and wetlands).  

Restoration and forest cover indicator will include the monitoring of tree cover of the area by 
Global Forest Watch from the December 2019 baseline data (when the KIFSCA was created). 

Cultural resources identified in the KIFSCA area with participation of the Ministries in charge of 
Cultural resources and local communities.  
The SMP Monitoring and Evaluation Framework will focus on:  
a) Promoting accountability for the achievement of SMP objectives through the assessment of outputs and 

results. 
b) Promoting learning, feedback, and information sharing on results and lessons learned among the SMP 

implementing partners, as a basis for decision-making on policies, strategies for SMP implementation 
and to improve knowledge and performance.   
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Table 6-1: Monitoring indicators 

Objectives Results Indicators MoV Source of Information Assumptions 

To manage and 
conserve 
Kalagala and 
Itanda Falls 
Special 
Conservation 
Area 

 Objectives of  
conserving the 
KIFSCA fully 
realised  

Legal instrument gazetting 
Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
as a Special Conservation 
Area 

Statutory Instrument  MWE n/a 

Established boundaries for 
KIFSCA 

Boundary markers Field Observations-MWE, 
MEMD,NFA 

Compensations 
completed  

Description of Institutional 
mandates 

Approved KIFSCA SMP MWE n/a 

To protect and 
sustainably 
manage 
riverbanks, 
islands and 
other fragile 
ecosystems in 
KIFSCA 

Secure fragile 
ecosystems within 
the KIFSCA 

Clearly defined 
boundaries of  designated 
fragile ecosystems within 
KIFSCA  

Approved Management Plan 
for the fragile ecosystems 

MWE n/a 

Defined management 
objectives, strategies and 
measures for designated 
fragile ecosystems 

Approved Management Plan 
for the fragile ecosystems 

MWE n/a 

Description of institutional 
mandates for 
management of fragile 
ecosystems within 
KIFSCA 

Approved Management Plan 
for the fragile ecosystems 

MWE n/a 

To conserve 
and sustainable 
use terrestrial 
and aquatic 
biodiversity 
resources 
(including 

Biodiversity offset 
for KIFSCA 

On-going Biodiversity 
offset initiatives of private 
sector players 

Stakeholder reports MWE Private Sector 
willing to 
establish and 
manage offsets 

Changes in aquatic 
biodiversity and 
fisheries in KIFSCA 

Indicators and monitoring 
system for  aquatic 
biodiversity and fisheries 
in KIFSCA 

Approved Monitoring Plan MWE n/a 
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fisheries) within 
KIFSCA 

known and 
mitigated 

Information on changes in 
aquatic biodiversity and 
fisheries in KIFSCA  

Monitoring reports NaFIRRI, MAAIF- 
Directorate of Fisheries 

n/a 

Mitigation measures 
addressing identified 
negative impacts 

Annual reports MWE n/a 

Changes in 
terrestrial 
biodiversity in 
KIFSCA known and 
mitigated 

Indicators and monitoring 
system for  terrestrial 
biodiversity in KIFSCA 

Approved Monitoring Reports MWE, NEMA n/a 

Information on changes in 
terrestrial biodiversity in 
KIFSCA  

Monitoring reports MWE, NEMA n/a 

Mitigation measures 
addressing identified 
negative impacts 

Annual reports MWE, NEMA n/a 

To develop, 
promote and 
manage natural 
and cultural 
tourism 
attractions, and 
harness existing 
opportunities 
based on sound 
ecotourism 
principles to 
ensure 
equitably and 
sustainable 
tourism 
development in 
the KIFSCA.  

Tourism potential of 
KIFSCA optimally 
utilized and 
generating benefits 
to local and national 
economies 

Tourisms products and 
activity 

Annual reports MTWA n/a 

Local stakeholders 
actively engaged in 
tourism business 
and activities within 
the KIFSCA 

Local stakeholders and 
community tourism 
investments and activities 

Annual reports MTWA, Districts n/a 

Natural and cultural 
tourism assets 
sustainably 
managed 

Management objectives, 
strategies and measures 
for natural and cultural 
tourism assets 

Approved Ecotourism Plan MTWA n/a 

Defined Tenure and 
management 

Approved Ecotourism Plan MTWA, MoGLSD n/a 
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arrangements for cultural 
assets  

To sustainably 
manage 3 CFRs 
associated with 
KIFSCA 

Changes in 
ecological and 
social and 
economic values of 
KIFSCA known and 
negative changes 
mitigated 

Management objectives, 
strategies and measures 
for Kalagala Falls, Nile 
Bank and Namavundu 
CFRs 

Approved Management Plan 
for the CFRs with an 
addendum on Areas of 
Special Conservation. 

NFA n/a 

Reduced encroachment 
and unsustainable use of 
forest resources 

Annual Reports, Field 
Observations 

NFA Current illegal 
activities have 
been regulated 

Access and benefit 
sharing initiatives between 
NFA and neighbouring 
communities 

Annual Reports NFA n/a 

Improved 
management of 
CFRs 

Increased NFA 
management presence in 
the Kalagala Falls, Nile 
Bank and Namavundu 
CFRs 

Annual reports, field 
observation 

NFA n/a 

Reduced/no 
encroachment  and illegal 
use of forestry land and 
resources in Kalagala 
Falls, Nile Bank and 
Namavundu CFRs 

Annual Reports, Field 
observations 

NFA n/a 

Improved ecological 
condition of 
Kalagala Falls, Nile 
Bank and 
Namavundu CFRs 
due to restoration 
activities 

Size of area of forest area  
restored  

Annual Reports, Field 
Observation 

NFA illegal activities 
have been 
regulated 
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To minimize 
social and 
economic 
impact 
of  KIFSCA 
SMP 

Minimal negative 
Social, 
environmental and 
economic impacts 
of KIFSCA 
management plan 

On-going mitigation 
measures for the negative 
Social and economic 
impacts 

Annual Report, Field 
Observations 

Districts, MEMD n/a 

Type and Level of disputes 
due to negative impact on 
social and economic 
values 

Annual Reports, Monitoring 
reports  

Districts, MEMD  n/a 

Improved land use 
and land 
productivity within 
the KIFSCA 

Types and levels of 
Sustainable land 
management practice  

Annual Reports, Field 
Observations 

Districts, NEMA, NFA  n/a 

% increase in incomes 
from agricultural produce  

Survey reports  Districts  n/a 

 
Improved fisheries 
husbandry 

Types and levels of 
Sustainable fisheries use 
practices 

Annual Reports, Field 
Observations 

NaFIRRI, Districts, 
MAAIF 

n/a 

Levels of compliance with 
Fisheries Act. 

Annual Reports Districts  n/a 

 
Implementation 
and 
Coordination 
costs  

 
Cost effective 
implementation 
processes and 
products 

Levels of Stakeholder 
Participation  

Implementation progress 
Reports  

MWE, NFA n/a 

Levels of implementation 
performance  

Monitoring reports, 
Evaluation reports  

MWE, NFA, NEMA n/a 

Level of Institutional 
capacities  

Capacity and performance 
assessment reports 

MWE n/a 

 

 

 



 
6.2 MONITORING AND EVALUATION RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
6.2.1 Responsibility for the monitoring function  
The day to day responsibility for implementing the M&E Strategy will be undertaken by the DEA/MWE, 
assisted by: 

a. The SMP Steering Committee, which shall oversee the implementation of M&E Framework. 
b. Beneficiary/participating institutions, Focal Persons and M&E personnel who shall be responsible for 

monitoring the progress of KIFSCA-SMP supported interventions and giving feedback to DEA. 
c. Beneficiary communities’ representatives who shall be responsible for supporting communities in 

implementing community level monitoring indicators in collaboration with DEA. 
Implementation of the Kalagala and Itanda Special Offset Area Management Plan 

 

Steering Committee 

The Ministry of Water and Environment will constitute a Steering Committee, which will be composed of 
representatives from the following institutions: 

i. Ministry responsible for Energy  

ii. Ministry responsible for Tourism, Wildlife and antiquities’ 

iii. Ministry responsible for Fisheries 

iv. Ministry responsible for Finance 

vi. National Environment Management Authority 

Ministry of 
Water and 
Environment 

Ministries and 
Lead Agencies 

District local 
governments 

NGO/CSO Private 
Sector/Academia 

Steering 
Committee Advisory 

World 
Bank/IDA/Partners
/MEMD/ MoFPED 

Consultation
 

CFRs, Wetlands, Water, Land, Islands, River banks, Tourism, Community 
Development, Cultural resources, policies, etc. 

Kingdom 
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vii. National Forestry Authority 

viii. District local Governments (Kayunga, Buikwe and Jinja) 

ix. Civil Society Organizations/ Non-governmental organizations   

x. Private Sector represented by Uganda Investment Authority 

xi. Representative of Cultural Institution  

xii. Representative of IHPP (Observer) 

 

Role of the Steering Committee 

The role of the Steering Committee is to provide advice to the Ministry of Water and Environment and ensure 
that the outputs and outcomes of this project are achieved. The advice will be provided during quarterly 
meetings. The Steering Committee will report to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Water and 
Environment. Development Partners will participate in the Steering Committee as Observers. The Directorate 
of Environment Affairs shall serve as the Secretariat to the Steering Committee.  

The function of the Steering Committee will include, among others: 

• Providing strategic and policy guidance to the EKIOA implementation team; and 
• Providing supportive role to EKIOA implementation team in form of advice 

6.2.2 Reviewing and updating the SMP 
The progress of the SMP implementation will be reviewed on annual basis by the Annual Stakeholder 
Conference. The annual conference shall receive and consider progress report submitted by the Lead 
Ministry – MoWE. In addition, the SMP will undergo mid-term review during its 5yr of implementation and 
terminal review in final year of implementation.  
Conclusions and recommendations from the Annual and mid-term review including input from stakeholders 
from the annual conference will be incorporated in the SMP as appropriate. These recommendations will be 
included in the annual work plans as deemed appropriate. Conclusions and recommendations of the Terminal 
review will be utilized in preparing strategies and actions for the post 2029 period.   
In the event that significant issues necessitating revision of the entire or section of SMP arise during the 
implementation period, the Lead ministry (MWE) will cause the revisions in consultations with the lead 
agencies and stakeholders.  
The 5 years review of this SMP shall be after a number of objectives have been achieved. These shall 
include:i) the Demarcation of the boundaries of KIFSCA and its zones; ii) the full implementation of the agreed 
RAP and local likelihoods Plan; iii) the full development of the biodiversity baseline and a robust metrics for 
measuring net gains has been developed and agreed; iv) establishment of financial and institutional 
arrangement’s that can guarantee the continuation of the offset; v) transparent and periodic reporting of the 
public on the achievements and results of the SMPso far and; vi) having notrecorded significant grievances 
against the offset during the 5 years implementation period.  
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6.2.3 Reporting 
On a quarterly basis, and within 2 weeks following the close of each quarter, DEA will prepare and submit to 
the MoWE and MoFPED quarterly reports on activities and targets. The fourth quarterly report will also 
comprise the annual status report for the concluding year, and shall be submitted within 3 weeks following 
the close of the fourth quarter.  
Implementing institutions will report to the DEA/ MoWE according to similar formats. In addition, MoWE will 
prepare reports for the SSC and Annual Conference and NEMA. It is required that quarterly and annual 
reports be made available to implementing institutions, partners and the general public. 
The reports will include short narratives about progress, challenges and, lessons learned. 
6.2.4 Information dissemination  
Information and experiences on SMP performance will be disseminated internally – among SMP beneficiary 
organization – and through additional dissemination workshops/meetings arranged as necessary and through 
relevant, media and publications.  SMP partners, participating communities and donors will receive 
summaries of annual reports to keep them abreast about work progress. They will also receive other project 
publications whenever available. Wider audiences will be reached through additional dissemination achieved 
by posting of pertinent information on the MWE and other relevant websites. 
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7.0 RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT  
There are risks that could render the KIFSCA-SMP implementation difficult or unattainable. Risks in question 
are those events with possibility to occur and affect the achievement of the SMP objectives, results and 
outputs, either negatively or positively. Therefore, an assessment of these risks which involve identification 
of the likely impact and probability or likelihood of each risk occurring is proposed here under.  
The following risks have been assessed. 
a) Managing a complex SMP with multiple players: This risk will be addressed through a strong M&E 

framework, strengthening capacity of coordinating institution to convene and bring into action different 
players, and through the various coordination and supervision mechanisms. 

b) Inadequate institutional capacity to fulfill institutional mandates and obligations e.g., enforcing the law 
and monitoring compliance to policies, standards and regulations. This will be addressed through the 
institutional capacity strengthening initiatives proposed in the SMP. 

c) Sustainability of the KIFSCA-SMP: the SMP is a long-term undertaking whose financing may not easily 
be predicted now.  

d) Managing people’s expectations: the SMP assumes compensation for lost assets has been provided 
in accordance with agreed instruments setting forth livelihood restoration and improvement options. 
Failure to honor these commitments may create conflicts and hostility from affected people. This risk will 
be mitigated through ensuring timely and adequate compensation and speedy implementation of 
livelihoods support activities. 

e) Political support: the current political support cannot be guaranteed over the long term, especially after 
the elapse of the Indemnity agreement. This comes along with the requirement to accommodate future 
changes in policy regarding land, forests, wetlands and water uses. This is proposed to be addressed by 
planning for periods longer than the Indemnity agreement and by considering the SMP as a framework 
for guiding all developments that would have bearing on Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation 
Area. 

f) Road Access improvements: could potentially attract increased access into KIFSCA and therefore 
increase human pressure on the resources within the KIFSCA. 
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7.2 CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE KIF SCA 
 
7.2.1 Anticipated Challenges in the management of the KIF SCA  
 

• There is a likelihood of experiencing funding shortfalls for the implementation of the SMP. For 
example, approximately 50% of the out of the projected budget of US $ 9,795,500 was realized 
in form of project grant for the implementation of the 2010-2019 SMP.    

• Law enforcement: maintaining the KIF SCA boundary may be faced by inadequate enforcement 
and and poor compliance with regulations.   

• Land and boundary conflicts: there is already a dispute from the affected communities on the 
critieria for determination of the 100 m buffer zone that is being resolved by Government. 

• Land tenure: there are registered land titles within the protected zone of the river bank and 
resultant land uses not complying with the Environmental Regulations. The resolution of these 
issues will require multi-sectoral efforts, stakeholder engagement and legal support from the 
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs.  

• Institutional Framework for the management of cultural values and assets has overlapping 
mandates between the Ministry responsible for Antiquities (MTWA) and Ministry responsible for 
Culture (MGLSD). These overlaps have tended to undermine policy guidance on the protection 
and utilization cultural assets and values within the Kalagala and Itanda Offset area.  

 
7.2.2 Opportunies in the Management of the KIF SCA  

• Interest and involvement of the Private Sector in the prepration and implementation of the SMP will 
provide opportunities for private-public partnership in conservation initiatives such as contracting 
private firms for boundary survey and demarcation, supply and tree planting activities and setting up 
eco-tourism facitlities in the KIF SCA. 

• Community involvement. During stakeholder ngagements, communities expressed interest in 
supporting the Government in KIF SCA restoration activities. For example, involvement of 
communities up to village level during boundary opening and demarcation will minimize boundary 
conflicts and foster sustainability of the conservation initiatives.  

• Increased government support for environmental and natural resources conservation in Uganda is 
an opportunity for increased funding to the KIF SCA conservation 

• A Certificate of Financial Implications was issued by the Minstry of Finance, Planning and Economic 
Development on January 2019 in which government committed to finance the implementation of the 
SMP. 

• The exisiting Multi-Sectoral planning arranagements show that there are future stronger partnerships 
in the implementation of the SMP.  
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 ANNEX 2: TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF KIFSCA SMP 
 

UNDERTAKING TO REVISE KALAGALA AND ITANDA OFFSET AREA SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT 
PLAN 
 
1.0 Background 

 
In 2007 Government of Uganda (GoU) entered into an Indemnity Agreement with International Development 
Association (IDA) in connection with loan guarantees provided by IDA to support the financing of the 
construction of the 250 MW Bujagali Hydropower Project. This agreement required the Government to, 
among other undertakings, protect the natural habitat, environmental and spiritual values of the Kalagala 
Falls Site (as defined therein) (KFS). The KFS then encompassed about 10.7 km of free-flowing Nile River, 
along with nearby land areas including the entire Kalagala Falls Central Forest Reserve (CFR) and Nile Bank 
CFR. The area was selected as a conservation offset, to compensate for the flooding of another free-flowing 
segment of the Nile by the now operational Bujagali Project.  
 
Due to the development of Isimba Hydro Power Project (HPP) the Indemnity Agreement was amended in 
January 2019 to adjust and expand the KFS to encompass 15 kms of the free flowing river (EKFS). The KFS 
is now defined in the Indemnity Agreement as the area designated as "KALAGALA AND ITANDA FALLS 
CONSERVATION AREA" in the map attached to the January 2019 amendment and “encompassing the 
stretch of Nile River approximately 15 kilometers along the Nile River that begins upstream at 2.5 kilometers 
below the Bujagali Dam wall and ends downstream at the tail end of the Isimba Dam reservoir (Maximum 
Pool Level of 1,055 meters above sea level), thereby including (a) the entire Nile River aquatic area within 
these limits; (b) all river islands within these limits; (c) all land within 100 meters of both the left and right river 
banks from the annual maximum high-water line; and (d) the entire area of the Namavundu, Kalagala Falls 
and Nile Bank Central Forest Reserves except any portions inundated by the reservoir of the Isimba Dam”. 
Additionally, the amended Indemnity Agreement includes the related obligations of the Republic of Uganda 
described in The Foreword to this management plan. 
 
 
The revision of Kalagala Offset Area Sustainable Management Plan 2010-2019, specifically covers the main 
environmental and social economic impacts and corresponding mitigation measures due to the Isimba Hydro 
power Project on the KOA and extend beyond the impacts of the Isimba project to include:  

a. Water catchment following the hydrology directly feeding into the Nile system within or near Kalagala 
and Itanda Falls area; 

b. Natural assets and ecosystems whose ecological, social and economic functions impact on the 
integrity of Kalagala and Itanda Falls area or get impacted on by existence of Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls (Forests, River bank, Islands and Wetlands); 

c. Natural and modified production systems extending 100m either side of the Nile river (consisting of 
adjacent land and infrastructure); 

d. Cultural assets whose values are associated with Kalagala and Itanda Falls area. 
 
The undertaking to be financed by GoU (through MEMD) takes into consideration: 

a. The modified Kalagala and Itanda Falls boundaries and the changes in conservation status in 
accordance with the National Forestry and Tree Planting Act, 2003 and the National Environment 
Act and its subsequent amendments; 
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b. Incorporate development of Isimba Hydropower Plant; and  
c. Emerging socio-economic and infrastructure development issues. 

 
2.0 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this undertaking are to: - 

a. Update the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area Sustainable Management Plan 
(KIFSCA-SMP) to incorporate issues in the amended Indemnity Agreement between the Republic of 
Uganda and International Development Association (IDA) under the Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation Area. 

b. Provide mechanisms for sustainable conservation of threatened ecotourism and cultural heritage 
assets within the Kalagala Offset Sustainable Management Plan (KIFSCA-SMP), extended Kalagala 
Offset Site, including islands stretching from Kalagala and Itanda Falls towards Bujagali Hydropower 
Plant and the Central Forest Reserves within KIFSCA-SMP Area; 

c. Provide mechanisms for sustainable implementation of bio-diversity offsets within the Kalagala and 
Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area (KIFSCA); 

d. Develop indicators and verifiers for Sustainable Forest Management within the Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls Special Conservation Area. 

e. Provide for adequate monitoring of the aquatic biodiversity taking into consideration the endemic fish 
species. 
 

3.0 SCOPE OF WORK FOR THE REVISION OF KALAGALA - ITANDA OFFSET SMP  
The revision of the KIFSCA-SMP would entail the following tasks: - 

a. Study the legal provision for the establishment of Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area and provide a firm 
basis for engagement between Government and the IDA/world Bank on ensuring compliance with 
the Indemnity Agreement; 

b. Determine Social Economic and Environmental values of the forestry resources in CFRs within the 
KIFSCA and establishment mechanisms for sustainable biodiversity offsets within the KIFSCA in line 
with the existing guidelines on the establishment of Offsets; 

c. Design a fish monitoring plan for the area taking into consideration the recommendations in the study 
report: Habitat Characteristics and Haplochromine fish diversity of the upper Victoria Nile: Towards 
the development of the biodiversity friendly hydropower Projects, 2017; 

d. To the extent appropriate, incorporate elements of the existing “Kalagala Offset Sustainable 
Management Plan (2010-2019)” and the existing Central Forest Reserves under Mabira 
Management Plan Area and update issues for inclusion in the expanded Kalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation Area; 

e. Focus specifically on the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area, with the 
understanding that the Mabira ecosystem Management Plan Area will continue to receive 
supplemental funding through the KIFSCA MP but will have its own management plan under the 
National Forestry Authority (NFA);  

f. Specify management prescriptions for implementation under the working circles and management 
objectives according to the various Management Zones for the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation Area, including the conservation of aquatic biodiversity and natural habitats (consistent 
with the Amended Indemnity Agreement); 

g. In consultation with the Lead Agencies describe the Institutional responsibilities for sustainable 
funding in line with the current management proposals for management of the Kalagala and Itanda 
Falls Special Conservation Area CFRs as areas of special conservation status; 
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h. Describe adaptive mitigation measures for Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area 
protection, management, and monitoring to be carried out in order to achieve the management 
objectives, including, but not limited to, fishery monitoring to improve the available information on 
fish species of conservation concern, fishing regulation and fish habitat management; 

i. Specify measures that would be taken to provide appropriate time-bound compensation (including 
through livelihood restoration measures) to people using natural resources prior to the effectiveness 
of such management plan and whose livelihoods could be adversely affected by the Kalagala and 
Itanda Falls Special Conservation Area-related management activities, based on eligibility criteria in 
line with the existing legislation in the country and the Association;  

j. Outline the annual cash flow plan and projection to carry out the planned management activities and 
defined sources of funding. 

k. Review the existing Kalagala offset Sustainable Management Plan and update issues for inclusion 
in the expanded Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation AreaKalagala and Itanda Falls 
Special Conservation AreaKalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation AreaSustainable 
Management Plan. In liaison with National Forestry Authority (NFA) and in line with sc.28 of the 
NFTPA 2003, Technical and consultative planning teams shall be constituted prior to stakeholder 
consultations in order to obtain critical aspects and comply with the planning process in line with 
guidelines for development of Forest Management Plans; 

l. Present the draft revised Sustainable Management Plan (SMP) for the Kalagala and Itanda Offset 
Area to all stakeholders, including but not limited to the bodies responsible for the implementation of 
Kalagala, Nile Bank and Namavundu forest reserve plans and Kalagala and Itanda Ecotourism Plan, 
Local Government administrations of Mukono, Buikwe, Kayunga and Jinja, civil society, business 
community, the Bujagali HPP and Isimba HPP, UEDCL, UETCL, MEMD, MWE, Multilateral Donors, 
and community members of the adjoining sub-counties; 

m. Incorporate the views of the stakeholders in the final draft of the Sustainable Management Plan 
(SMP) for the Kalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation AreaKalagala and Itanda Falls Special 
Conservation AreaKalagala and Itanda Falls Special Conservation Areaand integrate it with the 
Mabira Management Plan Area, Nile Bank and Namavundu Forests Management Plan and Kalagala 
Ecotourism Investment Plan before approval by NFA Board of Directors and subsequent signing by 
the Minister responsible for Forestry. 

n. Develop performance monitoring indicators for the proposed management activities such as: - 
i. restoration and protection of fragile ecological zones along the River Nile banks and 

associated wetlands;  
ii. preservation of threatened cultural heritage sites or assets and spiritual values within the 

extended site to include islands stretching from Kalagala falls and Itanda falls; 
iii. promotion of high ecotourism value-potential within the Kalagala Falls Central Forest 

Reserve, including the threatened rare white water falls and white water rafting; and 
iv. Developing and strengthening stakeholder partnerships for sustainable financing options; 

and their impacts. 
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 ANNEX 3: RECORD OF STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATIONS 
REPORT ON THE CONSULTATIONS  

 
 

ON THE 
 
  

REVISION OF THE KALAGALA AND ITANDA SUSTAINABLE 
MANAGEMENT PLAN  
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1.0 KAYUNGA DISTRICT 

Introduction 

The Meeting was attended by the technical Committee of the district including sub county leadership of the 
different sub counties within Kayunga district. In attendance were the RDC, the CAO and the Chairperson 
LC V and other technical officers of the district. At the district level courtesy calls were made to each of the 
key offices. 

We were calmly welcomed by the people of the kayunga and the team comprising of members from Ministry 
of energy, Ministry of water and environment, National forestry association, National Environmental 
Management Authority visited the chairperson’s office (Mr. Musisi Charles). Mr. Leo Twinomugisha 
supplemented by mentioning how the Kayunga district staff were present when NFA visited the area  with 
the Directors and now him and his team are following up on the public notice to make sure the key issues 
are put in the plan. He added that the spirit in which the activities under the extended Kalagala Offset Area 
are being done is to preserve the ecosystem of the river banks and the forests that are included under the 
Kalagala and Itanda extended Offset area.  

Mr. Musisi Charles questioned the absence of NEMA and indicated the conflict of proposed the activities with 
Wild Water Lodge at Kalagala Falls. He went ahead to say that him and Kayunga district at large are 
supporting the proposed extension of the Kalagala Falls site. 

The team proceeded to the RDC’s office where Leo talked in detail about kalagala CFR and the RDC gave 
the team assurance of her support on the project. 

The team was then lead to the Council hall where an official meeting with district technical staff began. The 
meeting was chaired by the CAO and it was attended by RDC, DISO, CAO, DEO, DPC of Kayunga district 
plus other staff members and a team from Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development, Ministry of Water 
and Environment, National Forestry Authority and National Environmental Management Authority who joined.   

Presentations from the MDAs 

Julius stated that  the project was to clarify boundaries of the extended Kalagala and Itanda Offset Area, 
supporting of community tree growing and higher quality trees, conservation of the area, supporting livelihood 
e.g. firewood without necessarily affecting the forest reserve. He shared lesson learnt during the 
implementation of the current Kalagala Sustainable Management Plan, impact of Isimba hydro power plant 
on the Kalagala Offset Area and the subsequent amendment of the Indemnity Agreement.  

Leo from NFA made a presentation to the stakeholders on the process of declaring Kalagala and Itanda 
Offset Area as a Central Forest Reserve and development of a statutory Instrument which requires 
stakeholder consultations. He explained that there is one river, two dams, three CFR’s and four districts and 
the need for both the law and the process. The law requires consultation of the stakeholders and that is why 
a public notice was issued on 8th December 2017. The law requires consultation of the people after 90 days. 
He said that the goal is the interconnectivity of the dams, forest reserves, river and islands and added that 
we as Uganda have two of the most beautiful things i.e. itanda and kalagala falls which cannot be found 
anywhere hence the need to preserve them.  He said that the law of 1968 declared the reserves but the 
public notice in the papers requires an amendment to include river banks as central forest reserves for better 
conservation. Leo said that the vision is to have a peaceful country that is ecologically stable and has a good 
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economy, and the focus is the land use between the interconnections. Lastly he said they are looking at long 
term financing strategy so as to sustain management and development of these resources.  

Madam Aguti Caroline took over the session and in her presentation, mentioned the offset zone was originally 
10km but 5.7km was affected by the development of Isimba hydropower dam. The impact led the World Bank 
to recommend extension of the offset zone upwards towards Bujagali. She said the focus is on the water as 
stated in the brief and the CFR was to include the water (river banks). She added that beyond being a CFR, 
it will be considered as a special conservation area.  She indicated a number of requirements of an area as 
a central Forest reserve to include an EIA to focus on the CFR, hence project brief to focus on the CFR.  Also 
there will be a process to verify if anyone has land titles, sensitization, and verify who is doing cultivation 
along the river banks as a sources of livelihood. The focus should be in the 100m zone and the livelihood 
gotten by the people in the buffer zone and coming up with a livelihood plan. The other focus to protect the 
ecosystem, conserve the river banks to protect the river and this should be done in conjunction with the 
community. This means some activities will not be able to be done in the area declare a CFR or be done in 
a regulated manner.  The eco-tourism to be done must be sustainable in CFR and the activities on the island 
shall also be regulated and the comprehensive stakeholder consultations will be carried.  

Reactions to the presentations by the officials  

i. The locals especially those who have lived there since time memorial and have somewhat grown knowing 
it’s their land and needed to know if there source of livelihood is going to be taken.  

ii. They were disappointed in NFA with regards to the degradation around Wild Waters, across the river 
where a large portion of the forest has been cleared and NFA hasn’t taken action. 

iii. They appreciate the idea of restoring but they need to know the plans NFA has and the resettlement plan 
for the communities affected.  

iv. They also requested that planning should be comprehensive integrating the community activities into the 
plans of the areas to enable them benefit. 

v. The communities were requesting NFA to consider person with ownership rights on the 100 metres in 
line with what UNRA does on the road reserve during the declaration of the 100 metre zone as a central 
forest reserve.  

vi. They believe if bee keeping is integrated into the area, it will be of help with biodiversity. 
vii. The issue of bad fishing practices carried out by some fishermen was addressed, where they take sand 

in the water through polythene bags to help float the fishing nets. This can cause flooding on the long 
run. 

viii. Lastly they suggested growing of high value trees like cinnamon tree which can be a source of livelihood. 

Responses to the questions raised by the communities 

• Mr. Julius clearly stated that eco-system friendly activities are okay but cultivation etc. that degrade are 
not and locals will be sensitized. He appreciated the concern and said they would be noted for inclusion. 
Lastly, he corrected the land titles statement saying that CFR titles are called statutory land instruments 
and they hold land at higher safety unlike private titles which can be transferred from one person to 
another. 

• Madam Carol mentioned that a livelihood restoration plan will be done and whatever has been 
suggested will be assessed for implementation. The approved Government rates per district will used 
and a need for current rates in all the districts affected. 
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REPORT FROM KANGULUMIRA SUB-COUNTY IN BUGANDA REGION ON SUB COUNTY LEVEL 
CONSULTATIONS IN REGARDS TO UPDATING OF THE KALAGALA CENTRAL FOREST RESERVE 

VENUE:  

KANGULUMIRA SUB-COUNTY HEADQUARTERS 

 

DATE AND TIME:  

TUESDAY 26th June 2018. 09.00AM – 12.00 PM 

 

AGENDA: 

1. Opening Prayer    
2.  Self-Introductions 
3. Remarks from the LC3 
4. Remarks from the NFA  

5. Remarks from MEMD  

6. Questions and answers 

7. Discussions in groups 
8. Way forward 
9. Closing remarks      
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 MINUTES ACTION 

 MINUTE 1: OPENING PRAYER   

 The opening prayer was led by one of the Sub county religious leaders.  

 MINUTE 2: SELF INRTODUCTIONS  

 All the attendees to the meeting introduced themselves.  

 MINUTE 3: OPENING REMARKS FROM THE LC3.  

 

 

 

 

 

He Welcomed MEMD, NFA and community members to the meeting. 

He assured the attendees that all PAPs and groups that have legitimate claims will be sorted out. 

 He stated that the meeting was to address concerns of 100m zone of the R. NILE. 

He assured MEMD, NFA of the support from the sub county. 

He then invited the NFA officer for the presentation. 

 

 MINUTE 4: OPENING REMARKS FROM THE NFA REPRESENTATIVE.  

 Regional manager NFA Mr. Benjamin Kamukama, summarized presentation by highlighting intentions 
of NFA in the 100m zone and illustrated to the people on a map the 100m zone and 15km stretch 
outlining the difference to clear the rumors of growing trees 15km from the river bank to the land.  

He explained on why extending Kalagala central forest to Namavundu, Itanda as the ways of protecting 
the R.Nile and fulfilling the conditions in agreement between world bank and the government of Uganda 
and sustainable management. 

He mentioned on how and when this consultation process started from District level then sub county 
to village level. 

 

5.0 MINUTE 5 : REMARKS FROM MEMD  
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 MINUTES ACTION 

  Ministry of energy and mineral development representative Maganda Shaban (sociologist) presented 
on the indemnity agreement between World bank and the government of Uganda,  

The public notice that was released in the newspapers in December 2017, 

The relevance of updating the offset zone and declaring it a CFR and area of special conservation.  

He also stated that the team wanted to know who owned land at the river banks, what activities were 
carried out and requested the people to make groups according to the village, write and present basing 
on a questionnaire that was provided. 

Rap and livelihood studies will be carried out to identify communities within the area and document 
those due for compensation. 

Both environmental and social studies to be considered to determine the socio environmental and 
cultural aspects of the area. 

 

 EXPECTATIONS AND ACTIVITIES  

1 

 

 

 

 

• Access roads to River 

• Employment opportunities 

• Compensations both monetary and physical. 

• Technical institutions. 

• Access to the medical herbs 

• Farming projects 

• Rearing of cows 

• Poultry keeping 

• Fish cages /farming 

• Trainings on fish farming and other hand work activities. 

ACTIVITIES 

• Farming 
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 MINUTES ACTION 

• Fishing 

• Sand mining 

• Farming 

• Tourism 

• Relaxation 

• Herb collection 

• Grazing of animals 

• Tree planting 

• Cultural and spiritual sites 

• Homes 

• Hotels 

 Impacts both positive and negative after declaration of forest reserves   

 

 

 

• Employment opportunities 

• Security  

• Better livelihood 

• Protection of environment 

• Fire wood 

• Rain fall i.e. formation of rain fall 

• Loss of land 

• Poverty 

• Wild animals 

• sparsely population 

• thieves in forest 

• denial of access to the river 

• Loss of taxes from investors. 

 

 MINUTE 8 : : DISCUSSION/REACTIONS  
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 MINUTES ACTION 

 

 

 

 

 

Are people going to be compensated? Yes, in terms of livelihood and what is on ground like 
graves, housing, crops among others apart from Land. 

Which rates are being considered in compensation? We get rates from districts. 

What is NEMA, NFA? Government agencies in protection and conserving environment under 
ministry of water and environment. 

When is this exercise starting of valuation and compensations? After approval from parliament, 

Why are planting trees? It is in agreement with world Bank and to protect river Nile as 
international river. 

Why did you construct Isimba Dam? Uganda needed power for development and attracting more 
investors in country. 

 

 CLOSING REMARKS FROM LC3  

 The Chairman thanked MEMD, NFA, Councilors and chairpersons for attending the meeting. He 
requested that a copy of the proceedings of the meeting should be sent to him so that he can make a 
follow up the updates. 

Finally, he thanked all members and declared the meeting closed 
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PICTORIAL 

 

Figure 1: Discussions on going 

 

Figure 2: Ministry of Energy Presenting 
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Figure 3: NFA presenting at Kagulumira subcounty 
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COMMUNITY MEETING AT KIRINDI VILLAGE ON THE REVSIONS OF KALAGALA SUSTAIANBLE 
MANAGEMENT PLAN AND DECLARATION OF THE AREA AS CENTRAL FOREST RESERVE 

 

The team from Ministry of energy and minerals development and National Forestry Authority herein MEMD 
and NFA met with the village members of Kirindi village at the village level consultations following the sub-
county and district level consultations that had earlier been carried out.  The meeting was held at the former 
kayaking site at the river bank next hairy lemon islands and attended by the LC1 chairman and vice chairman 
lc1 plus village members. The village of kirindi lies in the 2.5m zone that will be affected by the Isimba dam 
reservoir and MEMD team has been working with the members for the past years to secure the area and 
help those that will be affected. 

The lc1 gave welcome remarks and mentioned that he had attended the sub-county meeting at kangulumira 
and that he has clear knowledge of the 100m zone.  He also requested for a brief meeting since the same 
venue was to be used by another group later in the day. 

A prayer was given by a volunteer and introductions began. The meeting attendance summary is shown 
below. 

VILLAGE TOTAL NO. FEMALES MALES 

KIRINDI 42 13 29 
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There after Mr. Ojja Micheal, a sector manager for NFA made a presentation on the purpose of the meeting, 
the role of NFA in the project and why it was taking over that zone from NEMA. He also said that the 100m 
forest will join with kalagala forest that is already in existence till kikuba mutwe sides.  He asked the village 
community to give alternative livelihood sources or projects that the government can help them with plus 
there will be a plan for the affected people. He further said that activities that don’t harm, affect or deplete the 
forest will be still allowed for example walk paths , firewood for home use, water for domestic use , fishing 
regulated by fisheries among other but activities like sand mining and stone quarrying will not be allowed 
anymore.  

Mr. Maganda Shaban, a sociologist from Ministry of energy also made a presentation stating that the river 
will expand once the reservoir is open and this flood some areas. He re-echoed the fact that compensations 
were done for the area to be affected by reservoir flooding and that 97% were paid and only three people 
were left. He added that the meeting was to get the concerns of the community and get to know how they 
can be helped. The following questions were asked to the communities and the answers are indicated below:  

What Activities are carried out within the 100m Zone of the river bank? 

1. Farming of crops e.g. pineapples, maize, matooke etc. 
2. Sand mining 
3. Fishing 
4. Animal grazing  
5. Stone quarrying 
6. Herbalists have been getting herbs from different trees e.g.  

a) Muvule  
b) Mukungu 
c) Mugavu 
d) Omorula (spatodia) 
e) Omusansa 
f) Omugunya 
g) omuyonza 

7. Transport e.g. MBADHI AND COMPANY which deals in transportation along the river. 
8. Clay for construction. 

  

WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF LIVELIHOOD OR SUGESTIONS? 

1. Government should put ferry on the river for transport 
2. It should also set up stores and markets for their  farming products  
3. Jobs from the projects being done 
4. Starting capital to begin business elsewhere 
5. Government should give options of projects 
6. Electricity should be extended and made cheaper so that they can do jobs using it e.g welding.  

There were a few complaints as listed below.  
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1. Government hasn’t helped the village members yet it promised and they are losing hope 
2. There is fear for rise in number of thieves since so many people don’t have jobs anymore 
3. Electricity is too expensive and hence have to look for alternative sources of energy to work hence 

charcoal burning etc.  
4. One member said there were no new things to be sais as MEMD had already gone there during 

reservoir clearance consultations and the same questions were asked 
5. There is a traditional healer by names of Mukyala Nakakuya who says she still has spirits in the air 

in that area and is  not going anywhere 

The following questions were asked.  

1. Is the 100m from now or after reservoir flooding 
2. Is there 100m in the 2.5m before dam? 
3. Shall we be given jobs to plant trees 

 

The following are the responses to the complaints and questions.  

1. A representative from NFA said that all the ideas will be reflected in the report and government only 
has good plans for the people. He added that there is project CFM (collaborative forest management) 
where the communities are involved in the planting and management of forests. 
He said that there is an option where interested people can be given tree seedlings to plant in their 
own land, compounds etc.  Also that the reason why farming is discouraged at river banks is because 
when it rains the soil is washed into the river and gradually reduces the river level. 

2. A representative from MEMD responded to the complaints saying that there is project carried on by 
REA (rural electrification agents) and that through writing by the village members through LC1, sub-
count chiefs to district level that can bring electricity to the village .He added that the reason for the 
government constructing more dams is to reduce electricity tariffs a bit 
He also talked about the compensation process and how it’s a slow but sure process. He further 
added that there should be no charcoal burning at sites which are being cleared for reservoir flooding 
as sited in two spots, and also the women should be allowed to collect firewood. 

Lastly he added that NEMA will go in compensation process to get 100m after reservoir flooding as 
it is international laws to have 100m zone for protection of rivers, 200m for lakes and 50m for streams. 
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MEETING WITH VILLAGE LEADERS OF KALAGALA, MUTUKULA, AND KASAMBYA 

The team from Ministry of energy and minerals development and National Forestry Authority herein MEMD 
and NFA met with the village members of Mutukula, Kasambya, Kalagala villages at the village level 
consultations following the sub-county and district level consultations that had earlier been carried out.  The 
meeting was held at kalagala falls cultural site and attended by LC1’s from the three villages.  

A representative from NFA chaired the meeting and welcomed members. He then asked someone to 
volunteer and lead a prayer. After the prayer introductions were held. There after Mr. Kamukama Benjamin, 
a Range manager or NFA made a presentation on the purpose of the meeting, the role of NFA in the project 
and why it was taking over that zone from NEMA. He also said that the 100m forest will join with kalagala 
forest that is already in existence. He explained the mandate of NFA over the 100m once it is turned into a 
central forest reserve and how it will be managed.  He asked the village community to give alternative 
livelihood sources or projects that the government can help them with plus there will be a plan for the affected 
people. He further said that activities that don’t harm, affect or deplete the forest will be still allowed for 
example walk paths , firewood for home use, water for domestic use , fishing regulated by fisheries among 
other but activities like sand mining and stone quarrying will not be allowed anymore.  

Mr. Maganda Shaban, a sociologist from Ministry of energy also made a presentation stating that the river 
will expand once the reservoir is open and this flood some areas. And the other areas will have a forest in 
the 100m zone as by law but the government wants to help the people by doing a livelihood restoration plan 
where the people that have been getting their livelihood from the 100m zone will be given alternative sources 
of livelihood or compesated for what they have been getting . He then explained the compensation process 
and opened the floor for discussion to get to know the views of the community members, the current activities 
done and possible alternatives. 

WHAT ARE THE CURRENT ACTIVITIES DONE AT THE RIVER BANKS? 

1. Farming e.g. maize and cassava 
2. Homesteads  
3. Graveyards 
4. Fishing 
5. Water for domestic use 
6. Firewood 
7. Cultural sites e.g.  kalagala falls cultural site 
8. Herbs for medicine  

 

WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF LIVELIHOOD? 

1. Compensation in terms of money 
2. Pumps for water in the villages 
3. Eco-tourism should be permitted 
4. Request for formal agreement to do CFM with NFA  

 

The following issues were then mentioned by the village members. 

1. They asked if they would be compesated  
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2. Why did they measure from the cliff yet they said they would measure from the river?  
3. Why did they use guns and also some people were not called during the measuring?  
4. They said there has been a complaint to NEMA from way back about the criteria used for measuring 

as there was a miss-interpretation of the law. They were supposed to measure from highest water 
mark but they measured from the cliff yet most of the areas around have really high cliffs and the 
highest water level is way below, so peoples land was taken. 

5. They asked if they could be given 2 acres to construct a school because a white man had promised 
them if they got where to put it.  

6. They asked if they be given boreholes and also for electricity lines to be extended  
7. They complained that NEMA should have sensitized the people well before measuring  
8. They also asked projects the government has in mind for them 
9. They asked if they would be allowed to collect water  
10. They said they dint trust NFA as they have sold forests. 

The following were the responses. 

A representative from NFA said that the complaint were noted and that those that believe NEMA measured 
wrongly should do a formal writing so that the area is re-measured appropriately to 100m no more , no less.  
He added that the CFM is very possible and that 1200 people were to be given license to plat trees with effect 
from august in a total area of about 40,000 acres. He also said that there is no need for a license if it’s planting 
trees for home use and collecting water would be allowed. He highlighted on the issue of using guns saying 
some people are hostile when caught doing wrong. 

A representative from MEMD used the map supplied to them to show the villages affected and also illustrated 
where the measuring is supposed to start from i.e. from the highest water mark or the flooding plain of the 
river. He also talked in-depth about the compensation process for those that have been deriving their 
livelihood for the river banks. 
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PICTORIAL 
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REPORT FROM VILLAGE LEVEL CONSULTATIONS WITH REGARDS TO UPDATING OF THE 
KALAGALA CENTRAL FOREST RESERVE 

MEETING WITH VILLAGE LEADERS OF KIGAYAZA AND KITAMBUZA 

The team from Ministry of energy and minerals development and National Forestry Authority herein MEMD 
and NFA met with the village members of Kigayaza and Kitambuza villages at the village level consultations 
following the sub-county and district level consultations that had earlier been carried out.  The meeting was 
held at kalagala falls cultural site and attended by LC1’s from the three villages.  

A representative from NFA chaired the meeting and welcomed members. He then asked someone to 
volunteer and lead a prayer. After the prayer introductions were held. There after Mr. Kamukama Benjamin, 
a Range manager or NFA made a presentation on the purpose of the meeting, the role of NFA in the project 
and why it was taking over that zone from NEMA. He also said that the 100m forest will join with kalagala 
forest that is already in existence. He explained the mandate of NFA over the 100m once it is turned into a 
central forest reserve and how it will be managed.  He asked the village community to give alternative 
livelihood sources or projects that the government can help them with plus there will be a plan for the affected 
people. He further said that activities that don’t harm, affect or deplete the forest will be still allowed for 
example walk paths , firewood for home use, water for domestic use , fishing regulated by fisheries among 
other but activities like sand mining and stone quarrying will not be allowed anymore.  

Mr. Maganda Shaban, a sociologist from Ministry of energy also made a presentation stating that the river 
will expand once the reservoir is open and this flood some areas. And the other areas will have a forest in 
the 100m zone as by law but the government wants to help the people by doing a livelihood restoration plan 
where the people that have been getting their livelihood from the 100m zone will be given alternative sources 
of livelihood or compesated for what they have been getting . He then explained the compensation process 
and opened the floor for discussion to get to know the views of the community members, the current activities 
done and possible alternatives. Lastly he added that a report about PAP’s (people affected by project) was 
to be made.  

WHAT ARE THE CURRENT ACTIVITIES DONE AT THE RIVER BANKS? 

9. Farming e.g. maize , soya, pineapples 
10. Homesteads  
11. Graveyards 
12. Fishing 
13. Water for domestic use 
14. Firewood 
15. Cultural sites e.g.  kalagala falls cultural site 
16. Source for animal feeds.  
17. Education  
18. Herbs for medicine  
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WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF LIVELIHOOD? 

5. Compensation in terms of money 
6. Diary and piggery farming  
7. Milling machine  
8. Poultry farming 
9. Physical resettlement  
10. Eco-tourism should be permitted 
11. Request for formal agreement to do CFM with NFA  

 

The following issues were then mentioned by the village members. 

1. They asked what would happen to those who were born on the land that falls in 100m zone  
2. They mentioned the issue of the possibility of  not being paid even after their property is evaluated  
3. Since there are many dams, they said they should be the first to get electricity yet the village still has 

none. 
4. They asked how compensation would be done , whether the government officials would talk to the 

people or use guns  
5. They asked how far the CDAP was 
6. They asked if they could plant trees themselves in the areas 

 

The following were the responses. 

A representative from NFA said that the CFM is very possible and that 1200 people were to be given license 
to plant trees with effect from august in a total area of about 40,000 acres. He also said that there is no need 
for a license if it’s planting trees for home use and collecting water would be allowed. He highlighted on the 
issue of using guns saying some people are hostile when caught doing wrong. 

A representative from MEMD clearly stated that compensation for the activities that were previously carried 
out in the 100m zone was going to be done hence there is no need for worry. Those that were born there will 
also be compesated so that they can get somewhere else .he then deeply explained the compensation 
process. Lastly he said that the new dams being constructed are to make power tariffs cheaper. 
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2.0 BUIKWE DISTRICT 

 
Consultations at Buikwe district headquarters 

MEETING WITH DISTRICT LEADERS OF BUIKWE  

The meeting was attended by LCV chairperson, Deputy Mayor, DISO, District planner of Buikwe district 
among others plus a team from Ministry of energy, Ministry of water and Environment, National Forestry 
Authority and National Environmental Management Authority.   

Mr. Mafumbo Julius, a Commissioner from Ministry of Water and Environment clearly pointed out the purpose 
of the meeting which was to ask for permission to consult the district members about updating the kalagala 
CFR. He mentioned that the consultations will help get the interest of the people, get the issues and see how 
they can be addressed in the management plan. He also shed light on the indemnity agreement between the 
World Bank and Government of Uganda in 2007. He  stated that  part of the ideas of the project was to clarify 
boundaries where people should stop, supporting of community tree growing and higher quality trees, 
conservation of the area, supporting livelihood e.g. firewood without necessarily affecting the forest reserve. 
He then then mentioned the parties involved as stated above. He went ahead to say some issues arose 
during the implementation of the Kalagala offset zone for example hydropower dam construction. Isimba 
hydro power plant came up and the government decided to set another plan to ensure impacts of isimba 
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don’t affect the area and people, hence reason for the team being there to consult and see how best they 
can mitigate the impacts.   

Madam Caroline Aguti from Ministry of energy mentioned the offset zone was originally 10km but 5.7km was 
affected with the development of isimba hydropower dam with 2.9 km towards    bujagali. It was at this point 
that the World Bank recommended extension of the offset zone upwards towards bujagali in January. She 
said the focus is on the water as stated in the brief and the CFR was to include the water (river banks). She 
added that beyond being a CFR, it will be considered as a special area for conservation and the national tree 
planting act is to be valid for the area after being passed in the parliament.  Her other point was the need for 
an EIA to focus on the CFR, hence project brief to focus on the CFR since an EIA for the whole area (isimba) 
exists.     Also there will be a process to verify if anyone has land titles, sensitization, and verify who is doing 
cultivation etc. (sources of livelihood). The focus should be in the 100m zone and the livelihood gotten by the 
people in the livelihood zone and coming up with a livelihood plan. The other focus to protect the ecosystem, 
conserve the river banks to protect the river and this should be done in conjunction with the community. This 
means some activities will not be able to be done in the area declare a CFR or done in a regulated manner.  
The eco-tourism t be done must be sustainable in CFR and issues shall be sorted in the settlement plan.  
The activities on the island shall also be regulate and the comprehensive stake holders will be involved in 
every plan.  

A representative from NEMA indicated NEMA’s role in the project.  

Leo from National Forestry Authority then made a presentation on stakeholders clearly stating that there is 
one river, two dams, three CFR’s and many districts. He said that there was need for both the law and the 
process. The law requires consultation of the stakeholders and that is why a public notice was issued on 8th 
December 2017. The law requires consultation of the people after 90 days. He said that the goal is the 
interconnectivity of the dams, reserves, river and islands and added that we as Uganda have two of the most 
beautiful things i.e. Itanda and Kalagala falls which cannot be found anywhere hence the need to preserve 
them.  He said that the law of 1968 declared the reserves but the public notice in the papers required and 
amendment to include river banks. Mr. Leo said that the vision is to have a peaceful country that is 
ecologically stable and has a good economy, and the focus is what the land use between these 
interconnections is.  He urged the members present to teach their children the importance or forests and 
nature early enough so that they grow up with the love for environment and how these forests are a source 
of medicine to the communities around them and saves lot of hospital bills. He further appreciated Section 
15 under the Forestry act where the law about collaborating forestry management is. Collaborating forest 
management includes three things i.e. Respect, Responsibility, Returns. W   He lastly he said they are looking 
at long term financing strategy so as to sustain management and development of these resources. 

A representative from the Environmental Protection unit of NFA briefly talked about their projects that they 
have been carrying out in different areas e.g. Kafumbe.   

The responses to the presentations from the officials’ are as stated below; 

i. They are concerned because some of the people have been using some spots in this zone for worship and 
attach high spiritual values to them.  

ii. They suggested that eco-tourism be encouraged and that the locals are taught about the several options 
from which they can earn without destroying the environment. 
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iii. They suggest that the organizations involved introduce   and teach the locals new methods of technology 
to use for their activities for example the new technologies for brick burning that don’t require firewood ( 
Makiga Machines) 

iv. They suggested that the ministry 0f energy at ministry level should put a ban on making and selling of 
charcoal. 

v. They also suggested that the government of Uganda should put subsidies on rural electrification to 
encourage people to use electricity for cooking etc. in homes which in turn reduces on the cutting down of 
trees. 

vi. They pointed out that fishermen use paints of milk and fill them with sand and use them to float the fishing 
nets.  

vii. They were is support and gave the teams a go ahead to consult the people in their district 
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Participants at Buikwe district level consultations 
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Chairman LCV Buikwe making a presentation 
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WAKISI SUB-COUNTY HEADQUARTERS 

 

 

DATE AND TIME  

 

 

TUESDAY 26th June 2018. 01.00PM – 5.00 PM 

 

AGENDA: 

10. Opening Prayer    
11.  Self-Introductions 
12. Remarks from the LC3 
13. Remarks from the NFA  

14. Remarks from MEMD  

15. Questions and answers 

16. Discussions in groups 
17. Way forward 
18. Closing remarks      
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 MINUTES ACTION 

 MINUTE 1: OPENING PRAYER   

 The opening prayer was led by one of the Sub county religious leaders.  

 MINUTE 2: SELF INRTODUCTIONS  

 All the attendees to the meeting introduced themselves.  

 MINUTE 3: OPENING REMARKS FROM THE LC3.  

 

 

 

 

 

He welcomed MEMD, NFA and community members to the meeting. 

He assured the attendees that all PAPs and groups that have legitimate claims will be sorted out. 

 He stated that the meeting was to address concerns of 100m zone of the R. NILE. 

He assured MEMD and NFA of the support from the sub county. 

He then invited the NFA Officer to make a presentation. 

 

 MINUTE 4: OPENING REMARKS FROM THE NFA REPRESENTATIVE.  

 Regional manager NFA Mr. Benjamin Kamukama, summarized presentation by highlighting intentions 
of NFA in the 100m zone and illustrated to the people on a map the 100m zone and 15km stretch 
outlining the difference to clear the rumors of growing trees 15km from the river bank to the land.  

He explained on why extending Kalagala central forest to Namavundu, Itanda as the ways of 
protecting the R. Nile and fulfilling the conditions in agreement between world bank and the 
government of Uganda and sustainable management. He mentioned on how and when this 
consultation process started from District level then sub county to village level. 

 

5.0 MINUTE 5 : REMARKS FROM MEMD  
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 MINUTES ACTION 

  The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development representative Maganda Shaban (Sociologist) 
presented on the Indemnity Agreement between World bank and the Government of Uganda, the 
public notice that was released in the newspapers in December 2017, and the relevance of updating 
the Sustainable Management Plan for the Offset Area due to the need to declare the area as CFR 
and area of special conservation.  

 

He also stated that the team wanted to know who owned land at the river banks, what activities were 
carried out and requested the people to make groups according to their respective villages, discuss 
and present ideas basing on a questionnaire that was provided. 

 

Rap and livelihood studies will be carried out to identify communities within the area and document 
those eligible for compensation and indicated that the environmental and social studies to be 
considered will determine the socio environmental and cultural aspects of the area. 

 

 EXPECTATIONS AND ACTIVITIES  

1 

 

 

 

 

• Access roads to River 

• Employment opportunities 

• Compensations both monetary and physical. 

• Technical institutions. 

• Access to the medical herbs 

• Farming projects 

• Rearing of cows 

• Poultry keeping 

• Fish cages /farming 

• Trainings on fish farming and other hand work activities. 

ACTIVITIES 
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 MINUTES ACTION 

• Farming 

• Fishing 

• Sand mining 

• Tourism 

• Relaxation 

• Herb collection 

• Grazing of animals 

• Tree planting 

• Cultural and spiritual sites 

• Homes 

• Hotels 

 Impacts both positive and negative after declaration of forest reserves   

 

 

 

• Employment opportunities 

• Security  

• Better livelihood 

• Protection of environment 

• Fire wood 

• Rain fall i.e. formation of rain fall 

• Loss of land 

• Poverty 

• Wild animals 

• sparsely population 

• thieves in forest 

• denial of access to the river 

• Loss of taxes from investors. 

 

 MINUTE 8 : DISCUSSION/REACTIONS  
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 MINUTES ACTION 

 

 

 

 

 

Are people going to be compensated? Yes, in terms of livelihood and what is on ground like 
graves, housing, and crops among others apart from Land. 

Which rates are being considered in compensation? We get rates from districts. 

What is NEMA, NFA? Government agencies in protection and conserving environment under 
Ministry of Water and Environment. 

When is this exercise starting of valuation and compensations? After approval from parliament, 

Why are planting trees? It is in agreement with world Bank and to protect river Nile as 
international river. 

Why did you construct Isimba Dam? Uganda needed power for development and attracting more 
investors in the country. 

 

 CLOSING REMARKS FROM LC3  

 The Chairman thanked MEMD, NFA, Councilors and chairpersons for attending the meeting. He 
requested that a copy of the proceedings of the meeting should be sent to him so that he can make a 
follow up the updates. 

Finally, he thanked all members and declared the meeting closed 
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PICTORIOL 

 

Figure 1: Group work 

 

Figure 10: Group presentations 
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Figure 11: Wakisi Sub-County listening to the Presentation 

JINJA DISTRICT LEVEL CONSULTATIONS  

The Natural Resource manager for Jinja district declared the meeting open and introductions were held.  

The meeting was attended by the LCV Jinja, DISO, DCAO, DWRD, SFO, and District surveyor among others 
plus a team from Ministry of energy, Ministry of water and Environment, National Forestry Authority and 
National Environmental Management Authority.   

Mr. Julius, a Commissioner from Ministry of Water and Environment clearly pointed out the purpose of the 
meeting which was to ask for permission to consult the district members about updating the kalagala CFR. 
He mentioned that the consultations will help get the interest of the people, get the issues and see how they 
can be addressed in the management plan. He also shed light on the Indemnity Agreement between the 
World Bank and Government of Uganda in 2007. He  stated that  part of the ideas of the project was to clarify 
boundaries where people should stop, supporting of community tree growing and higher quality trees, 
conservation of the area, supporting livelihood e.g. firewood without necessarily affecting the forest reserve. 
He then then mentioned the parties involved as stated above. He went ahead to say some issues arose 
during the implementation of the Kalagala offset zone for example hydropower dam construction. Isimba 
hydro power plant came up and the government decided to set another plan to ensure impacts of isimba 
don’t affect the area and people, hence reason for the team being there to consult and see how best they 
can mitigate the impacts.   

Madam  Caroline  Aguti from Ministry of energy  mentioned the offset zone was originally 10km but 5.7km 
was affected with the development of isimba hydropower dam with 2.9 km towards    bujagali.It was at this 
point that the world bank recommended extension of the offset zone upwards towards bujagali in January . 
She said the focus is on the water as stated in the brief and the CFR was to include the water (river banks). 
She added that beyond being a CFR, it will be considered as a special area for conservation and the national 
tree planting act is to be valid for the area after being passed in the parliament.  Her other point was the need 
for an EIA to focus on the CFR, hence project brief to focus on the CFR since an EIA for the whole area 
(isimba) exists. Also there will be a process to verify if anyone has land titles, sensitization, and verify who is 
doing cultivation etc. (sources of livelihood). The focus should be in the 100m zone and the livelihood gotten 
by the people in the livelihood zone and coming up with a livelihood plan. The other focus to protect the 
ecosystem, conserve the river banks to protect the river and this should be done in conjunction with the 
community. This means some activities will not be able to be done in the area declare a CFR or done in a 
regulated manner.  The eco-tourism t be done must be sustainable in CFR and issues shall be sorted in the 
settlement plan. The activities on the island shall also be regulated and the comprehensive stakeholders’ 
consultations will be involved in every plan.  

Mr. Leo from National Forestry Authority then made a presentation on stakeholders clearly stating that there 
is one river, two dams, three CFR’s and many districts. He said that there was need for both the law and the 
process. The law requires consultation of the stakeholders and that is why a public notice was issued on 8th 
December 2017. The law requires consultation of the people after 90 days. He said that the goal is the 
interconnectivity of the dams, reserves, river and islands and added that we as Uganda have two of the most 
beautiful things i.e. itanda and kalagala falls which cannot be found anywhere hence the ned to preserve 
them.  He said that the law of 1968 declared the reserves but the public notice in the papers required and 
amendment to include river banks. Mr. Leo said that the vision is to have a peaceful country that is 
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ecologically stable and has a good economy, and the focus is what the land use between these 
interconnections is. Lastly he said they are looking at long term financing strategy so as to sustain 
management and development of these resources.  

The responses to the presentations from the officials’ are as stated below: 

i. The MP of Butagaya said that the people of Butagaya know that NEMA took 100m and NFA is coming 
to take another 100m. He suggested that people are taught and sensitized about the fact that NFA will 
be growing trees in the same 100m that NEMA allocated and also that the people are allowed to grow 
trees in their area without shifting. 

ii. The people of Jinja  said they find NEMA laws friendly compared to NFA which are not basing on Section 
32 of tree planting act 

iii.  They asked for clarification on land owners that owned land before 1995 and automatically became 
owners as stated in the constitution. 

iv. There were also rumors saying the extension s 15km downwards 
v. They commented on the language used e.g. “extend” as it was not easy for the locals in the villages to 

understand and people were getting the wrong idea and suggested that the forest language used should 
be simplified for the locals to understand. 

vi. The District environmental practitioner said people perceived the demarcation of 100m in different ways 
and that the districts have not realized any funding  

vii. The district LC5 and DPC talked about the demonstration by people that was due to lack of information 
and wrong information being spread by some people.  

viii. The district leadership indicated they were in support of the initiative and gave the teams a go ahead to 
consult the communities that affected.  
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REPORT FROM SUB-COUNTY LEVEL CONSULTATIONS AT BUTAGAYA SUB-COUNTY  

 

 

 

The team from Ministry of energy, Ministry of water and Environment, National Forestry Authority and 
National Environmental Management Authority met with the community members of Butagaya Sub County 
at the sub county level consultations following the district level consultations that had earlier been carried 
out.  Mr. Julius, Madam Caroline Aguti and Mr. Leo twinomuhangi gave short presentations about the project, 
the purpose of consultations, and the importance of declaring the kalagala offset zone as a CFR and area of 
special conservation.  They cleared the rumors about NFA taking another 100m on top of what Nema had 
declared. It was also mentioned that NFA has 506 CFR’s. The sub county of Butagaya has several parishes 
i.e.  . 

1. Nawampanda 
2. Nakakubwe 
3. Kibibi 
4. Namizi 
5. Ivunamab 

And villages are as follows.  
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1) Busowooko B 
2) Busowooko Central 
3) Busowooko Bweigamye 
4) Nabukosi A 
5) Itanda Central  
6) Bubogo-Bulondo 
7) Bubugo-Bugobi  

We established that o work together with the communities affected we needed a goal, an objective and the 
benefits of the project. The members present were then divided into three groups, one group to dicuss and 
present the goal, second group to discuss and present the objective and the third to discuss and present the 
benefits.  The results of the discussions and presentations are as follows.  

GROUP ONE (THE GOAL) 

They broke down the goal to the activity, the target resources and the actors or those responsible as tabulated 
below. 

ACTIVITY TARGET RESOURCES ACTORS  

1. Fishing River 1) Fishermen 
2) Fisher folks 

2. Farming  Land 1) Adjacent communities  
2) Nursery bed attendants 
3) Charcoal burners 
4) Business people 
5) Aqua culture 
6) Sugar cane growing 
7) Sand mining 
8) Horti culture 
9) Stone collection 
10) Wood volt owners 
11) Cultural leaders  
12) Herbalists 
13) Animal husbandry 

3. Tourism River and waterfall 1) Falls ,rivers , tourists 
2) Drama actor, food sellers, tax collectors 
3) Community , schools 
4) Media, TV, radio 

4. Boat landing River 1) Transport , business 
2) Farmers , revenue 
3) Fisher folks , consumers of fish 

5. Collection of 
household 
resources  

River 1) Swimming , angling 
2) Firewood collection 
3) Water collection 

6. Worship Stones, river, trees 1) Patients 
2) Cultural leaders 
3) Tourists 
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7. Business people Tourists 1) Hotel and catering  
2) Fish sellers 

8. Pottery Clay soils and water 1) Potters  
2) Tourist 

 

GROUP TWO 

The second group discussed the posiible threats, conflict issues, causes and possible solutions. 

 WHAT ARE THE THREATS 
 Opening fresh boundaries without involving the community 
 Blocking community access and usage 
 Loss of investment 
 Levying of taxes to people 
 Loss of cultural sites and burial sites 
 Tribal/ clan wars 

 

 CONFLICT 
i. People may rebel against the project 
ii. Fight for the boundaries 
iii. Apparent unfairness in placement in the mark stones 
iv. Ignorance of law etc. 

 

 ISSUES 
i. Propaganda by politicians 
ii. Inadequate communication 

 

 CAUSES 
i. Lack of involving the community 
ii. Regulation 
iii. Ignorance 
iv. Policy 

 

 CONFLICT CAUSES 
i. Infringement of property /rights 
ii. The benefits from are 
iii. Topography 
iv. Lack of information 
v. Misinformation 
vi. Politics  

 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THREATS 
i. Maximum involvement of the people 
ii. Collaborative management of the project 
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iii. Compensation and resettlement 
iv. Transparency /integrity in accessing compensation 

 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO CONFLICTS 
i. Sensitization of the people  
ii. Involving the community and local leadership 
iii. Community policing 
iv. Stopping propaganda 
v. Making people accountable 

 

WHAT ARE THE IMPACTS ON THE ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES? 

ADVANTAGES 

i. Better fishing with regulation 
ii. Income from eco-tourism 
iii. Boost in small businesses 

DISADVANTEGES  

i. Loss of local business 

 

GROUP 3 

BENEFITS 

1. Fish 
2. Sand  
3. Crops 
4. Grazing land 
5. Firewood 
6. Shrines 
7. Nursery beds 
8. Bee hives 
9. Eating houses 
10. Swimming 

 

ABUNDANCE 

1. Fish is got in abundance 
2. Sand is in plenty 
3. Crops are in plenty 
4. Firewood is in plenty 
5. The grazing land is small 

RECOMMENDATION  
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1. Continue tree planting along river banks 
2. Via sand there should be sensitization of the community on how to use the resource effectively 
3. People should be allowed to continue to grow their  crops 
4. Government should allow people to grow pasture in the 100mto graze their animals 
5. We should continue to plant more trees so that we can get more firewood 
6. Shrines should be maintained due to their values in the community i.e. tourism and healing of people, 

blessing. 
7. Nursery beds are increasing so there should be a reserved place for them 
8. Beekeeping is increasing so there is need for support 
9. More eating places have been opened  up so we recommend training of people in food hygiene as 

it promotes cultural foods of Busoga 
10. Swimming has increased as an economic activity, so more safe swimming costumes are requires 

and training skills.  

SPIRIT VALUES 

1. Healing of the people 
2. Blessings of the people 
3. Tourism 
4. Stabilizing the river flow 
5. Rescue the drowned to be drawn up 
6. Counseling the distressed  
7. Prayers and baptism 

CULTURAL VALUES 

1. Identity of Busoga 
2. Traditional dances  
3. Traditional food e.g. millet, sim-sim 
4. Herbs 

NAMES OF THE SPIRIT 

1. Mandwa busowooko on the bank of river Nile 
2. Mandwa kiira in busowooko 
3. Mandwa itanda in itanda buwala 
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Figure1: Subcounty leadership of Butagaya voting in support of the activity and consent to sign the 
attendance register 
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MEETING WITH VILLAGE LEADERS OF BUSOWOKO B, BUSOWOKO CENTRAL AND BUSOWOKO 
BWEIGAMYE 

The team from Ministry of energy and National Forestry Authority met with the village members of Busowko 
villages at the village level consultations following the sub-county and district level consultations that had 
earlier been carried out.  The meeting was held at Wairizi’s place and attended by the LC3, LC1’s of 
Busowoko B, Busowoko Central and Busowoko Bweigamye plus several members from the three villages.     

Mr. Stuart Maniraguha, range manager for NFA gave a presentation on clearly outlining the intentions of NFA 
in the 100m zone and illustrated to the people on a map the 100m zone and 15km stretch outlining the 
difference to clear the rumors of growing trees 15km from the river bank to the land.  Madam Carol Aguti 
from Ministry of energy then  presentation on the indemnity agreement between World bank and the 
government of Uganda, the relevance of updating the offset zone and declaring it a CFR and area of special 
conservation. She also stated that the team wanted to know who owned land at the river banks, what activities 
were carried out and requested the people to make groups according to the village, write and present basing 
on a questionnaire that was provided. 

Before going into the group, they asked the following questions. 

• One person has land and a permit and he is doing construction and he wanted to know what happens 
when they go beyond 100m. 

• Silag asked if the government will take another 100m when flooding occurs.  
• Dodo asked if they only allow banyankole and whites on the river banks 
• Bamuyidwa said the water is below the cliff, so will they measure from water level or cliff.  
• He also asked if the government has any arrangement that people will not be affected because when 

trees are grown, wild animals will go there and can attack nearby communities. 
• They asked how cultural sites will be treated  
• They asked to be assisted with boreholes or piped water since the river has been a source of water  
• They had concerns that in Butagaya, the landscape is not uniform and there is a large distance 

between the cliff and the water and plenty of flat land in the middle, so where will the measurements 
begin from   

• They asked if there would be compensation for those that have been carrying out activities in the 
area. 

 

The team members responded to the questions and clarified that there would be resettlement action plan 
and livelihood restoration plan. They also re-illustrated where the measurements for the 100 m zone 
would begin from.  Groups were formed and the results from the presentation are as follows;  
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LEFT IS MADAM AGUTI MAKING HER PRESENTATION. RIGHT IS ONE OF THE GROUPS IN THE 
DISCUSSIONS. 

BUSOWOKO B 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE. 

1. Reduced space for cultivation 
2. No more sand mining  
3. Cultural sites will be affected  ( 2 sites, kiira and busowooko)  
4. Landing sites will be no more 
5. Grave yards will be affected 
6. Other activities like bee keeping, nursery tree beds will be affected 

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU 

If given chance:- 

1. Develop eco-tourism sites 
2. plant fruit trees and trees for poles , firewood and timber 
3. Fishing and landing sites 
4. Put up hotels 
5. Allow construction of churches and play grounds 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 

1. Sand mining (  2 sites i.e. amuza mitango and nuwa isabirye) 
2. Fishing (tilapia, mud fish, Nile perch, silver fish etc. ) 
3. Landing sites( 4)  
4. Water transport ( wanyonyi grace, amuza, bogere, kawuja Esau ) 
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5. Hotels ( 2 groups i.e. tugemere ghalala ( naisanga f) and twekwmbe ( namuwaya Fatima)  
6. Cultivation, farming , grazing 
7. Irrigation of food crops 
8. Collection of shells ( chicken feeds) 
9. Extraction of hard core  

ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

Yes there are conflicts and these are  

1. Theft of boats , fishing nets plus hooks 
2. Theft of hotel equipment and others  
3. Land grabbing by neighbours 

                                         

                                                               BUSOWOKO CENTRAL  

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE? 

1. Employment loss 
2. Hand craft material loss 
3. Loss of  area for video coverage 
4. Some homes will be lost 
5. Grave yards and cultural sites will be destroyed 
6.  Threat of wild animals because there will be a forest. 

 

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU? 

1. New type of irrigation  
2. Expect water sources to be constructed 
3. Firewood for home use from the forest 
4. Leisure  

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA? 

1. Fishing ( yellow fish, tilapia, salmon, mud fish ) 
2. Cattle grazing  
3. Farming 
4. Sand extracts 
5. Water transport 
6. Swimming 
7. Agricultural feeds 
8. Education site 
9. Mosque/church 
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10. Cultural churches 
11. Landing sites (jami, mugweri, gabuha, yeseri) 

 

ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

Ever since people got to know about the 100m zone they started encroaching on other people’s land and 
food. So they need to be compensated. 

 Also grave yards are to be transferred very far so the people should be compensated.   

For cultural sites, the ghosts might run and attack people so the cultural leaders need to be talked to properly. 

People should be compensated in time, not less than one year. 

Fishing sites need to be compensated enough money because it has been a major source of income  

Alternative livelihood methods should be taught.  

 

  CULTURAL AND SPIRITUAL LEADERS 

There are six cultural places and one church. The church is called Victory Family church which has been in 
existence for 11 years and has 175 followers. 

The cultural spirits include; 

1. Kiira  whose shrine is in Busowoko central 
2. Kiwanuka owned by john 
3. Walumbe owned by Namusisi 
4. Kintu 
5. Lubaabo owned by ayuba 
6. Musoke 
7. Musisi owned by jajja Namukisa 

 

WHAT ARE THE PREVIOUS BENEFITS  

1. Those who get blessings bring thanksgiving  
2. Walks through the river 
3. Worship 
4. Source of income  
5.  
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IMPACTS 

1. Trees to get herbs will be lost 
2. Some sites are at trees, so there will be no more places of worship. 
3. Benefits will be lost 

WHAT IS THE WAY FORWARD? 

There is no translocation of shrines hence the cultural leaders will have to get into an agreement with the 
project implementers.   

                                                BUSOWOKO BWEIGAMYE  

 PROBLEMS TO BE FACED BY LOCALS  PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

There are locals with land  They should be compensated 

Transportation means on the water will be lost They should be compensated  

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY MEETING AT NABUKOSI VILLAGE  
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The team from Ministry of energy and National Forestry Authority met with the village members of Nabukosi 
villages at the village level consultations following the sub-county and district level consultations that had 
earlier been carried out.  The meeting was held at Wairizi’s place and attended by the LC1’s of Nabukosi 
Bugaiso B, Nabukosi bugaiso A, Nabukosi central, plus several members from the three villages.     

Mr. Stuart Maniraguha, range manager for NFA gave a presentation on clearly outlining the intentions of NFA 
in the 100m zone and illustrated to the people on a map the 100m zone and 15km stretch outlining the 
difference to clear the rumors of growing trees 15km from the river bank to the land.  Madam Carol Aguti 
from Ministry of energy then  presentation on the indemnity agreement between World bank and the 
government of Uganda, the public notice that was released in the newspapers in December 2017, the 
relevance of updating the offset zone and declaring it a CFR and area of special conservation. She also 
stated that the team wanted to know who owned land at the river banks, what activities were carried out and 
requested the people to make groups according to the village, write and present basing on a questionnaire 
that was provided. 

Before going into the groups, the following issues were mentioned: 
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1. The locals wanted to know if they could stay in the area, plant trees and also grow food. 
2. They questioned the naming the updated zone and clearly stated that they wanted it to be called 

itanda instead of kalagala. 
3. They were concerned about how they were live when they have nowhere to grow food for home use 

etc. 
4. The cultural leaders were concerned about the several cultural sites around the river bank  

The team replied to the questions by clearly stating that there would be resettlement action plan and a 
livelihood restoration plan where compensation would come in. NFA said that there has to be orderly working 
in the 100m and where possible the community member will be involved in growing of the trees. Lastly the 
point of naming was noted and the community was informed the team would be using both names (Kalagala 
and Itanda)  

 

NABUKOSI BUGAISO B 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

1. Homes will be lost 
2. Our farms will be lost 
3. Our late relatives graveyards will be affected  
4. Wild animals will affect the communities around once there is a forest 
5. No more sand mining 
6. Animals will have no more feeding grounds 
7. We shall not be able to fish  

 

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU 

1. The chance to plant trees as our own 
2. Jobs  
3. We hope to get boreholes 
4. We hope the government buys seedlings from us 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 

1. Fishing 
2. Farming 
3. Churches and shrines 
4. Homesteads  
5. Water for home use  
6. Animal rearing 
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ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

Yes there is a conflict when it comes to the issue of not allowing farming and also people having to leave 
their homes. We suggest you pay us money to move elsewhere and shift the graves of our loved ones.  

 

NABUKOSI CENTRAL 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

1. Loss of jobs 
2. Loss of food to eats because that is where it was being grown  
3. Loss of jobs in fishing, sand mining etc.  

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU 

1. They hope to be able to plant trees  
2. They hope to be trained and given jobs that will arise from the project 

 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 

1. Homesteads 
2. Graveyards  
3. Stone quarrying 
4. Sand mining 
5. Farming (rice etc.) 
6. Praying sites 

 

ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

For purposes of planning, they request to be paid as compensation and to be paid fairly and in time. 

 

NABUKOSI BUGAISO A 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

1. loss of homes 
2. no more land for animal rearing 
3. fishermen will lose jobs 
4. stone quarrying and sand mining will be affected 
5. animals will affect communities  
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WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU 

1. Boreholes and spring wells  
2. Hope to get permission to collect sand  
3. Hope to get permission to continue fishing  

 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 

1. Firewood for home use 
2. Animal rearing  
3. Fishing ( Nakabale landing site) 
4. Sand mining and stone quarrying ( Nakabale bugaiso A)  
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MEETING WITH VILLAGE LEADERS OF BUWALA VILLAGE  

The team from Ministry of energy and National Forestry Authority met with the village members of Buwala 
villages at the village level consultations following the sub-county and district level consultations that had 
earlier been carried out.  The meeting was held at Buwala primary school and attended by the LC1’s of 
Buwala-itanda, Buwala A, Buwala B plus several members from the three villages.     

Mr. Stuart maniraguha, range manager for NFA gave a presentation on clearly outlining the intentions of NFA 
in the 100m zone and illustrated to the people on a map the 100m zone and 15km stretch outlining the 
difference to clear the rumors of growing trees 15 km from the river bank to the land. He also educated them 
on why NFA why taking over the 100m zone from NEMA and the activities they are going to do. 

Madam Caroline Aguti along with Mr. Maganda Shaban  from Ministry of energy then  presented  on the 
indemnity agreement between World bank and the government of Uganda, the public notice that was 
released in the newspapers in December 2017, the relevance of updating the offset zone and declaring it a 
CFR and area of special conservation. They also stated that the team wanted to know who owned land at 
the river banks, what activities were carried out and requested the people to make groups according to the 
village, write and present basing on a questionnaire that was provided. Lastly they educated the locals on 
the compensation process. 

Before going into the groups, the following issues were mentioned: 

1. The village members understood the 100m but there were rumors of village land being sold. 
2. They questioned why the team was being involved at this critical moment yet the public notice was 

released in 2017. 
3. The asked if another 100m was going to be gotten from the boarders of Namavundu forest to the peoples 

land. 
4. They asked if the team wanted the 100m immediately or after some time  
5. They were concerned about their livelihood and worried about delayed compensation. 

The above issues were responded to by the team clearly stating that the Namavundu forest will not be 
extended any further, that NFA will work within the same 100m that NEMA had put boundaries on and that 
no one’s land will be taken. Maganda Shaban re-explained the process of compensation and told the 
members the purpose of the meeting was find out the current sources of livelihood at the river banks and 
determine any alternative sources so that the government can help them.           

The following are the presentations made from the group discussions per village. 

BUWALA-ITANDA 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

1. Homesteads will have nowhere to grow food  
2. Fishermen will lose business  
3. Sand miners will be affected. 
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4. Singers will be affected because they have been earning from this area and also making videos. 
5. Those that have been quarrying stones will be affected 

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU  

1. Compensation  
2. Creation of employment opportunities 
3. Promotion of culture 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 

1. Tourism  
2. Farming  
3. Fishing 
4. Mining of sand 
5. Sand 
6. Transportation  
7. Hunting  

ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

1. Itanda being called kalagala  
They requested the area be called itanda but not kalagala and the offices of itanda falls to be 
constructed in itanda not kalagala. They also requested to be informed of all meetings as village 
holders and for the team to often come to sensitize the people at site.  

                                      BUWALA A  

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

1) Lose jobs 
2) Stop earning from area and this means that paying fees for the pupils will be hard  
3) Food insecurity as these areas have been a source of food 
4) Fear that people are going to be stopped from sand mining  
5) Fishermen to lose their jobs 
6) Cattle keepers have been using the land to graze and also water for animals from river but are now 

going to be affected. 

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU  

1) Hope that government  will pay the affected  
2) Hope that NFA will give the village holders the role of planting the trees 
3) Employment of village members to look after the forest 

 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 
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1) Fishing  
2) Sand mining  
3) Farming  
4) Cattle rearing 
5) Entertainment (dancing groups etc.) 
6) Cultural groups and places of worship 

 

ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

1) Wild animals like monkey will breed in the forest and eat the crops of the surrounding communities 
2) People and domestic animals will not be allowed in the forest 
3) Government doesn’t pay in time e.g. compensating the affected people 
4) At times government pays wrong people and leaves those are in need to be paid  

Basing on the above conflicts the members f Buwala A suggested that government should pay in time 
and allow people around to graze their animals. They also suggested that NFA allows miners and 
fishermen to do their work.  

BUWALA B 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

1) Loss of business for those with hotels 
2) Loss of land for farming  
3) Loss of work for fishermen 
4) Loss of business for the miners of sand 
5) Loss of water for domestic use 
6) Los of work for those stone quarrying  

WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU  

1) Ask for help e.g. educating the children  
2) Chance for medical centers 
3) Boreholes as water source 
4) Better roads  

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA 

1) Leisure  
2) Farming  
3) Herbs and medicine  
4) Firewood 
5) Stone quarrying  
6) Businesses  
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ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES 

No conflict. 

CULTURAL LEADERS 

A renowned cultural leader known as Nalongo has been operating in Buwala for 17 years and has 6 huts for 
respective god’s i.e.  

1. Kintu 
2. Mayanja  
3. Moru  
4. Itanda,  etc. 

She also has trees like Musoke, Kiwanuka, and mukokofe. 

The cultural leaders said that they want to be left in their areas of operation and can’t do any alternative 
activity, otherwise if the spirits are disturbed, they may kill her. 

Lastly there are also people that do entertainment e.g. Nampwanda heart dances group. 
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BUDONDO SUBCOUNTY 
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BWASE VILLAGE STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIVE MEETING FOR THE KALAGALA AND ITANDA 
OFFSET SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 

Introduction 

A consultative meeting was held on 31/07/2018. It was attended by officials from Ministry of Energy and 
National Forestry Authority, the LCIII, C/Man finance, Secretary Finance, Vice chairperson Budondo 
subcounty and the local leaders and community members. 

Goal/purpose  

The general objective was to hold a consultative meeting with the community members about the Kalagala 
-Itanda Offset Sustainable Management Plan. 
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Specifically, the community engagement consultative meeting was to obtain community concerns/issues 
about Kalagala and Itanda Offset Sustainable Management Plan. 

  

Communication from LCI Chairperson 

This was made by Mr.  Tigasitwa Martin-the LC1 chairperson of Bwase village, Budondo Sub County, Jinja 
district. In his communication he; 

 Welcomed members for the meeting  
 Informed members that the meeting is a consultative meeting with people to be affected by 

Kalagala- Itanda Offset Sustainable Management plan 
 Targeted people for the meeting are people owning gardens within 100metre zone and 15Km 

radius along the river Nile, land owners within 100-meter zone, business owners within the meter 
zone, and any other kind of person carrying any activity along that River. 

  Asked participants to be calm, attentive and ask any questions of concern to them 

          Methodology used 

1. Discussion  
The consultative meeting used discussion method led by NFA and MEMD officials 

a) National Forestry Authority  

 Mr. Stuart maniraguha, range manager gave a presentation by clearly outlining the intentions of NFA 
in the 100m zone and 15KM radius by illustrating to the people using drawings of a map about the 
100M zone and 15km radius stretch on how it will be measured and utilized. 

     He farther informed the community that in order to conserve the environment, the government of         
Uganda has planned to demarcate Kalagala and Itanda as a Central Forest Reserve (CFR), when 
complete, whoever wants to carry out any activity with in the 100-meter zone MUST first obtain permit from 
the Government of Uganda. 
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National Forestry Authority Official illustrating the 100M zone and 15 Km radius   

b) Ministy of Energy and Mineral Development   

Ms. Rachael Kagoya-the Sociologist.  In her communication, she emphasized that; 

Categories to be compensated include those 

1)In possession of genuine land titles 

2)With any structure with in the 100M zone  

      3) With gardens (maize, sugarcane, mangoes, pineapples, oranges, commercial tress etc.) 

      4) Those carrying out economic activities with permits   will also be compensated for loss of business 
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Ministry of Energy Official giving highlight on compensation plan  

Major questions raised were; 

5. Should we keep on using the land or vacate it immediately? 
6. When will compensation begin? 
7. Is there any plan for resettlement? 
8. Those with trees species will they be compensated 
9. This land is a source of income and family survival. How shall such families survive? 
10. How does the 100M zone come? how did you measure it 
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11. You talked of owning land tittles, and land belonging to NEMA, did we obtain the land tittles from 
NEMA? 

12.  The community donot agree with the 100M zone. They emphasized that if not compensated for 
that land they will not vacate it. 

13. What plans do you have for those who own Islands along that river Nile? 
14. Why can’t you amend your plans and leave us with our land  
15. Can the government give us permission to conserve the CFRs as community as it wants to do it? 
16. Can we plant commercial tree species as you plant the indigenous type? 

The team replied to the questions by clearly stating that there would be a resettlement action plan and a 
livelihood restoration plan and informed that community that they should be on utilizing the land until further 
notice. 

The table below shows concerns raised by the community 

Area Concerns raised 

Land Ownership Communities have lived on this land ever since they were born, a number of years ago. 
To these families, this land is their all source of livelihood. They have never heard 
about NEMA. Where has NEMA and the government been? 

Compensation Consideration of those with land titles alone leaves majority land occupants out. 
Those to be affected do not have land titles but tough some might have land 
agreements 

Island Ownership-Some individual own islands on river Nile. How will these be 
compensated? 

Irregularities in the compensation process-community members were concerned 
that from experience of earlier project such as Bujagali Dam, some people are still 
claiming for their compensation. How can they be sure that they will be compensated? 
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Community representation on the compensation committee-Community members 
feel that their views will be represented well if one of the beneficiaries becomes a 
member of this team 

Land usage Community was concerned about when to stop using the land-timeline when the 
conservation of Kalagala and Itanda CFR take effect 

Physical 
resettlement 

The community was concerned about the presence or absence of physical 
resettlement 

Participation of 
current land 
occupants in 
conservation 

Size of the gazette land area-participants were concerned that more than 100M zone 
were gazzetted without involving community members. Communities expressed need 
to re-do the exercise 

Communities requested to be granted permission and be guided to preserve the 
Kalagala and Itanda CFR as the government wants it than the government doing it self 

Planting of indigenous tree species-community members concerns was about planting 
commercial trees as opposed to indigenous trees 

 

 Remarks from the LC III Chairperson 

 Welcome participants to the meeting 
 Apologized for coming late 
 Thanked the LC 1 chairperson for mobilizing all stakeholders 
 Called for team work between the community members and Government to conserve the expected 

100meter zone. 
 Called for respect of people concerns. 
 Emphasized community involvement and ownership. 
 Asked community members to ask all the questions they have 
 Thanked the team from MEMD and NFA for coming 
 Called upon participants to be as open as possible. The meeting was adjourned at 5:30pm 
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Some Citizens of Bwase villages during the consultative meeting on 31/07/2018 

One of the Citizens of Bwase villages expressing his opinion during the consultative meeting 
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In conclusion the following are some of the economic activities that will be affected; 

7. Fishing 
8. Farming 
9. Churches and shrines 
10. Homesteads  
11. Water for home use  
12. Animal rearing 
13. Sand mining  
14. Quarrying  

Although the activity was carried out successfully, community members expressed worries about losing 
their livelihoods. 

 

REPORT FROM VILLAGE LEVEL CONSULTATIONS WITH REGARDS TO UPDATING OF THE 
KALAGALA CENTRAL FOREST RESERVE 

 

MEETING WITH VILLAGE LEADERS OF BUYALA C, BUYALA A, NAMIZZI WEST, IVUNAMBA 
BUSUSWA AND BUKOSE VILLAGE  

OPENING PRAYER 

This was led by LC1 for Namizzi West village 

COMMUNICATION FROM LC3 

The LC3 welcomed officials from NFA, MEMD and advised the community members to listen to what is going 
to be communicated to them so as to be able to ask questions and get answers. He continued and said the 
official from NFA and MEMD has come to clear that has been around that their land is to be taken without 
compensating them (15km from the river) instead of 15km stretch along the river bank which is within the 
100m zone that belongs to NEMA. 

The team from Ministry of energy and National Forestry Authority met with the village members of Buyala A, 
Buyala c, Bukose, Namizzi West, Ivunamba and Bususwa villages at the village level consultations following 
the Sub-county and District level consultations that had earlier been carried out.  The venue for the meeting 
was held at Namizzi C.O.U and attended by the LC1’s of Buyala A, Buyala c, Ivunamba Bukose, Namizzi 
West and Bususwa, plus several members from the five villages.  
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COMMUNICATION FROM NFA AND MEMD    

Mr. Stuart maniraguha, range manager for NFA gave a presentation on clearly outlining the intentions of NFA 
in the 100m zone and illustrated to the people on a map the 100m zone and 15km stretch outlining the 
difference to clear the rumors of growing trees 15km from the river bank to the land. Mr. Wekesa Fredrick 
from Ministry of energy then  presentation on the indemnity agreement between World bank and the 
government of Uganda, the relevance of updating the offset zone and declaring it a CFR and area of 
conservation area. She also stated that the team wants to know who owns land at the river banks, what 
activities are being carried out and requested the people to make groups according to the village, write and 
present basing on a questionnaire that was provided. 

Before going into the groups, the following issues were mentioned: 

17. The locals wanted to know if they could stay in the area, plant trees, Transportation Sand mining, 
Fishing and also grow food. 

18. They were concerned about how they will be compensated and the timeline when compensation will 
begin. 

19. The cultural leaders were concerned about the several cultural sites around the river bank  
20. The community members were concerned on why NFA is interested in the area that belongs to 

NEMA 
21. The members also questioned about developing their area instead of only giving chance to the 

Buganda side. 

The team replied to the questions by clearly stating that there will be a Resettlement Action Plan and a 
livelihood restoration plan where compensation would come in. NFA said that there has to be orderly working 
in the 100m and where possible the community member will be involved in growing of the trees. NFA also 
communicated to the community members that there will be so many groups that will come around to speak 
to them about the same issue and called upon for their cooperation. 

 

NAMIZZI WEST, BUYALA A, BUSUSWA, BUKOSE, IVUNAMBA, BUYALA C. 

 

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO BE AFFECTED BY THE EXTENSION OF THE CFR IN THE 100M ZONE 

8. Loss of landing sites 
9. Land will be lost 
10. Our late relatives graveyards will be affected  
11. Wild animals will affect the communities around once there is a forest 
12. Loss of water sources especially for their domestic animals like cows 
13. There will be limitations on fishing and Sand mining activities  
14. Stone Quarrying will be affected 
15. Grazing of animals will be affected 
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WHAT OPPORTUINTY DOES THIS PRESENT TO YOU 

5. The chance to plant trees as our own 
6. Employment opportunities 
7. We hope to get boreholes/ better water sources 
8. Provision of Farming methods 
9. Provision of better Road networks 
10. Better education system/ schools 
11. Better fishing methods 

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN THE AREA. 

15. Fishing 
16. Farming 
17. Churches and shrines 
18. Homesteads  
19. Water for home use  
20. Animal rearing 
21. Sand Mining 
22. Stone Quarrying 

 

ARE THERE CONFLICT? IF YES WHICH ONES  

Yes 

Poor boundary allocations for land. 

Theft of fishing materials like boats.  

The above issues are addressed to the chairperson of the committee, local councils and also involve the land 
board when it comes to land issues. 

 

The photos below show presentations from different groups 
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To be inserted  at printing level  
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  ANNEX4: Fish species in KIFSCA 
 

Haplochromine fish species recorded in sites within or in close proximity with the KIFSCA along the 
UVN (NaFIRRI, 2016) 
 

Species IUCN red list status 
Mbipia mbipi Least Concern 
Mbipia sp.  
Neochromis greenwoodi Least Concern 
Neochromis sp. red pelvic  
Neochromis sp.  
Lithochromis xanthopteryx Vulnerable D2 
Lithochromis sp.  
Psammochromis sp.  
Astatotilapia nubile Not assessed 
Astatotilapia cf. brownae  
Astatotilapia sp  
Astatoreochromis alluaudi Least Concern 
Paralabidochromis flavus  
Paralabidochromis sp. Nile  
Paralabidochromis sp.  
Paralabidochromis sp. yellow multispot  
Paralabidochromis sp. red breast new  
Paralabidochromis sp. short snout 
scraper 

 

Haplochromis sp. purple yellow  
Haplochromis sp. flame back  
Haplochromis sp.  
Haplochromis sp. thick skin like  
Pundamilia pundamilia Least Concern 
Pundamilia igneopinis_Nile Not assessed  
Pundamilia cf.macrocephala Vulnerable D2 
Pundamilia sp. big blue  
Pundamilia sp. blue lip  
Pundamilia sp.  
Harpagochromis sp. guiarti complex NA 
Harpagochromi sp.  
Xystichromis sp. flameback  
Xystichromis phytophagus  
Ptyochromis sp  
Unidentified  
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Haplochromine fish species recorded in sites within or in close proximity with the KIFSCA along the 
UVN (Atkins, 2001) 
Species Buyala Busowoko Itanda Kirindi  
Astatoreochromis alluaudi     Least concern  
Astatotilapia nubile (Haplochromis nubilus)     Vulnerable   

Astatotilapia sp.      

*Lithochromis rubripinnis     Least concern  

*Lithochromis xanthopterix (H. xanthopteryx)     Vulnerable  

*Mbipia mbipi(H. mbipi)     Least concern  

Mbipia"redpelvics"      

Mbipia "yellowfin"      

*Neochromis gigas (H. gigas)     Vulnerable  

Neochromis greenwoodi (H.greewoodi)     Least concern 
Neochromis omnicaeruleus     Least concern  
Neochromis rufocaudalis     Least concern  
Neochromis simotes     Data deficient  
Neochromis"lemonbritti"      
Neochromis"redsimotes"      
Neochromis"yellowrufocaudalis"      
Paralabidochromis cyaneus      
Paralabidochromis flavus      
Paralabidochromis “rockkribensis”      
Prognathochromis guiarti      
Psammochromis riponianus (H.riponianus)     Least concern 
Ptyochromis sauvagei (H.sauvagei)     Vulnerable  
Ptyochromis xenognathus (H.xenognathus)     Least concern 
*Pundamilia azurea     Vulnerable  
*Pundamilia pundamilia     Least concern  
Pundamilia "yellow-multispot"      
Xystichromis bayoni (Haplochromis niloticus)     Data deficient  
Xystichromis nuchisquamulatus 
(H. nuchisquamulatus) 

    Data deficient  

Xystichromis phytophagus (H. phytophagus )     Data deficient  
Total no. of species 10 18 12 13  
 
Non_ haplochromine species recorded within or in close proximity of the KIFSCA (Atkins, 2001).  

Species Buyala Busowoko Itanda Kirindi 
Brycinus sadleri     
Barbus altianalis     

http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=38656
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=64921
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=64914
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=62205
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?genid=4345
http://researcharchive.calacademy.org/research/ichthyology/catalog/fishcatget.asp?spid=22090
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Bargrus docmac     
Gnathonemus longibarbis     
Lates niloticus     
Labeo victorianus     
Marcusenius graham     
Mormyrus kannume     
Oreochromis leucostictus     
Oreochromis niloticus     
Oreochromis variabilis     
Synodontis afrofischeri     
Synodontis victorianus     
Tilapia zillii     
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ANNEX 5 –CORE ELEMENTS FOR LIVELIHOOD RESTORATION PLAN AND RESETTLEMENT ACTION 
PLAN FOR PEOPLE DISPLACED BY THE ESTABLISHMENT FO THE KIFSCA 
 

Livelihood Restoration Plan 

I. Description of the participatory processes by which the following activities will be accomplished: 
 
(a) Project components will be prepared and implemented. The document should briefly describe the project 
and components or activities that may involve new or more stringent restrictions on natural resource use. It 
should also describe the process by which potentially displaced persons participate in project design and the 
final determination of restricted and prohibited existing activities set out in Section 3.3.5 of this SMP. 
 
(b) Criteria for eligibility of affected persons will be determined. The document should establish that 
potentially affected communities will be involved in identifying any adverse impacts, assessing of the 
significance of impacts, and establishing the criteria for eligibility for any mitigating or compensating 
measures necessary. 
 
(c) Measures to assist affected persons in their efforts to improve their livelihoods or restore them, in real 
terms, to pre-displacement levels, while maintaining the sustainability of the park or protected area will be 
identified. The document should describe methods and procedures by which communities and community 
members will identify and choose potential mitigating or compensating measures to be provided to those 
adversely affected, and procedures by which adversely affected community members will decide among the 
options available to them. 
 
(d) Potential conflicts or grievances within or between affected communities will be resolved. The document 
should describe the process for resolving disputes relating to resource use restrictions that may arise 
between or among affected communities, and grievances that may arise from members of communities who 
are dissatisfied with the eligibility criteria, community planning measures, or actual implementation.  
The development of a functional mechanisms for responding to grievances about the KIFSCA-SMP 
(Grievances Redress mechanism) that adequately provides suitable answers/options to growing complaints, 
concerns, and disputes. Priority measures for dealing with access to land and management of cultural 
spiritual assets  for participation of stakeholders and sustainability include: 

I. The development of an all-inclusive stakeholder engagement strategy and plan that raises 
awareness and promotes ownership of planned interventions 

II. Ensuring that within the conservation effort, Inclusive community /rural development programs are 
developed that address issues of gender, equity and participation 

III. Addressing local resource mobilization challenges for investing in the KIFSCA 
IV. Building key stakeholder capacity for conservation of the KIFSCA 
V. Establishing and instituting a functional, efficient & effective monitoring and evaluation system
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Additionally, the process framework should describe arrangements relating to the following 
 
(e) Administrative and legal procedures. The document should review agreements reached regarding the 
process approach with relevant administrative jurisdictions and line ministries (including clear delineation for 
administrative and financial responsibilities under the project). 
 
(f) Monitoring arrangements. The document should review arrangements for participatory monitoring of 
project activities as they relate to (beneficial and adverse) impacts on persons within the project impact 
area, and for monitoring the effectiveness of measures taken to improve (or at minimum restore) incomes 
and living standards. 
 

II. A detailed description of the proposed livelihood restoration measures identified following the above-
described process, the procedures to implement them, the budget and the monitoring arrangements to 
ensure that the livelihood restoration objective is met. 

Resettlement action plan 

• Description of the project. General description of the project and identification of the project area. 
 

• Potential impacts. Identification of 
i. the activities that give rise to resettlement (including economic displacement); 
i. the zone of impact of such activities; 
ii. the alternatives considered to avoid or minimize resettlement; and 
iii. the mechanisms established to minimize resettlement, to the extent possible, during project 

implementation. 
 

• Objectives. The main objectives of the resettlement program. 
 

• Socioeconomic studies. The findings of socioeconomic studies to be conducted in the early stages 
of project preparation and with the involvement of potentially economically or physically displaced 
people, including 

o the results of a census survey covering 
 
(i) current occupants of the affected area to establish a basis for the design of the 
resettlement program and to exclude subsequent inflows of people from eligibility for 
compensation and resettlement assistance; 
 
(ii) standard characteristics of displaced households, including a description of production 
systems, labor, and household organization; and baseline information on livelihoods 
(including, as relevant, production levels and income derived from both formal and informal 
economic activities) and standards of living (including health status) of the displaced 
population; 
 
(iii) the magnitude of the expected loss--total or partial--of assets, and the extent of 
displacement, physical or economic; 
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(iv) information on vulnerable groups or persons as provided for in OP 4.12, para. 8, for 
whom special provisions may have to be made; and 
 
(v) provisions to update information on the displaced people's livelihoods and standards of 
living at regular intervals so that the latest information is available at the time of their 
displacement. 

 
o Other studies describing the following 

 
(i) land tenure and transfer systems, including an inventory of common property natural 
resources from which people derive their livelihoods and sustenance, non-title-based 
usufruct systems (including fishing, grazing, or use of forest areas) governed by local 
recognized land allocation mechanisms, and any issues raised by different tenure systems 
in the project area; 
 
(ii) the patterns of social interaction in the affected communities, including social networks 
and social support systems, and how they will be affected by the project; 
 
(iii) public infrastructure and social services that will be affected; and 
 
(iv) social and cultural characteristics of displaced communities, including a description of 
formal and informal institutions (e.g., community organizations, ritual groups, 
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)) that may be relevant to the consultation strategy 
and to designing and implementing the resettlement activities. 

 
• Legal framework. The findings of an analysis of the legal framework, covering 

 
o the scope of the power of eminent domain and the nature of compensation associated with 

it, in terms of both the valuation methodology and the timing of payment; 
 

o the applicable legal and administrative procedures, including a description of the remedies 
available to displaced persons in the judicial process and the normal timeframe for such 
procedures, and any available alternative dispute resolution mechanisms that may be 
relevant to resettlement under the project 

 

o relevant law (including customary and traditional law) governing land tenure, valuation of 
assets and losses, compensation, and natural resource usage rights; customary personal 
law related to displacement; and environmental laws and social welfare legislation; 

 
o laws and regulations relating to the agencies responsible for implementing resettlement 

activities; 
 

o gaps, if any, between local laws covering eminent domain and resettlement and the Bank's 
resettlement policy, and the mechanisms to bridge such gaps; and 
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o any legal steps necessary to ensure the effective implementation of resettlement activities 
under th project, including, as appropriate, a process for recognizing claims to legal rights to 
land--including claims that derive from customary law and traditional usage (see OP 4.12, 
para.15 b). 

 
• Institutional Framework. The findings of an analysis of the institutional framework covering 

 
o the identification of agencies responsible for resettlement activities and NGOs that may have 

a role in project implementation; 
 

o an assessment of the institutional capacity of such agencies and NGOs; and 
 

o any steps that are proposed to enhance the institutional capacity of agencies and NGOs 
responsible for resettlement implementation. 

 
• Eligibility. Definition of displaced persons and criteria for determining their eligibility for compensation 

and other resettlement assistance, including relevant cut-off dates. 
 

• Valuation of and compensation for losses. The methodology to be used in valuing losses to 
determine their replacement cost; and a description of the proposed types and levels of 
compensation under local law and such supplementary measures as are necessary to achieve 
replacement cost for lost assets.22 

 
• Resettlement measures. A description of the packages of compensation and other resettlement 

measures that will assist each category of eligible displaced persons to achieve the objectives of the 
policy (see OP 4.12, para. 6). In addition to being technically and economically feasible, the 
resettlement packages should be compatible with the cultural preferences of the displaced persons, 
and prepared in consultation with them. 

 
• Site selection, site preparation, and relocation. Alternative relocation sites (if relevant) considered 

and explanation of those selected, covering 
 

i. institutional and technical arrangements for identifying and preparing relocation sites, 
whether rural or urban, for which a combination of productive potential, locational 
advantages, and other factors is at least comparable to the advantages of the old sites, with 
an estimate of the time needed to acquire and transfer land and ancillary resources; 

                                                 
22 With regard to land and structures, "replacement cost" is defined as follows: For agricultural land, it is the pre-project or pre-displacement, 
whichever is higher, market value of land of equal productive potential or use located in the vicinity of the affected land, plus the cost of 
preparing the land to levels similar to those of the affected land, plus the cost of any registration and transfer taxes. For land in urban areas, 
it is the pre-displacement market value of land of equal size and use, with similar or improved public infrastructure facilities and services and 
located in the vicinity of the affected land, plus the cost of any registration and transfer taxes. For houses and other structures, it is the 
market cost of the materials to build a replacement structure with an area and quality similar to or better than those of the affected structure, 
or to repair a partially affected structure, plus the cost of transporting building materials to the construction site, plus the cost of any labor 
and contractors' fees, plus the cost of any registration and transfer taxes. In determining the replacement cost, depreciation 
of the asset and the value of salvage materials are not taken into account, nor is the value of benefits to be derived from the 
project deducted from the valuation of an affected asset. Where domestic law does not meet the standard of compensation 
at full replacement cost, compensation under domestic law is supplemented by additional measures so as to meet the 
replacement cost standard. Such additional assistance is distinct from resettlement measures to be provided under other 
clauses in OP 4.12, para. 6. 
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ii. any measures necessary to prevent land speculation or influx of ineligible persons at the 

selected sites; 
 

iii. procedures for physical relocation under the project, including timetables for site preparation 
and transfer; and 

iv. legal arrangements for regularizing tenure and transferring titles to resettlers. 
 

 
 

• Housing, infrastructure, and social services. Plans to provide (or to finance resettlers' provision of) 
housing, infrastructure (e.g., water supply, feeder roads), and social services (e.g., schools, health 
services);  plans to ensure comparable services to host populations; any necessary site 
development, engineering, and architectural designs for these facilities. 

 
• Environmental protection and management. A description of the boundaries of the relocation area; 

and an assessment of the environmental impacts of the proposed resettlement and measures to 
mitigate and manage these impacts (coordinated as appropriate with the environmental assessment 
of the main investment requiring the resettlement). 

 
• Community participation. Involvement of resettlers and host communities, 

 
i. a description of the strategy for consultation with and participation of resettlers and hosts in the 

design and implementation of the resettlement activities; 
 

ii. a summary of the views expressed and how these views were taken into account in preparing the 
resettlement plan; 
 

iii. a review of the resettlement alternatives presented and the choices made by displaced persons 
regarding options available to them, including choices related to forms of compensation and 
resettlement assistance, to relocating as individuals families or as parts of preexisting communities 
or kinship groups, to sustaining existing patterns of group organization, and to retaining access to 
cultural property (e.g. places of worship, pilgrimage centers, cemeteries);5and 

 
iv. institutionalized arrangements by which displaced people can communicate their concerns to project 

authorities throughout planning and implementation, and measures to ensure that such vulnerable 
groups as indigenous people, ethnic minorities, the landless, and women are adequately 
represented. 
 

 
• Integration with host populations. Measures to mitigate the impact of resettlement on any host 

communities, including 
 

o consultations with host communities and local governments; 
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o arrangements for prompt tendering of any payment due the hosts for land or other assets 
provided to resettlers; 

 
o arrangements for addressing any conflict that may arise between resettlers and host 

communities; and 
 

o any measures necessary to augment services (e.g., education, water, health, and production 
services) in host communities to make them at least comparable to services available to 
resettlers. 

 
 

• Grievance procedures. Affordable and accessible procedures for third-party settlement of disputes 
arising from resettlement; such grievance mechanisms should take into account the availability of 
judicial recourse and community and traditional dispute settlement mechanisms. 

 
• Organizational responsibilities. The organizational framework for implementing resettlement, 

including identification of agencies responsible for delivery of resettlement measures and provision 
of services; arrangements to ensure appropriate coordination between agencies and jurisdictions 
involved in implementation; and any measures (including technical assistance) needed to strengthen 
the implementing agencies' capacity to  design and carry out resettlement activities; provisions for 
the transfer to local authorities or resettlers themselves of responsibility for managing facilities and 
services provided under the project and for transferring other such responsibilities from the 
resettlement implementing agencies, when appropriate. 

 
• Implementation schedule. An implementation schedule covering all resettlement activities from 

preparation through implementation, including target dates for the achievement of expected benefits 
to resettlers and hosts and terminating the various forms of assistance. The schedule should indicate 
how the resettlement activities are linked to the implementation of the overall project. 

 
• Costs and budget. Tables showing itemized cost estimates for all resettlement activities, including 

allowances for inflation, population growth, and other contingencies; timetables for expenditures; 
sources of funds; and arrangements for timely flow of funds, and funding for resettlement, if any, in 
areas outside the jurisdiction of the implementing agencies.6 

 
• Monitoring and evaluation. Arrangements for monitoring of resettlement activities by the 

implementing agency, supplemented by independent monitors as considered appropriate by the 
Bank, to ensure complete and objective information; performance monitoring indicators to measure 
inputs, outputs, and outcomes for resettlement activities; involvement of the displaced persons in the 
monitoring process; evaluation of the impact of resettlement for a reasonable period after all 
resettlement and related development activities have been completed; using the results of 
resettlement monitoring to guide subsequent implementation. 
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ANNEX 6: Threatened species potentially found within 50km of the KIFSCA according to IBAT report 
April 2020. 
 

Species name Common name IUCN Category Taxonomic Class 

Acrocephalus griseldis Basra reed-warbler EN Aves 

Agriocnemis palaeforma Papyrus wisp VU Insecta 

Aquila nipalensis Steppe eagle EN Aves 

Aquila rapax Tawny eagle VU Aves 

Ardeola idea Madagascar pond-heron EN Aves 

Balaeniceps rex Shoebill VU Aves 

Balearica regulorum Grey crowned crane EN Aves 

Bellamya phthinotropis  CR Gastropoda 

Bucorvus abyssinicus Northern ground-hornbill VU Aves 

Caracal aurata African golden cat VU Mammalia 

Ceratophallus concavus  CR Gastropoda 

Ceratophallus crassus  EN Gastropoda 

Ceratophallus subtilis  CR Gastropoda 

Cleopatra cridlandi  CR Gastropoda 

Coelatura alluaudi  VU Bivalvia 

Coelatura cridlandi  EN Bivalvia 

Diceros bicornis Black rhino CR Mammalia 

Diceros bicornis ssp. Michaeli Eastern black rhino CR Mammalia 

Ethulia sche  eri  EN Magnoliopsida 

Glareola ocularis Madagascar pratincole VU Aves 

Gyps africanus White-backed vulture CR Aves 

Gyps rueppelli Rüppell's vulture CR Aves 

Haplochromis aelocephalus  CR Actinopterygii 
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Haplochromis apogonoides  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis argenteus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis azureus  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis barbarae  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis bareli  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis bicolor  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis brownae  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis bwathondii  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis cassius  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis chromogynos  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis cinctus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis cnester  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis crassilabris  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis crocopeplus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis dentex  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis dichrourus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis scheri VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis avipinnis CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis fusiformis  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis gigas  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis granti  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis guiarti  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis heusinkveldi  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis hiatus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis howesi Smok VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis igneopinnis  EN Actinopterygii 
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Haplochromis iris  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis ishmaeli  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis longirostris  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis luteus  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis macrocephalus  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis macrognathus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis martini  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis maxillaris  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis megalops  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis melanopterus  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis michaeli  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis microdon  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis mylergates  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis nanoserranus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis nubilus  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis obesus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis obliquidens  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis parvidens  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis percoides  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis perrieri  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis piceatus  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis plagiodon  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis plutonius  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis ptistes  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis pyrrhopteryx  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis retrodens  VU Actinopterygii 
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Haplochromis sauvagei Rock kribensis VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis sulphureus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis teegelaari  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis teunisrasi  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis theliodon  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis thereuterion Double stripe VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis ushindi  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis vanoijeni  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis victorianus  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis vonlinnei  CR Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis welcommei  VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis xanthopteryx Black pseudo-nigricans VU Actinopterygii 

Haplochromis xenostoma  CR Actinopterygii 

Hirundo atrocaerulea Blue swallow VU Aves 

Labeo victorianus Ningu CR Actinopterygii 

Lagarosiphon hydrilloides  EN Liliopsida 

Lophocebus albigena Grey-cheeked mangabey VU Mammalia 

Luzula mannii  VU Liliopsida 

Necrosyrtes monachus Hooded vulture CR Aves 

Neophron percnopterus Egyptian vulture EN Aves 

Notogomphus maathaiae Maathai's longleg EN Insecta 

Oreochromis esculentus  CR Actinopterygii 

Oreochromis variabilis  CR Actinopterygii 

Panthera pardus Leopard VU Mammalia 

Phataginus tricuspis White-bellied pangolin EN Mammalia 

Polemaetus bellicosus Martial eagle VU Aves 
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Pseudagrion bicoerulans Giant sprite VU Insecta 

Psittacus erithacus Grey parrot EN Aves 

Ptilopachus nahani Nahan's partridge VU Aves 

Sagittarius serpentarius Secretarybird VU Aves 

Smutsia gigantean Giant ground pangolin EN Mammalia 

Smutsia temminckii Temminck's pangolin VU Mammalia 

Sphaerium regularis  EN Bivalvia 

Torgos tracheliotos Lappet-faced vulture EN Aves 

Trigonoceps occipitalis White-headed vulture CR Aves 

Xenoclarias eupogon 
Lake victoria deepwater 
cat sh CR Actinopterygii 
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10.0 APPENDICES 
 

10.1 MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR CENTRLA FOREST RESERVES WITHIN KIFSCA 
 

10.1.1 APPENDIX 1a: The Kalagala Itanda Falls CFR Management Plan 
 

 

 

Separate Document  

  

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
I have reviewed this management plan and comments are sent in a separate document.  Please apply those comments also to the other CFR management plans
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10.1.2 APPENDIX 1 b:  Nile BANK CFR management Plan 
 

 

Separate Document  
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10.1.3 Appendix 1 c: Namavundu CFR management Plan 
 

Separate Document  
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10.2 APPENDIX 2: THE KIFSCA ECOTOURISM PLAN 
 

Separate Document  
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10.3 APPENDIX 3:  MANAGEMENT PLANS FOR FRAGILE ECOSYSTEMS  
 

Separate Document  

 

  

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
I have prepared specific comments to the Annex 3 please review this.Fragile ecosystems need to be defined.
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10.4 APPENDIX 4: LIVELIHOOD FRAMEWORK  
 

 

Separate Document   
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 10.5 APPENDIX 5: MONITORING PLAN FOR AQUATIC RESOURCES AND FISHERIES  
 

 

Separate Document  

 

R. Tiffer Sotomayor
I have reviewed this Annex 5. I have prepared specific recommendations. The monitoring plan in general is good but needs some adjustments,  
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